
NORTH CAROLmA DT^ISION OF
Am QUALITY

Application Review

Issue Date: 12/11/2018

FaciUty Data

Applicant (Facility's Name): Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H.F. Lee Steam
Electric Plant

Facility Address:
Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant
1199 Black Jack Church Road
Goldsboro, NC 27530

SIC: 4911/Electric Services
NAICS: 221112 / Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation

FaciUty Classification: Before: Title V After: Title V
Fee Classification: Before: Title V After: Title V

Contact Data

Region: Washington Regional Office
County: Wayne
NC Facility D): 9600017
Inspector's Name: Robert Bright
Date of Last Inspection: 02/22/2017
Corn Uance Code: 3 / Corn liance - ins ection

Permit AppUcabiUty (this appUcation only)

SIP: 15ANCAC 02D .0515, .0516, .0521, .0540
NSPS: NA
NESHAP: NA
PSD: NA
PSD Avoidance: 15A NCAC 02Q .0317
NC Toxics: 15ANCAC 02D . 1100
112(r): NA
Other: NA

Facility Contact

Mike Graham
Sr. EHS Professional
(919)722-6551

Authorized Contact

Jeffery Hines
General Manager El
(919) 722-6450

1199 Black Jack Church H.F. Lee Steam Electric
Road

Goldsboro, NC 27530
Plant

Goldsboro, NC 27530

Total Actual emissions in TONS/YEAR:

CY S02 NOX

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

15.59

17.62

17. 10

14.59

5931.08

1060.46

1156.11

1029.78

1019.21

1717.47

voc

35.69

25. 61

12.85

11.70

49.52

Technical Contact

Erin Wallace
Sr. Environmental

Specialist
(919) 546-5797
410 South Wihnington
Street

Ralei h, NC 27601

co

223. 78

271.41

529. 22

144.08

330.21

Application Data

AppUcation Number: 9600017. 17A
Date Received: 11/13/2017
Application Type: Modification
AppUcation Schedule: TV-Sign-501(c)(2) Part I

Existing Permit Data
Existing Permit Number: 01 812/T42
Existing Permit Issue Date: 09/08/2016
Existing Permit Expiration Date: 06/30/2020

Review Engineer: Ed Martin

Review Engineer's Signature: Date: 12/11/2018

6fr^ y'""

159.34

158.83

136.88

146.77

220.14

6.30

531

3.54

3.47

Largest HAP

4.25
[Formaldehyde]

3.32
[Formaldehyde]

2. 15
[Formaldehyde]

2.30
[Formaldehyde]

350. 00 318. 79

[Hydrogen chloride (hydrochlori]

Comments / Recommendations:
Issue 01812/T43
Permit Issue Date: 12/11/2018
Permit Expiration Date: 06/30/2020
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February 5, 2018

February 13, 2018

Febmaryl9, 2018
(attached)

February 20, 2018

February 23, 2017
(attached)

March 14, 2018
(attached)

April 4, 2018
(attached)

April 17, 2018
(attached)

April 25, 2018
(attached)

Conference call (William Willets, Mark Cuilla, Booker Pullen, Cyndi Winston, Erin Wallace
and Ed Martin) with Duke to discuss Duke's proposed reasoning to include the project
emissions under the existing PSD avoidance limits. DAQ asked Duke to provide their
reasoning in a letter. Also, Duke mentioned there may be differences between the Buck and
Lee projects regarding whether it was necessary to conduct 1-hour N02 and SOi NAAQS
modeling for Lee.

DAQ mtemal meeting (William Willets, Tom Anderson, Matt Porter and Ed Martin) to
discuss how the Buck 1-hour N62 and 802 NAAQS modeling was conducted and whether
this modeling may be needed for Lee. DAQ's decision depended on receipt of Duke's
additional information regarding whether the project emissions can be included under the
existing PSD avoidance limits.

A letter (dated February 7, 2018) was received from Duke with additional information
explaining their rationale that the STAR® project should be considered part of the same
project that retired the coal-fired boilers and installed the three new combined cycle turbines
and to therefore include the STAR® project emissions under the existing PSD avoidance
limits.

After reviewing Duke's rationale in their Febmary 7, 2018 letter that the STAR® ash
beneficiation project should be considered as part of the same project that retired the fhree
coal-fired boilers and installed the three new combined cycle turbines, Duke was informed
that DAQ agreed and that the STAR project emissions can be included under the existing PSD
avoidance limits. Also, as a result, the 1-hour SOi and NOz NAAQS modeling wUl not be
needed (see Section DC, 1-hour NO and SO NAA S Modelin .

In an email, Duke responded to DAQ's request of January 1 1, 2018 for additional information
and answered some of the questions. However, many items remained unanswered and the
application processing clock remained on hold.

In an email, DAQ responded to Duke's Febmary 23, 2018 response to elaborate information
needed for items not fiilly addressed by Duke. Duke was asked several questions for
additional information related to emission calculations, sources of emission factors, design
capacity of the STAR® unit, actual emissions versus potential emissions for a proposed PSD
avoidance condition, how the emission rates used in their toxics modeling analysis were
determined. Duke's proposed monitoring for S02 for compliance with 02D .0516, etc. The
application processing clock was stopped awaitmg the additional information. The application
remained on hold.

In an email, Duke responded to DAQ's request of March 14, 2018 and provided further
mformation. The only missing requested information was the soiirce of the CO and VOC
emission factors referenced in the application for reactor ES-31 . The application remained on
hold.

In an email, DAQ again asked for the source of the CO and VOC emission factors for reactor
ES-31.

In an email to Duke, DAQ asked if the existing gasoline storage tank (ID No. 4) was modeled.



April 25, 2018
(attached)

May 25, 2018

May 29, 2018
(attached)

June 4, 2018
(attached)

June 8, 2018

June 8, 2018

July 10, 2018

July 13, 2018

August 1, 2018
(attached)

August 9, 2018
(attached)

August 21, 2018
(attached)

August 27, 2018
(attached)

October 26, 2018

November 20, 2018

November 29, 2018

December 10, 2018

In an email, regarding the above question on whether the gasoline tank was modeled, Duke
responded it woiild appear that the gasoline storage was inadvertently left out of the air
dispersion analysis (for Benzene, Hexane, and Toluene). Duke provided potential emissions
for the tank for DAQ's use in the Health Risk Assessment.

Sent draft permit to Duke, Washington Regional Office and Stationary Source Compliance for
review.

Email from Washington Regional Office with comment on the draft permit (see Section XII).

Email from Duke wifh comments on the draft pemiit (see Section XII).

The draft pemut was issued to provide for a 30-day comment period.

A notice of public hearing for the draft permit was published in the Goldsboro News-Argus
newspaper and placed on the DAQ website along with the draft pennit and review.

A public hearing was held at 7:00 pm on July 10, 2018 at the Wayne Community College in
Goldsboro.

The public comment period ended.

In an email, DAQ requested additional information needed as a result of public comments
regarding: fugitive emissions, ash pond test methods, HC1 and HF emissions, off-site ash
processing and other pennit changes to be made (see Section XIII).

In an email. Duke responded to fhe additional infomiation request of August 1, 2018 (see
Section Xffl).

In an email, DAQ requested additional information on the ash pond test methods, and HC1
and HF emissions that Duke provided on August 9, 2018 (see Section XIII).

In an email, Duke provided HC1 and HF emission calculations.

Duke submitted an application addendum to include revised toxic modeling for the new
emission rates as a result of the revised ash metal concentrations from re-analyzing the
ohginal ash samples as requested by DAQ. Also, Duke requested the addition of two new
insignificant activities. The revised toxics modeling included these two new sources and the
gasoline tank previously omitted, (see Section XIII)

Duke's revised toxics dispersion modeling analysis was approved by Alex Zamowski, AQAB
(see memo to Ed Martin dated November 20, 2018).

The Hearing Officer's Report with recommendations was issued.

A memorandum from Michael A. Abraczinskas, Director, Division of Air Quality, to Mark
Cuilla, Acting Chief, Permitting Section, approved the issuance of the air permit.

December 11, 2018 The fmal permit was issued.



I. Purpose of Application

II.

Duke has applied to install and operate a flyash processing facility consisting of a Staged Turbulent Air
Reactor (STAR®) with supporting ancillary sources at the H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant as shown in
Section X below. This is one of three flyash beneficiation projects in North Carolina (the others are at
Duke's Buck and Cape Fear plants) mandated by HB 630 (Session Law 2016), which modified the closure
requirements for coal combustion residuals surface impoundments under the Coal Ash Management Act
(CAMA) of 2014. The law requires the impoundment owner (Duke) to identify, on or before July 1, 2017,
a total of three impoundment sites (located within the State) with ash stored in the impoimdments on that
date that is suitable for processing for cementitious purposes. The CAMA requires Duke to enter into a
binding agreement for the installation and operation of the ash beneficiation projects capable of annually
processing 300,000 tons of ash each to specifications appropriate for cementitious products with all ash
processed to be removed from the impoundment located at the sites. No later than 24 months after issuance
of all necessary permits, operation of each ash beneficiation project is to commence.

The facility will process wet or dry flyash feedstock containing various amounts ofunbumed carbon into a
variety of commercial applications including partial cement replacement and other commercial and
industrial applications. The actual design capacity of the H.F. Lee STAR® facility is to produce up to
400, 000 tons offlyash product annually.

The STAR® system is a patented technology developed by The SEFA Group Inc. (SEFA) to process
feedstock (of any carbon content) like flyash (wet or dry) along with other ingredient materials into a
variety of commercial products. These products are used, not only for application as a partial cement
replacement, but for many other commercial and industrial applications.

The first STAR® plant began commercial operation in Febmary 2008 at SCE&G's McMeekin Station in
Lexington, South Carolina. Lessons learned from the first STAR® Plant were incorporated into the design
of the next generation STAR® II Facility, which began commercial operations in September 2012 at NRG
located in Newburg, Maryland. The third STAR® facility began operations in 2015, and is located in
Georgetown, South Carolina, at the Santee Cooper Winyah Generating Station. It is the only facility
capable of processing ash from surface ponds.

This is the first step of a significant permit modification pursuant to mle 15A NCAC 02Q .0501(b)(2). The
application was received on November 13, 2017 and deemed complete for processing on that date. Public
notice of the draft permit for Title V purposes is not required at this time. The Pemuttee must file a Title V
Air Quality Permit Application pursuant to 15A NCAC 02Q .0504 for these changes on or before 12
months after commencing operation in accordance with General Condition NN. l, at which time the
changes will go through the second step of the 15A NCAC 02Q .0501(c)(2) Title V pemutting process.
The pennit shield described in General Condition R does not apply to these changes. The only public
notice at this time is a notice of public hearing pursuant to the construction and operating pennit under mle
15A NCAC 2Q .0300 and the Coal Ash Management Act.

Permit Changes

The following changes were made to the Duke Energy Progress - H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant Air Permit
No. 01812T42:

Old
Pa e

Cover

Old Section
New
Pa e

Cover

New Section

Insignificant Activities List Insignificant Activities List

3-4 1, table of pemiitted 3-5
emission soiirces

1, table of permitted
emission sources

Description of Change(s)

Amended permit numbers and dates.

Added I-ES-39A, I-ES-39B, I-ES-40A, I-ES-40B, I-F-1, 1-F-2, 1-
F-3, 1-F-5, 1-F-6, 1-ES-41 and I-ES-42.

Added emission sources: ID Nos. ES-30, ES-31, ES-32, ES-33,
ES-34, ES-35, ES-36, ES-37, ES-38, ES-38A, ES-38B and F-
4; with footnote **.



23-27 2. 1.D.5

40-41 2.2-A. l.a

44 . 2.2.A.2.e

46-54 3

47-53 2.2.B

36-39 2. 1.J

39-41 2. 1.K

42-43 2. 1.L

43-46 2.2.A. l.a

47 2.2.A.2.C

58-66 3

Relocated this PSD avoidance condition for turbines 1A, 1B and
1C from Section 2. 1.D.5 to Section 2.2.B. 1 and revised the limits
to also include the new STAR® project sources.

Added this section for new STAR® reactor.

Added this section for new STAR® supporting sources.

Added this section for new STAR® ash basin (ID No. F-4)
fugitive source.

Revised this 02D . 1100 condition to include emission limits for
new facility-wide toxics modeling.

Added TPER limits for toluene (Ib/hr only), hydrogen chloride
and hydrogen fluoride.

Updated General Conditions to version 5.3, 08/21/2018.

59 List of Acronyms 67

Condition K changed: Permit expiration terminates the facility's
right to operate unless a complete 15A NCAC 02Q .0500 renewal
application is submitted at least six months before the date of
permit expiration.

List of Acronyms Corrected definition of AOS to Alternative Operating Scenario.

IH. FaciUty Description

Duke Energy's H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant is an electric utility facility that generates electrical power.
The facility previously had two main parts - the old coal-fired Lee plant (which was retired in 2012) and
the "Wayne County" combustion turbine plant. Currently the main emission sources are five No. 2 fuel
oiVnatural gas-fired simple-cycle internal combustion turbines (Lee 1C Unit Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14).
Also, the following sources were added in Pennit No. 01812T35 issued August 11, 2010, and began
commercial operation on January 1, 2013: three nominal 170 MW natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired
simple/combined-cycle internal combustion turbmes (Lee 1C Unit Nos. 1A, 1B and 1C). Other sources
include: one natural gas-fired auxiliary boiler (AB1), three natural gas-fired dew point heaters (DPH1,
DPH2 and DPH3), one diesel-fired firewater pump engine (FWP1), one multi-cell wet surface air cooler
with drift eliminators (CT1), one multi-package/multi-cell turbine inlet chiller with drift eliminators (CT2),
and one No. 2 fuel oil fixed-roof storage tank with atmospheric vents (ST3).

IV. STAR Project Equipment Description

The associated sources of air emissions proposed to support the STAR® system includes the following:

. Ash Basin excavation.

. Ash Handling/Processing.

. Haul Roads.

. Screener.

. Crusher.

. Two diesel engines associated with a Screener and a Crusher.

. Wet ash receiving area and storage shed.

. Wet ash feed hopper.

. Wet ash imloading pile.

. Two External heat exchangers (EHE) (with baghouses).

. Transfer silo fillmg and unloading (with bin vent product capture device).



. Feed silo filling and unloading (with bin vent product capture device).

. Storage dome filling and unloading (with bin vent product capture device).

. Loadout silo (with bin vent product capture device).

. Loadout silo chute 1A (with bin vent product capture device).

. Loadout silo chute 1B (with bin vent product capture device).

. FGD Byproduct Silo (with bin vent product capture device).

. FGD Absorbent Silo (with bin vent product capture device).

Pre-reactor Material Handlin E ui ment

Excavation and processing of materials from the ash ponds to meet the STAR® system flyash ingredient
(feedstock) specifications will be under the conti-ol of Duke Energy. All flyash reclaimed from an ash pond
delivered for use as an ingredient in the STAR® system must first undergo processing by the owner to be:

. fi-ee of all, but minimal contaminants (e. g., organic debris, slag);

. fmely-divided and free-flowing;

. have consistent moisture content below 25%; and

. have a consistent chemical composition, includmg organic content measured by loss on ignition.

The processing sequence of events will include flyash being excavated and staged to allow for dewatering
to ensure a moisture content below 25%. Dewatered flyash will then be screened to remove contaminants
(organic debris, slag, etc.), to produce a consistent chemical composition and a finely divided free-flowing
material.

Wet flyash with a nominal 15% moisture content is delivered via tmcks. The wet flyash can be unloaded
fi-om the tmcks into the storage shed, to a pile, or directly into the feed hopper at up to 70 tons per hour
then conveyed to the mechanical conveyance equipment. The material is discharged from the mechanical
conveyance equipment into a material delumper iinit to reduce large size material. The material is then
discharged from the deliunper into the external heat exchanger (EHE) by gravity, where it is continually
Quidized using preheated air.

The fluidized material is dried in the EHE both by intimate contact with the heated fluidizing air and by
direct contact with hot water heat exchangers located in the EHE. The material is discharged from the EHE
at less than 2% moisture content and at a temperature range of 150 to 300°F to downstream material-
handling equipment (transfer silos).

The exhaust air is discharged from each EHE through mterconnecting ductwork to a high efficiency
baghouse for feedstock recovery and exhaust air treatment to achieve a PM exhaust rate of 0.025 gr/dscf.

After leaving the baghouse, the cleaned exhaust air stream passes through interconnecting ductwork to the
exhaust air fan before being discharged to atmosphere. The exhaust air volumetric rate is estimated at
approximately 41,550 acfm at 10 inches of water column above atmospheric pressure and at approximately
150-300 °F.

STAR® Reactor
STAR® technology transforms and recycles coal ash from surface impoundments or ponds into a high-
quality, sustainable environmentally-responsible class F flyash product for the concrete industey for
beneficial reuse. The process treats flyash in such a way as to lower the "loss on ignition" (LOI - residual
carbon in flyash) for use as pozzolan in concrete and can also remove all the carbon in flyash so that the
purified mineral material can be used as raw feed material in other specialty products and processes that
historically have been unable to use flyash as raw feed material because of the deleterious effect of the
residual carbon in Qyash. Using recycled STAR® ash in place of Portland cement in concrete reduces the
virgin material required in concrete manufacturing, and for every ton offlyash used in concrete, there is
approximately one less ton ofC02 released into the atmosphere.

The STAR® process is inherently flexible in that operating parameters can be varied and different
ingredients can be added to produce a desired product. The primary component of the STAR® is a
cylindrical refi^ctory-lined reactor vessel in which the majority of the process reactions take place



V.

including both chemical and physical reactions. Air required for the process reactions enters through the
floor of the STAR® system as well as through the walls at multiple locations.

The raw flyash feedstock and any other ingredients are introduced through the walls of the STAR®. All of
the solids and gases exit together at the top of the reactor. Due to the high gas velocity, multiple injection
points, and recycled solids returned, there is a significant amount of turbulence created that enhances the
mixing of the ingredients and optimizes the reactions.

The STAR® reactor will normally fire auxiliary fuels during system startup and will cut back on auxiliary
fuel (i.e., natural gas or propane) as the reactor reaches auto-ignition and self-sustaming conditions. At this
point, the residual carbon in the flyash reacts and becomes the heat source and the process is normally self-
sustaining except under certain conditions.

The STAR® reactor design capacity is based on two factors: heat input and flyash throughput. The
reactor's short term maximum heat input capacity is 140 mmBtu/hr. The reactor's flyash throughput,
however, varies based on the percent LOI (residual carbon) content of the flyash, to achieve the 140
mmBtu/hr maximum design heat input. Duke expects the LOI to be from 6 to 15 percent. Based on the
heat content of the residual carbon (14,500 Btu/lb), the throughput will be limited to achieve the maximum
140 mmBtu/hr heat input. At 6 percent LOI and 140 mmBtu/hr heat input, the resulting throughput is 80.5
tons per hour. As the LOI increases, the throughput decreases in order to keep the heat input below the
maxunum of 140 mmBtu/hr. The reactor system is actually designed to process 75 tons per hour rather
than the 80.5 tons per hoiir, which corresponds to a nominal heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr.

POST-Reactor Material Handlin E ui ment

After exiting the reactor, the flue gas with entrained flyash enters a hot cyclone where the majority of solids
are separated from the gas and recycled back to the reactor for temperature control. The flue gas with
entrained flyash leaving the hot cyclone is conveyed to an air preheater, which is designed to preheat the
incoming process air (by heat recovery) or cool the flue gas/solids mixture, then passes through a flue gas
cooler. The cooled flue gas and Qyash then passes through a baghouse for product capture, and then
exhausts to a dry flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system (using hydrated lime as a reagent) to reduce S02
emissions. The clean FGD exhaust will then flow to an induced draft fan to be discharged to the
atmosphere through a stand-alone stack. The captured flyash is pneumatically transferred from the
baghouse to either the storage dome or the loadout silo, each equipped with a bin vent, then to a tmck
loadout station.

Summary of Changes to Emission Sources and Control Devices

The following sources and control device descriptions are being added to the permit for this modification:

Emission Source

roNo.

ES-30

ES-31

Emission Source Description

Feed silo (125 tons per hour maximum fill
rate, 75 tons per hour maximiim imload
rate, 400,000 tons per year fill and unload
rate)

STAR® feedstock processing reactor (140
million Btu per hour maximum heat input
rate, 130 million Btu per hour nominal heat
input rate, designed to process 75 tons per
hoiir and 400,000 tons per year flyash
feedstock process rates), equipped with
natural gas/propane burners for startup or to
maintain temperature with a combined
heating capacity of 60 million Btu per hour
heat input rate.

Control

Device

roNo.
CD-30

CD-31A

Control Device Descripdon

Bin vent filter (4:1 air-to-clofh
ratio)

Dry scrubber (77, 500 ACFM
maximum inlet flue gas flow
rate)

CD-31B Baghouse (26,790 total filter
surface area, 2. 18:1 air-to-
cloth ratio, 77, 500 ACFM
maximum inlet flue gas flow
rate)



ES-32

ES-33

ES-34

ES-35

ES-36

ES-37

ES-38

ES-38A

FGD byproduct storage silo (3120 cubic
feet capacity, 1.75 tons per hour maximum
fill rate, 300 tons per hour maximum unload
rate)

FGD absorbent storage silo (10,000 cubic
feet capacity, 25 tons per hour maximum
fill rate, 1.5 tons per hour unload rate)

EHE- external heat exchanger 1 (70 tons
per how maximum process rate)

EHE- external heat exchanger 2 (70 tons
per hoiu- maximum process rate)

Transfer silo filling (125 tons per hour fill
rate, 75 tons per hour maximum unload
rate, 400,000 tons per year maximum fill
and unload rate)

Storage dome filling (75 tons per hour fill
rate, 275 tons per hour maximum unload
rate, 400, 000 tons per year maximum fill
and unload rate)

Loadout silo (300 tons per hour maximum
unload rate, 400,000 tons per year
maximum unload rate)

Loadout silo chute 1 A (100 tons per hour
maximum unload rate, 400,000 tons per
year maximum unload rate)

CD-32 Bin vent filter (4:1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-33 Bin vent filter (4:1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-34 Baghouse (3:1 air-to-cloth
ratio, 32,000 dSCFM exhaust
flow rate

CD-3 5 Baghouse (3: 1 air-to-cloth
ratio, 32,000 dSCFM exhaust
flow rate

CD-36 Bin vent filter (4: 1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-37 Bin vent filter (4:1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-3 8 Bin vent filter (4:1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-38A Bin vent filter (4: 1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

CD-38B Bin vent filter (4: 1 air-to-cloth
ratio)

N/A N/A

ES-3 8B Loadout silo chute 1B (100 tons per hour
maximum unload rate, 400,000 tons per
year maximum unload rate)

F-4* Ash basin (321 acres)

* Fugitive source

VI. Emissions

The proposed project emission rates for criteria pollutants and toxic air pollutants (TAPs) are based on
process information developed and provided by SEFA, Duke, manufacturers' data, and/or the
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) AP-42 emission factors. Unit design parameters and
operational practices have been incorporated into the analysis to make the emission estimates conservative
and representative ofon-site conditions.

STAR® Reactor Emissions
Emissions fi-om the STAR® reactor include PM/particulate matter with a diameter less than 10 microns
(PMio), particulate matter with a diameter less than 2. 5 microns (PM2. 5), S02, nitrogen dioxide CNOx),
carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), and greenhouse gases (GHG) from the
aiuciliary fuels and residual carbon in the flyash. Emissions from the auxiliary fuels were estimated using
the most recent emissions factors for natural gas and propane-fired boilers contained in AP-42. The
auxiliary fuel burners are a low-NOx design.

Flyash generated from the combustion of coal contains trace quantities of heavy metals. Duke Energy
performed a site-specific ash analysis taking samples from the ash pond to calculate the emission rates for
each toxic metal. Emission factors of the heavy metal toxics m the flyash before entering the reactor are
based on the site-specific ash analysis data. Emission factors of the heavy metals in the flyash after exiting
from the reactor are based on the site-specific ash analysis data with a contribution from the use of process
water in the reactor.



Emissions ofNOx and CO from the processing of the residual carbon in the flyash were estimated based on
emissions estimates from other existing STAR® reactor units. Particulate emissions for the STAR® are
based on the baghouse manufacturer's data of 0.025 grams per actual cubic foot (gr/acf). The induced draft
fan providing fhe motive force for the product transfer is rated at 77,500 acfm, at the expected process
conditions of350°F and nominal atmospheric pressure.

S02 emissions are a function of the amount of flyash processed through the reactor, the sulfur content of
the flyash, the amount ofsulfur remaining in the product ash exiting the reactor, and an S02 removal
efGciency of the dry scrubber. Potential emissions ofS02 are based on a Qyash sulfur content of 0. 15
percent, 100 percent oxidation of the sulfur, a LOI of 6%, a carbon heat value of 14, 500 Btu/lb, and a dry
scrubber control efficiency of 95 percent.

Emissions for the STAR® reactor have been estimated conservatively by combining the total emissions
associated with firing the worst-case auxiliary fuel at full capacity with the total emissions from flyash
processmg.

GHG emissions for the STAR® reactor were based on the annual natural gas and propane usages and
emissions factors from Table C-l of Chapter 40, Part 98, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Subpart C,
along with the residual carbon content (LOI) of the flyash. As discussed in Section VII below, even though
fhe GHG emissions of 116,604 tons per year as shown m Table 2 are greater than the otherwise PSD
significant increase rate of 75,000 tons per year, the proposed project does not result in an increase of a
regulated NSR pollutant that is not GHGs, and GHGs are not subject to PSD review.

Material Handlin Emissions

The material handling system includes one wet ash raw feed unloading pile, one wet ash storage shed, one
wet ash EHE feed hopper, two EHEs, raw feed silo, one loadout silo, two loadout chutes, transfer silo, a
product storage dome, FGD byproduct silo, FGD absorbent silo, screener, cmsher, ash basin and handling,
and haul roads. The silos are each equipped with a bin vent filter to minimize product losses associated
with the pneumatic transfer process. The truck loadout station uses telescoping chutes and a negative
pressure ventilation system to reduce fugitive emissions. Particulate emissions from the silos, loadout
chutes and product dome were estimated using the maximum short- and long-term transfer rates and
appropriate emission factors from AP-42, Section 13.2.4 and 99% bin vent filter confa-ol.

Trace metal concentration data discussed above for the STAR® system were used in conjunction with the
calculated PM emissions rates to estimate emissions of trace metal from the material handling activities.

Fu itive Emissions

Additional particulate emissions were also calculated for the wet ash receiving process, ash handling
process (includmg screening and cmshing activities) and haul roads. Windblown fugitive dust emissions
were also calculated from the unloading pile. The emissions were calculated using the appropriate
emissions factors fi-om AP-42.

Potential Emissions
The potential emissions for the project are calculated based on the emission factors and other design
parameters as shown in Table 1 below along with the system design process throughput capabilities for the
ancillary sources as a function of the reactor throughput as shown in the table in Section VIII.B. l below.
The reactor ES-31 throughput establishes the needed throughput for all other STAR® project ancillary
sources and therefore establishes their potential emissions. Potential emissions for all STAR® sources is
shown m Table 2.

The emission calculation methodologies and detailed calculations for the STAR® system sources can be
found in Appendix B of the application.
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Table 1
Emission Factors Used to Determine Emissions

Source

ID No. Emission Source Description

Emissions Factors

PoUutant Flyash

Gas flow of 77,500 ac&n and loading rate of 0.025 gr/acf
PM, PMio, PM2.5 PM10 = 92% of Total PM and PM2.5 = 53% of Total PM (AP-42

Table 1. 1-6, Bituminous and Subbituminous Coal Combustion

Based on 6% LOI, 0. 15% flyash sulfur content, 14,500 Btu/lb carbon
heat value, 95% scmbber control efiBcienc ,

S02

ES-31 STAR® reactor*

NOx

co

voc

* includes emissions from worst case

startup fuel: GHG COze
propane: AP-42, Table 1.5-1, or
natural gas: AP-42, Table 1.4-2

H2S04

Pb

Based on SEFA operation experience

Based on SEFA operation experience

Based on stack test perfonned at an existing STAR facility, CO
emissions are ex ected to be 10% or less ofVOC emissions.

Based on the annual natural gas and propane usages and emission
factors from Table C-l of Chapter 40, Part 98, CFR, Subpart C, along
withtheLOIofthefl ash.

Based on SEFA stack test performed September 2016. Sulfuric Acid
Mist was 0.05 Ib/hr for contin enc was doubled to 0. 1 Ib/hr.

Diike site-specific average ash analysis

ES-30

ES-36

ES-32

ES-33

ES-34
ES-35

ES-37

ES-38

ES-38A

ES-38B

I-ES-39A

I-ES-40A

I-ES-39B

Feed silo

Transfer silo

FGD byproduct storage silo

FGD absorbent storage silo f

EHE(Unitsland2)

Storage dome

Loadout sUo

Loadout sUo chute 1A

Loadout sUo chute 1B

Screener

Cmsher

o. 2 fuel oil-fired screener
engine (91 HP)

Material Handling Emissions (PM, PMio, PMz-s, Pb)

AP-42, Section 13. 2.4 and 99% bin vent filter control
Duke site-specific average ash analysis

Gas flow: 1300 acfm and PM loading rate of 0.005 gr/acf
PM10 = 92% of Total PM and PM2.5 = 53% of Total PM (AP-42 Table 1. 1-6,

illing Bituminous and Subbitummous Coal Combustion)
Duke site-specific average ash analysis

Exhaust Flow: 32,000 dscfm and PM loading at 0.025 grains/dscf
PM10 = 92% of Total PM and PM2.5 = 53% of Total PM (AP-42 Table 1. 1-6,
Bituminous and Subbituminous Coal Combustion)
Duke site-s ecific avera e ash anal sis

AP-42, Section 13.2.4 and 99% bin vent filter control
Duke site-specific average ash analysis

AP-42, Table 11. 19.2-2
Duke site-specific average ash analysis

Engine Emissions

AP-42 Chapter 3.3, Table 3.3-1 (Gasoline & Diesel Industrial Engines)
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I-ES-40B

I-F-1

I-F-2

I-F-3

F-4

I-F-5

I-F-6

No. 2 fuel oil-fired cmsher engine
(300 HP)

Wet ash receiving transfer to shed

Wet ash receiving transfer to
hopper

Wet ash receiving unloading pile

Ash basin

Ash handling

Haul roads

Fugitive Emissions (PM, PMio, PM2.5, Pb)

i

AP-42 Section 13.2-4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles)
Duke Energy Average Ash Analysis

AP-42 Section 13.2.5 (Indusfa-ial Wind Erosion)
Diike Energy Average Ash Analysis

AP-42 Section 13.2.4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles)
DukeEner Avera e Ash Anal sis

AP-42 Section 13.2.2 (Unpaved Roads)
No Pb emissions.
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D) No.

ES-31

ES-30

ES-36

ES-32

ES-33

ES-34
ES-35

ES-37

ES-38

ES-38A

ES-38B

I-ES-39A

I-ES-39B

I-ES-40A

I-ES-40B

I-F-1

I-F-2

I-F-3

I-F-4

I-F-5

I-F-6

I-ES-41

I-ES-42

Source

Emission Source Description

STAR® reactor

Feed silo

Transfer silo

FGD byproduct storage silo

Table 2
Potential Annual Project Emission Increases

Emissions (ton/yr)

PM PMio PM2.5 S02 NOx CO VOC
GHG
COze H2S04 Pb

72.74 66.92 38.55 98. 18' 193.60 91. 10 9. 11 116,4062 0.44 1.57E-03

7.73E-07
0. 04 0. 02

0.24 0.22

FGD absorbent storage silo filling 0.24 0.22

0.02

0. 13

0. 13

EHE(Unitsland2)

Storage dome

Loadout silo

Loadout silo chute 1A

Loadout silo chute 1B

Screener

o. 2 fuel oil-fired screener

engine (91 HP)

Cmsher

No. 2 fuel oil-fired crusher engine

30.03 27.63 15.92 5.96E-04

0.04 0.02 0.02

0.020 0.007 0.0004

7.73E-07

3.90E-07

0.26 0.26 0.26 0.243 3.667 0.79 0.292 135.45 NA3 7.45E-06

0.002 0.001 0.0001 2.99E-08

(300 HP)

Wet ash receiving transfer to shed

Wet ash receiving transfer to 0.0129 0.00608 0.000921
hopper

Wet ash receiving unloading pile 0.0137 0.00687 0.00103

0. 120 0. 120 0. 120 0. 112 1.697 0.366 0. 135 62.69 NA3 3.45E-06

Ash basin

Ash handling

Haul roads

Ball Mill Classifier

Ball Mill Feed Silo

Total

2. 55E-07

2.73E-07

1.40E-04

2.80E-06

7.05 3.53 0.53

0. 141 0.0666 0.0101

1. 53 0.395 0.0395

3.43 3. 15 1.82

0.002170. 00103 0. 00103

115.92 102.58 57.55 98.53 198.96 92.26 9.54 116,604 0.44 2.32E-03

S02 for ES-31 based on 6% LOI, 0. 15% flyash sulfar content, 14,500 Btu/lb carbon heat value, 95% scrubber control
efficiency, flyash process rate of 75 tons per hour and 8760 hours per year operation.
GHG emissions for ES-31 based on an average flyash LOI of 7. 80%. Duke expects 6%-15% LOI.
H2S04not listed in AP-42 Section 3.3 or DAQ's spreadsheet.
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VII. Regulatory Analysis

A. New Source Review Evaluation

Under Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) requirements, all major new or modified
stationary sources of air pollutants as defined in Section 169 of the Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) must
be reviewed and permitted prior to construction by EPA or permitting authority, as applicable, in
accordance with Section 165 ofCAA. A major stationary source is defined as any one of 28 named
source categories, which emits or has a potential to emit (PTE) 100 tons per year of any regulated
pollutant, or any other stationary soiirce, which emits or has the potential to emit 250 tons per year of
any PSD regulated pollutant.

The Lee facility is an existing PSD major stationary source of criteria air pollutants as defined at 40
CFR 51. 166(b)(l)(i)(a), and is classified as one of the 28 named source categories under the category
of "fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million Btu per hour heat input, " which
emits or has a potential to emit (PTE) 100 tons per year of any regulated pollutant.

For existing major stationary soiu-ces, there are several steps to determine whether the modification is a
major modification and therefore subject to PSD preconstruction review. The first step is to determine
whether there is a physical change or change in the method of operation. Second, there must be an
emissions increase. And third, the emissions increase must be equal to or greater than the "sigmficance
levels" as listed in 40 CFR 51. 166(b)(23)(i) for the regulated pollutants.

Because the STAR modification involves a physical change with an emissions increase, it must be
deteraiined whether the modification results in an emission increase for any regulated pollutant in the
amounts equal or greater than the significance levels, which would therefore Uigger a PSD review for
those pollutants.

Existin PSD Avoidance Condition
Duke is proposing to include emissions from the STAR® project under the existing PSD avoidance
limits in Section 2. 1.D.5.a of the current permit 01812T42. The existing PSD avoidance condition was
established in permit 01812T35 when the three natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired simple/combined-cycle
internal combustion turbines (Lee 1C Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit 1B and Lee 1C Unit 1C) were first
permitted in 2010. At that time, since the three coal-fired boilers (Unit 1 Boiler, Unit 2 Boiler and Unit
3 Boiler) were soon to be retired, Duke began reducing the hours of operation of the boilers as the new
turbines came on line. The avoidance limits were based on actual baseline emissions for the three
boilers to establish (with the added PSD significance thresholds for each pollutant) the allowable PSD
avoidance limits as a "project net" to ensure there was no increase in emissions (beyond PSD
significance) above baseline so that emissions from the three boilers plus the fhree new combustion
turbines remain below the limits.

DAQ had initially told Duke in a letter dated December 18, 2017, that the STAR® modification
emissions coiild not be included under the existing PSD avoidance limits since those limits were for an
unrelated project, and therefore those emissions must be analyzed separately with respect to the
applicability ofPSD. DAQ discussed this in a meeting with Duke on January 5, 2018 and in a
conference call on Febmary 5, 2018, and asked Duke to provide their reasoning in a letter. In the
letter, received on February 19, 2018 (dated February 7, 2018), Duke explained then- rationale why the
STAR® project should be considered part of the same project that retired the coal-fired boilers and
installed the three new combined cycle turbines, and that therefore the STAR® project emissions
should be included under the existing PSD avoidance limits.

Duke's rationale for considermg the STAR® project to be part of the same project that retired the coal-
fired boilers and installed the three new combined cycle turbines is based on the following events that
led to the proposed STAR® ash beneficiation project to facilitate retirement of the coal-fu-ed boilers.

. Duke submitted the application to repower the facility with the three new turbines as part of the
preparation for retiring the three coal-fired boilers in December 2009. The three boilers were
retired on October 1, 2012, and Duke requested the boilers be removed from the pennit on
November 27, 2012. The boilers were then removed from the pennit in 2015 (permit 01812T40).
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. At the time the boilers were being planned for retirement, Duke was tracking potential regulations
for long-term management of coal combustion products (CCP) at the state and federal levels.

. The regulations were a result of the December 2008 ash release at the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Kingston facility and the beginning ofEPA's process of assessing ash impoundments
to determine where corrective measures may be needed to prevent failures at other facilities.

. EPA sent an information request out to coal-fired electric utilities in February 2009 inquiring
about the safety of surface impoundments and basins used to store coal combustion residue.

. EPA published a proposed mle to regulate coal ash on June 21, 2010, and the Disposal of Coal
Combustion Residuals from Electric Utilities final mle was signed on December 19, 2014.

. The North Carolina Coal Ash Management Act (CAMA) became law in 2014 and required Duke
to begin closure of ash basins and to evaluate beneficial reuse for ash stored in the basins.

DAQ agrees that, based on Duke's explanation, the STAR® project can be considered to be part of the
same project that retired the coal-fired boilers and installed the three new combined cycle turbines and
can be included ia the existing PSD condition.

At the time the boilers were removed from the permit in 2015, the PSD avoidance condition became
applicable only to the three turbines with the limits unchanged. Now, with this permit modification,
fhe PSD avoidance condition (moved to Section 2.2.B of the permit) will include the turbines and the
new STAR® project sources as discussed below.

Table 3 shows the potential emissions for the STAR® project (row A) and potential emissions for the
existing turbines (row B). To determine the possibility that the total potential emissions under the
avoidance condition (row A+B) could exceed the limits, the amount by which the total potential
emissions from the turbines and from the main STAR® sources (ES-31, ES-34 and ES-35) exceeds the
PSD avoidance limits (row C) is determined (row A+B-C). Even though the total potential emissions
of all sources have the potential to exceed the existing PSD avoidance limit for some pollutants (PM:,
PMio, PM2.5, CO and VOCs), the total actual emissions of each pollutant are expected to be below the
PSD avoidance condition limits. Monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting of actual emissions will be
required for the STAR® reactor (ES-31) for all pollutants (NOx, SOi, PM, PMio, PM2.5, CO and
VOCs), except for H2S04 or Pb, siace those emissions are negligible with respect to the limits, and for
EHE ES-34 and EHE-35 for those pollutants which these sources emit (PM, PMio and PM2. 5 only). To
simplify the monitoring of emissions, the total potential emissions from the small-emitting STAR®
project ancillary sources (all except STAR® reactor ES-31, EHE ES-34 and EHE ES-35), as shown in
Table 3 (row D), have been added separately in the condition equations as shown in Section VIII.D.2
below with the note that that number represents the potential emissions from the small-emitting
STAR® ancillary soiirces. Since the maximum potential emissions for all STAR® project small-
emitting ancillary sources are assumed, no monitoring or recordkeeping of actual emissions is required
for those sources. The only monitormg of the STAR® project sources needed is for the STAR® reactor
ES-31, EHE ES-34 and EHE ES-35, in addition to the turbines.

The reactor ES-31 throughput establishes the throughput for all other STAR® project ancillary sources
and therefore establishes their potential emissions. The system design process throughput capabilities
for the ancillary sources as a function of the reactor throughput are shown in the table in Secdon
VIII.B. l below. Monitoring of reactor emissions will ensiire the potential eitiissions for the ancillary
sources are not exceeded.

GHGs. In accordance with PSD regulation 51. 166(b)(48)(iv)(b), GHGs are only subject to regulation
in the case of an existing major stationary soiirce for a regulated NSR pollutant that is not GHGs if the
source will also have an emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant (as defined in
51. 166(b)(48)(iii) for GHGs), and an emissions increase of 75,000 tpy Cde or more. Also, in
accordance with NCAC 02D .0544(a), a major stationary source or major modification shall not be
required to obtain a prevention ofPSD peraait on the sole basis of its greenhouse gases emissions.
Therefore, even though fhe GHG emissions of 116,604 tons per year as shown in Table 2 are greater
than the otherwise PSD significant increase rate of 75,000 tons per year, the proposed project does not
result in an increase of a regulated NSR pollutant that is not GHGs, and GHGs are not subject to PSD
review.
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Table 3
Emissions Summary for the Revised PSD Avoidance Condition

Category

PM PMiu PM2.5 SOz

A

B

A+B

ltentia]l^is^in creaseisforthe 115.92 102. 58 57. 55 98. 53
ro osedSTAR®Pro'ect1

otential emissions for turbines
1A, 1B and 1C3
Total potential all sources under

e PSD avoidance condition

Q xisting PSD avoidance limits

otential emissions from STAR®

214. 26 214. 26 214. 26 21. 93

Emissions (ton/yr)

NO, CO VOC GHGCOie H2S04 Pb

198.96 92.26 9.54 116,604 0.44 0.00232

0.06902. 13 841. 11 122. 19

329.75 316.84 271.81 120.46 1101.09 933.37 131.73

218. 2 218. 2 218. 2 14,663. 1 3,414. 6 829. 3 65.1

13. 14 8.024 3.083 0.35 5.36 1. 16 0.43

see note 2

ancill sources4
otal of all PSD avoidance source

A+B-C emissions above the PSD 111. 55 98.64 53. 61 -14, 542. 64-2313. 51 104.07 66. 63
avoidance limits

' from Table 2
PSD avoidance applicability only applies to "anyway sources"

3 from review for permit T3 5, Table 2
4 from Table 2 (total potential emissions from all sources except STAR® reactor ES-31 , EHE ES-34 and EHE ES-35). These

amounts are included in the monitoring equations in in Section VIII.E.2.

Vffl. Source-by-Source Requirements

A. One STAR® flyash feedstock processing reactor equipped with natural gas/propane startup
burners (ID No. ES-31) and associated dry scrubber (ID No. CD-31A) and baghouse (ID No. CD-
31B)

Applicable Reeulations
1. 15ANCAC 2D .0515: PARTICULATES FROM MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

Emissions ofparticulate matter from this source (ID No. ES-31) shall not exceed an allowable
emission rate as calculated by the following equation:

15.39

15. 83 0. 06232

64.3 0.77

NA NA

-48.47 -0.70768

E =4. 10 xP067 for P < 30 tons per hour

or

E= 55.0 x P0'11 - 40 forP>30tonsperhour

Where: E = allowable emission rate in pounds per hour
P = process weight m tons per hour

Liquid and gaseous fuels and combustion air are not considered as part of the process weight.

Testing
Under the provisions of NCOS 143-215.108, the Permittee shall demonstrate compliance with the
emission limit above by testing the reactor (ID No. ES-31) for particulate emissions in accordance
with a testing protocol approved by tfae DAQ. Testing shall be completed within 90 days of initial
start-up of the reactor (ID No. ES-31).

Corn liance

The following table shows the allowable PM emission rate according to this mle compared to the
potential after control PM emissions rate for this source.
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Emissions Source

STAR® reactor
* after conta-ol

ro
No.

ES-31

Process
Rate

75

AUowable PM
Emission Rate
ftb/hr
48.4

Potential PM
Emission

Rate b/hr)*
16. 61

Compliance
Expected?

yes

2.

Since compliance is expected well within the allowable emission rate, the following monitoring
applies in order to ensure the conti-ol devices are being properly maintained and that the above after
control rates are not exceeded.

Particulate matter emissions fi-om this source (ID No. ES-31) shall be controlled by the baghouse (ID
No. CD-31B). To assure compliance, the Permittee shall perform mspections and maintenance as
recommended by the manufacturer. In addition to the manufacturer's inspection and maintenance
recommendations, or if there is no manufacturer's inspection and maintenance recommendations, as a
imnimum, the mspection and maintenance requirement shall include the following:
i. a monthly visual inspection of the system ducfrwork and material collection unit for leaks;
ii. a monthly reading of the pressure gauges on the bagfilter (ID Nos. CD-31B); and
iii. an annual (for each 12-month period following the initial inspection) internal inspection of the

baghouse's structural integrity.

The results of inspection and maintenance shall be maintained in a logbook (written or electronic
format) on-site and made available to an authorized representative upon request. The logbook shall
record the following:
i. the date and time of each recorded action;
ii. the results of each inspection;
iii. the results of any maintenance performed on the dust extraction system; and
iv. any variance from manufacturer' s recommendations, if any, and corrections made.

Reportmg
The Pennittee shall submit the results of any maintenance performed on any control device within 30
days of a written request by the DAQ.

The Permittee shall submit a summary report of monitoring and recordkeeping activities postmarked
on or before January 30 of each calendar year for the preceding sbt-month period between July and
December and July 30 of each calendar year for the preceding six-month period between January and
June.

15ANCAC 02D .0516: SULFURDIOXmE EMISSIONS FROM COMBUSTION
SOURCES

Emissions of sulfur dioxide from this source (ID No. ES-3 1) shall not exceed 2. 3 pounds per
million Btu heat input. Sulfur dioxide formed by the combustion of sulfur in fiiels, wastes, ores,
and other substances shall be mcluded when determining compliance with this standard.

TestuK

Under the provisions ofNCGS 143-215. 108, the Pennittee shall demonstrate compliance with the
emission limit m Section 2. 1 J.2.a above by conducting an initial stack test for sulfur dioxide
emissions, with the reactor operating within 10% of its maximum heat input rate, in accordance
with a testing protocol approved by the DAQ. Details of the emissions testing and reporting
requu-ements can be found in Section 3 - General Condition JJ. Testing shall be completed within
90 days of initial start-up of the reactor (ID No. ES-31). Test results shall be the average of 3 valid
test runs each when the source is processing flyash with: (1) a low sulfur conteut, (2) a medium
sulfur content, and (3) a high sulfur content; to establish a mimmum lime-to-sulfur ratio for the
dry scrubber (D3 No. CD-3 1A) for each fly ash sulfur content range that demonstrates compliance
with the emissions limit in paragraph a above. In addition, the Pennittee shall measure the pressure
drop across the baghouse (ID No. 31B) during each test.

Test results shall include the following test condition information for each run:
i. Sulfiir dioxide emission rate (Ib/mmBtu).
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ii. Dry scmbber lime-to-sutfur ratio.
iii. Reactor heat input (mmBtu/hr).
iv. Reactor flyash raw feed rate (tons per hour).
v. Flyash loss on ignition (% carbon).
vi. Flyash sulfur content (%).
vii. Baghouse pressure drop (Ap).

Corn liance

a. The Pennittee shall operate the dry scmbber at any time the reactor is in operation other than
during startup, shutdown or malfunction, with a lime-to-sulfur ratio necessary to achieve a 95%
sulfiir dioxide removal efficiency.

b. Any time the reactor is in operation, the dry scmbber shall be operated at the minimum lime-to-
sulfiir ratio established during initial stack testing for each flyash sulfur content range.

c. Once per hoiir, the Pennittee shall record in a logbook (written or electronic fonnat) on-site
and made available to an authorized representative upon request, the following information:
i. Flyash sulfur content (%).
ii. Dry scrubber lime-to-sulfur ratio.
iii. Baghouse pressure drop (Ap).

Reporting

The Pennittee shall submit to the DAQ Permitting Section a summary of the results of the initial
stack testing that includes the information in Section 2. 1 J.2.b above for each of the three sulfur
content ranges of fly ash being processed, no later than 30 days after completing the initial stack test
in accordance with General Condition JJ; and submit a complete permit application to revise the
permit accordingly.

3. 15ANCAC 02D .0521: CONTROL OF VISIBLE EMISSIONS
Visible emissions from this source (ID No. ES-31) shall not be more than 20 percent opacity (except
during startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions) when averaged over a sbc-minute period. However, sbc-
minute averaging periods may exceed 20 percent not more than once in any hour and not more than
four times in any 24-hour period. In no event shall the six-minute average exceed 87 percent opacity.

Corn liance

To ensure compliance, once a month the Permittee shall observe the emission points of this source
(ID No. ES-31) for any visible emissions above normal. The monthly observation must be made
for each month of the calendar year period to ensure compliance with this requirement. The
Permittee shall establish "normal" for this source in the first 30 days following the effective date
ofbegiiming operation. If visible emissions from this source are observed to be above normal, the
Pennittee shall either:

i. take appropriate action to correct the above-nonnal emissions as soon as practicable and
within the monitoring period and record the action taken as provided in the recordkeeping
requirements below, or

ii. demonsti^te that the percent opacity fi-om the emission points of the emission source in
accordance with 15ANCAC 02D .2610 (Method 9) for 12 minutes is below the emission
limit.

The results of the monitoring shall be maintaiaed in a logbook (written or electronic fonnat) on-site
and made available to an authorized representative upon request. The logbook shall record the
following:
i. the date and time of each recorded action;
ii. the results of each observation and/or test noting those sources with emissions that were observed

to be in noncompliance along with any corrective actions taken to reduce visible emissions; and
iii. the results of any corrective actions performed.

Reporting

The Pennittee shall submit a summary report of the monitoring and recordkeeping postmarked on or
before January 30 of each calendar year for the preceding su-month period between July and
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December and on or before July 30 of each calendar year for the preceding sbc-month period between
January and June.

Non-a licableRe ulations
The STAR reactor (ID No. ES-31) is not subject to the following regulations:

1. 15A NCAC 2D .0503 - PARTICULATES FROM FUEL BURNING INDIRECT HEAT
EXCHANGERS
This rule applies to installations burning fuel, mcludmg natural gas and fuel oils, for the purpose
ofproducmg heat or power by indirect heat transfer. The STAR® is not an indirect heat
exchanger, therefore this regulation does not apply.

2. 15A NCAC 02D .0524 - NSPS for Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration Units 40
CFR60 Sub artCCCC
Unless exempt, combustion of a "non-hazardous secondary material" CNHSM), as defined in
§241.2 would subject the STAR® reactor to requirements in 40 CFR 60 Subpart CCCC "Standards
of Performance for Commercial and Industi^al Solid Waste Incineration Units" or, Subpart DDDD
"Emissions Guidelines and Compliance Times for Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste
Incineration Units. " These regulations are known as the CISWI ("Commercial and Industrial
Solid Waste Incmeration") rules. In 2014, The SEFA Group requested DAQ's determination of
regulatory status, with respect to 40 CFR 241 "Solid Wastes Used as Fuels or Ingredients in
Combustion Units, " for using flyash in its STAR® reactor. In a letter dated June 10, 2015
(Appendbc F of the application) to Mr. Jim Clayton with The SEFA Group, the DAQ made a
determination that flyash received direcdy from a coal-fired power plant's particulate collection
device (i.e., electrostatic precipitator or baghouse) and Qyash received from landfills and ash
ponds is aNHSM and is an "ingredient", as defined in §241.2. §241.3(b)(4) of the mle states that
NHSMs used as fuel or ingredient products in a combustion unit, and that are produced from the
processing of discarded NHSMs and that meet the legitimacy criteria specified in §241.3(d)(l),
with respect to fuels, and m §241.3(d)(2), with respect to ingredients, are not solid waste.
§2413(b)(3) states that NHSMs when used as an ingredient in a combustion unit that meet the
legitimacy criteria specified in paragraph §241. 3(d)(2) are not solid waste. Therefore, the STAR®
reactor is not subject to the CISWI requirements.

3. 15A NCAC02D. 0614-Corn liance Assurance Monitorin 40 CFR 64

The CAM rule applies to each pollutant-specific emissions unit at a Title V facility if the
individual emissions unit uses a control device to achieve compliance with an emission limit or
standard, and if the potential pre-control emissions fi-om that specific source are equal to or greater
than the major soiirce threshold (100 tons per year each) of any regulated air pollutant. The
STAR® reactor will have potential pre-conti-ol 802 emissions greater than 100 tons per year and
will employ a dry scrubber for control ofS02 to meet the emission limit of 2.3 Ib/nmiBtu in rule
15A NCAC 02D .0516. However, the draft CAM Plan, as submitted with the application, is not
necessary at this time since a construction permit is to be issued initially; with the Part 70 Title V
permit application to be filed within 12 months after commencing operation m accordance with
02D .0501(c)(2). The deadline for submittal of a CAM Plan is that it is to be part of an application
for a significant permit revision under 40 CFR Part 70 as specified m 40 CFR §64.5. Therefore,
the final CAM Plan will be required to be submitted along with the Part 70 application for this
modification, for inclusion into the Title V pemiit at that time.

B. Feed sUo (D) No. ES-30) and associated bin vent filter (D) No. CD-30), FGD byproduct storage
sUo (D) No. ES-32) and associated bin vent fflter (D) No. CD-32), FGD absorbent storage silo (D)
No. ES-33) and associated bin vent filter (TO No. CD-33), EHE- external heat exchanger 1 (ID
No. ES-34) and associated baghouse (D) No. CD-34), EHE- external heat exchanger 2 (ID No.
ES-35) and associated baghouse (D) No. CD-35), transfer silo (ID No. ES-36) and associated bin
vent filter (TO No. CD-36), storage dome (D) No. ES-37) and associated bin vent filter (ID No.
CD-37), loadout sUo (TO No. ES-38) and associated bin vent fflter (D) No. CD-38), loadout sUo
chute 1A (D) No. ES-38A) and associated bin vent fflter (D) No. CD-38A) and loadout sUo chute
1B (D) No. ES-38B) and associated bm vent fdter (TO No. CD-38B)
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Applicable Regulations

1. 15ANCAC 2D .0515: PARTICULATES FROM MISCELLANEOUS WDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
Emissions ofparticulate matter from these sources (ID Nos. ES-30, ES-32, ES-33, ES-34, ES-35, ES-
36, ES,37, ES-38, ES-38A, ES-38B) shall not exceed an allowable emission rate as calculated by the
following equation:

E=4.10xP067 for P < 30 tons per hour

or

E=55.0xPO'll-40 forP>30tonsperhour

Where: E = allowable emission rate in pounds per hour
P = process weight in tons per hour

Liquid and gaseous fuels and combusdon air are not considered as part of the process weight.

Testms

Under the provisions of NCOS 143-215. 108, the Pennittee shall demonstrate coinpliance wifh the
emission limit above by testing either external heat exchangers 1 or 2 (ID Nos. ES-34 or ES-35) for
particulate emissions in accordance with a testing protocol approved by the DAQ. Testing shall be
completed within 90 days of initial start-up of either source (ES-34 or ES-35).

Corn liance

The following table shows the allowable PM emission rate according to this rule compared to the
potential after control PM emissions rate for these sources.

Emissions Source

Feed silo filling

Feed silo unloading

STAR® reactor

FGD Byproduct SUo filling

FGD Byproduct Silo unloading

FGD Absorbent Silo filling

FGD Absorbent Silo unloading

EHE(Unitsland2)

Transfer silo fiUing

Transfer sUo unloading

Storage dome filling

Storage dome unloading
Loadout silo

Loadout silo chute 1A

Loadout silo chute 1B

D)
No.

ES-30

ES-31

ES-32

ES-33

ES-34
ES-35
ES-36

ES-37

ES-38
ES-38A

ES-38B

Process
Rate

125

75

75

1.75

300

25

1.5

70

125

75

75

275

300

100

100

AUowable PM
Emission Rate

b/hr
53.5

48.4

48.4

5.97

63

35.4

5.4

47.8

53.5
48.4

48.4

62. 02

63

51.3

51.3

Potential PM
Emission
Rate Ib/hr *
0.00609

0.00365

16.61

0.06

0.06

6.86

0.006093
0.00365

0.00365

0.0134

0.0146

0.00487

0.00487

Compliance
Expected?

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Since compliance is expected well witfain the allowable emission rates, the followmg monitormg
applies in order to ensure the control devices are being properly maintained and that the above after
control rates are not exceeded.

Particiilate matter emissions from these emission sources (ID Nos. ES-30, ES-32, ES-33, ES-34, ES-
35, ES-36, ES-37, ES-38, ES-38A, ES-38B) shaU be controUed by bin vent filters and baghouses (ID
Nos. CD-30, CD-32, CD-33, CD-34, CD-35, CD-36, CD,37, CD-38, CD-38A, CD-38B). To assure
compliance, the Pennittee shall perfonn inspections and maintenance as recommended by the
manufacturer. In addition to the maniifacturer's inspection and maintenance recommendations, or if
there is no manufacturer's inspection and maintenance recommendations, as a minimum, the
inspection and maintenance requirement shall include the following:
i. a monthly visual inspection of the system ductwork and material collection unit for leaks;
ii. a monthly reading of the pressure gauges on the bagfilters (ID Nos. CD-34 and CD-35); and
iii. an annual (for each 12-montfa period following the initial inspection) internal inspecdon of the

baghouse's stmcfairal integrity.

The results of inspection and maintenance shall be maintained in a logbook (written or electronic
format) on-site and made available to an authorized representative upon request The logbook shall
record the following:
i. the date and time of each recorded action;
ii. the results of each iaspection;
iii. the results of any maintenance performed on the dust extraction system; and
iv. any variance firom manufacturer's recommendations, if any, and corrections made.

Reportine

The Permittee shall submit the results of any maintenance perfomied on any control device within 30
days of a written request by the DAQ.

The Pennittee shall submit a summary report of monitoring and recordkeeping activides postmarked
on or before January 30 of each calendar year for the preceding sbc-month period between July and
December and July 30 of each calendar year for the preceding six-monfh period between January and
June.

2. 15ANCAC02D.0521: CONTROL OF VISIBLE EMISSIONS
Visible emissions from these sources (TO Nos. ES-30, ES-32, ES-33, ES-34, ES-35, ES-36, ES-37,
ES-38, ES-38A, ES-38B, ES-39A and ES-40A) shaU not be more than 20 percent opacity (except
during startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions) when averaged over a sbt-minute period. However,
six-minute averaging periods may exceed 20 percent not more than once in any hour and not more
than four times in any 24-hour period. In no event shall the six-minute average exceed 87 percent
opacity.

Corn liance

To ensure compliance, once a month the Pennittee shall observe the emission points of this source
(ID No. ES-31) for any visible emissions above normal. The monthly observation must be made
for each month of the calendar year period to ensure compliance with this requirement. The
Pennittee shall establish "normal" for this source in the first 30 days following the effective date
ofbegimiing operation. If visible emissions from this source are observed to be above normal, the
Pennittee shall either:
i. take appropriate action to correct the above-normal emissions as soon as practicable and

within the monitoring period and record the action taken as provided in the recordkeeping
requirements below, or

ii. demonstrate that the percent opacity from the emission points of the emission source in
accordance with 15ANCAC 02D .2610 (Method 9) for 12 minutes is below the emission
limit.

The results of the monitoring shall be maintained in a logbook (written or electo-onic format) on-site
and made available to an authorized representative upon request. The logbook shall record the
following:
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i. the date and time of each recorded action;
ii. the results of each observation and/or test noting those sources witfa emissions that were observed

to be in noncompliance along with any corrective actions taken to reduce visible emissions; and
iii. the results of any corrective actions performed.

Reportme
The Pennittee shall submit a sunimary report of the monitoring and recordkeeping activities
postmarked on or before January 30 of each calendar year for the preceding sbc-month period between
July and December and on or before July 30 of each calendar year for the preceding sbi.-month period
between January and June.

C. Ash basm (TO No. F-4)

Applicable Regulations
1. 15A NCAC 02D .0540: PARTICULATES FROM FUGITF/E NON-PROCESS DUST

EMISSION SOURCES
a. For the purpose of this Rule the following defuiitions shall apply:

i. "Fugitive non-process dust emission" means particulate matter that is not collected by a
capture system and is generated from areas such as pit areas, process areas, haul roads,
stoclqpiles, and plant roads.

ii. "Substantive complaints" means complaints that are verified with physical evidence
acceptable to the DAQ.

b. The Pennittee shaU not cause or allow fugitive non-process dust emissions to cause or contribute
to substantive complaints.

c. If fugitive non-process dust emissions from a facility required complying with this Rule cause or
contributing to substantive complaints, the Permittee shall:
i. Within 30 days upon receipt of written notification from the Director of a second

substantive complaint in a 12-month period, submit to the Director a written description of
what has been done and what will be done to reduce fugitive non-process dust emissions
from that part of the facility that caused the second substantive complaint;

ii. Within 90 days of receipt of written notification from the Director of a second substandve
complamt in a 12-month period, submit to the Director a control plan as described in
Paragraph (e) of this Rule; and

iii. Within 30 days after the Director approves the plan, be in compliance with the plan.
d. The Director may require that the Pennittee develop and submit a fugitive non-process dust

control plan as described in Paragraph (e) of this Rule if:
i. Ambient air quality measurements or dispersion modeling acceptable to the DAQ show

violation or a potential for a violation of an ambient air quality standard for particulates in
15A NCAC 02D .0400 "Ambient Air Quality Standards;" or

ii. If the DAQ observes excessive fugitive non-process dust emissions from the facility beyond
the property boundaries.

The control plan shall be submitted to the Director no later than 90 days after notification. The
facility shall be in compliance with the plan within 30 days after the Director approves the plan.

e. The fogitive dust conti-ol plan shall:
i. Identify the sources of fugitive non-process dust emissions within the facility;
ii. Describe how fugitive non-process dust will be controlled from each identified source;
iii. Contain a schedule by which the plan will be implemented;
iv. Describe how the plan will be implemented, including training of facility personnel; and
v. Describe methods to verify compliance with the plan.

f. The Director shall approve the plan if:
i. The plan contains all required elements in Paragraph (e) of this Rule;
ii. The proposed schedule contained in the plan will reduce fugitive non-process dust

emissions in a timely manner;
iii. The methods used to control fugitive non-process dust emissions are sufficient to prevent

fugitive non-process dust emissions from causing or contributing to a violation of the
ambient air quality standards for particulates; and

iv. The described compliance verification methods are sufficient to verify compliance with the
plan.
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If the Director finds that the proposed plan does not meet the requirements of this Paragraph he
shall notify the Permittee of any deficiencies in the proposed plan. The Pemiittee shall have 30
days after receiving written notification j&om the Director to correct the deficiencies.

g. If, after a plan has been implemented, the Director finds that the plan inadequately controls fugitive
non-process dust emissions, the Permittee shall be required to correct the deficiencies in the plan.
Within 90 days after receivmg written notification from the Director identifying the deficiency, the
Pennittee shall submit a revision to his plan to con-ect the deficiencies.

D. Multiple Emission Sources

Applicable Regulations
1. Facili -wide Toxics Demonstration

State-Onl Re uirement

15ANCAC 02D . 1100 CONTROL OF TOXIC AIR POLLUTANTS
As a result of this modification to add the STAR® reactor and supporting ancillary sources
emitting toxic air pollutants, a facility-wide toxics modeling demonstration is triggered.

In accordance with 15A NCAC 02Q .0709(a), the owner or operator of a source who is applying
for a pemut or permit modification to emit toxic air pollutants shall:
i. demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Director through dispersion modeling that the emissions

of toxic air pollutants from the facility will not cause any acceptable ambient level listed in
15A NCAC 02D . 1104 to be exceeded beyond the premises (adjacent property boundary); or

ii. demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Commission or its delegate that the ambient
concentration beyond the premises (adjacent property boundary) for the subject toxic air
pollutant shall not adversely affect human health (e. g., a risk assessment specific to the
facility) though the concentration is higher than the acceptable ambient level in 15A NCAC
02D. 1104.

As required by NCAC 02Q .0706(b), the owner or operator of the facility shall submit a permit
application to comply with 15A NCAC 02D . 1100 ifthe modification resiilts in:
i. a net increase in emissions or ambient concentration of any toxic air pollutant that the facility

was emitting before the modification; or
ii. emissions of any toxic air pollutant that the facility was not emitting before the modification if

such emissions exceed the levels contained in 15ANCAC 02Q .0711.

As required by NCAC 02Q .0706(c), the permit application shall include an evaluation for all
toxic air pollutants covered under 15A NCAC 02D . 1104 for which there is:
i. a net increase in emissions of any toxic air pollutant that the facility was emitting before the

modification; and
ii. emission of any toxic air pollutant that the facility was not emitting before the modification if

such emissions exceed the levels contained in 15A NCAC 02Q .0711.
All sources at the facility, excluding sources exempt from evaluation in 15A NCAC 02Q .0702,
emitting these toxic air pollutants shall be included in the evaluation.

Duke performed a facility-wide air toxics analysis, for all new and existing sources being
permitted, including the existing MACT sources, except the new MACT diesel engines (ID Nos. I-
ES-39B and I-ES-40B) were not included. Air toxics emissions for the sources in this permit
subject to a Part 63 MACT are exempt from air permitting, pursuant to 02Q .0702(a)(27)(B) and a
Permittee is not required to model exempt MACT sources. Nevertheless, except for the above two
MACT engines, the Permittee has volimteered to mclude emissions for all such exempt sources in
the modeling analysis. Potential toxic emissions from these sources were determined to be
insignificant as shown in the Health Risk Assessment below, which addresses the omission of the
two engines i&om the toxics demonstration.

The first step in the toxics analysis, as stated above, is to determine if the modification results in a
net increase in emissions or ambient concentration of any toxic air pollutant that the facility was
emitting before the modification, or if the modification results in emissions of any toxic air
pollutant that the facility was not emitting before the modification if such emissions exceed the
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levels contained in 15ANCAC 02Q .0711. Table 4 presents the potential emissions for the short-
term and annual pollutants for the TAPs for which the modification results in a net increase m
emissions that the facility was emitting before the modification. There are no new TAPs being
emitted for which the facility was not emitting before fhe modification.

Table 4
Potential Toxic Emissions Increase for the Proposed STAR® Project*

Compound

Sulfuric acid
Benzene

Formaldeh de
Hexane

Toluene
Arsenic

Be Ilium
Cadmium

Chromium VI
Man anese

Mere
Nickel

Total

Ib/hr
l.OOE-01

7. 64E-03

1. 32E-03

Emission In

Ib/da
2.40

2. 54
3. 17E-02

4. 18E-04
4. 86E-02
4. 67E-04
5.95E-02

crease

It

3. 34

15.0
3.36
1.49

* Emission rates taken from Duke's application addendum Table 1A.

Once it had been determined which TAP emissions were being increased due to the modification,
the next step of the modelmg analysis is to perfonn a toxic pollutant emission rate (TPER)
analysis using total facility-wide potential einissions from the proposed modification (Table 4) and
the existing sources, to detennine if the TPERs in rule 02Q .0711 were exceeded for each TAP
emission being increased.

The TPER analysis showed that all facility-wide (except for the two engines I-ES-39B and I-ES-
40B) toxic potential emissions exceeded their respective TPERs, except for the hourly toluene
emission rate, as shown in Table 5 below.

Table 5
Toxic PoUutant Emission Rate (TPER) Analysis*

Compound Facility-wide Potential
Emission Rates

Toxic PoUutant

Emission Rates (TPER)

Sulfuric acid
Benzene

Fomialdeh de
Hexane
Toluene

Arsenic

Be Ilium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Man anese

Mercu
Nickel

Ib/hr
270. 61

11. 61

4.42

Ib/da
6494.64

64. 18
106. 11

2. 12

302. 93
0.46
1.83

Ib/ r

1787. 54

295. 66
11.28

125. 01

Ib/hr

0.025

0.04

14.4

Ib/da

0.25

23.0
98.0

0. 013

0. 630
0. 013
0.013

Ib/ r

8.1

0.053
0.28
0. 37

TPER Exceeded?

Ib/hr Ib/da
es

es

no

es

es

es

yes

es

es

es

Ib/ r

es

es

es

yes

* Emission rates taken from Duke's application addendum Table 1A.
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After the toxics exceeding their TPERs were identified, an air dispersion modeling analysis was
completed using potential emissions for comparison to the allowable Acceptable Ambient Levels
(AALs).

The toxic modeling analysis was conducted with emissions rates and exhaust characteristics (flow
rate and temperature) that are expected to represent the worst-case parameters for the proposed
and existing sources.

The analysis included all existing sources (except for the gasoline storage tank as discussed above)
including the five existing simple-cycle combustion turbines (Lee 1C Unit Nos. 10-14) and the
three existing combined-cycle/simple-cycle combustion turbines (Lee 1C Unit No. 1A, 1B and
1C). The existing combined-cycle turbines were modeled in combined-cycle mode at 100 percent
load with duct biimers and in simple-cycle mode at 100 percent load with evaporative coolers to
account for the worst-case stack parameters. The annual emissions were modeled with four
scenarios that are based on the following combinations;

Scenario #1 Each combined-cycle combustion turbme operating in:
. Combined-cycle mode for 6, 760 hours per year (hr/yr) operating on natural gas.
. Simple-cycle mode for 1 ,000 hr/yr operating on natural gas and 1,000 hr/yr operating

on fuel oil.

Scenario #2 Each combustion turbine operating in:
. Combined-cycle mode for 5,760 hr/yr operatmg on natural gas and 1,000 hr/yr

operating on fuel oil.
. Simple-cycle mode for 2,000 hr/yr operating on natural gas.

Scenario #3 Each combustion turbine operating in combined-cycle mode for 8, 760 hr/yr
operating on natural gas.

Scenario #4 Each combustion turbine operating in combined-cycle mode for 7,760 hr/yr
operating on natural gas and 1,000 hr/yr operating on fuel oil.

For each of the four combined-cycle annual scenarios above, there were 3 corresponding scenarios
for the 5 simple cycle turbines, for a total of 12 scenarios for the turbines:

. All 5 simple cycle tarbines on oil for 2000 hoiirs.

. All 5 simple cycle turbines on gas for 2000 hours.

. All 5 simple cycle turbines 1000 hours gas/1000 hours oil.

To maximize operational flexibility and to possibly reduce the need for future TAP modeling
analyses for these sources at the facility, Duke requested pennit limits based on "optimized"
emission rates. That is, based on the resulting concentrations from the potential model run, the
potential emission rates for each source were increased to optimized rates which result in ambient
concentrations that are a greater percent of the AALs than for the potential model run while still
staying below 100% the AALs. A comparison of the potential (baseline) and optimized rates is
shown in Table 6 with the ratio of increase jfrom potential emissions to optunized emissions
(Optimization Factor) indicated. Results for the optimized modeling analysis are shown in Table
7 below with the resulting percent of the AAL for each toxic.
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Table 6
Comparison of Potential Emissions to Optimized Emissions*

Compound FacUity-wide Potential Facility-wide Optimized Emission Optimization Factor

Sulfuric acid
Benzene

Fonnaldeh de
Hexane

Toluene
Arsenic

Be Ilium

Cadmium
Chromium VI

Man anese

Mere

Nickel

Emission Rates

Ib/hr
270. 61

11. 61

4.42

Ib/da
6494. 64

64. 18
106. 11

2. 12
302. 93

0.46
1. 83

Ib/ r

1787.54

295. 66
11. 28

125. 01

Ib/hr
1014. 79

1857. 57

19,453. 61

Rates
Ib/da
12, 015. 08

138J59. 11
568, 116. 07

646. 07
65, 129. 83

1237. 52
238.59

Ib/ r

15, 104. 68

410. 97
278. 59

14,469. 67

Ib/hr
3. 75

160

4400

Ib/da
1. 85

2300
5354

305
215
2685
130.5

Ib/ r

8.45

1.38
24.7
116

* Emission rates taken from Duke's application addendum Tables 1A (potential) and 1B (optimized).

Table 7
Results of Optimized JModeling Analysis

Compound

Sulfuric acid

Benzene

Formaldeh de
Hexane

Toluene

Averaging
Period

1-hr
24-hr
amiiial

1-hr
24-hr
1-hr
24-hr
annual

annual

annual
24-hr
24-hr
24-hr
24-hr

Maximum Impact
(tig/m3)*

98.43
11.75
1. 18E-01
147. 64
1082. 10
54,829.28
4619.28
2.05E-03
4. 02E-03
5.40E-03
0. 61
30.29
0. 59
0.59

Arsenic

Be Ilium
Cadmium
Chromium VI

Man anese

Mere

Nickel

' Maximum impact over 5-years (2012-2016) of meteorological data

Maximum
Allowable

Concentration
m3

100
12.00
1.20E-01
150
1100
56,000
4,700
2. 10E-03
4. 10E-03
5. 50E-03
0.62
31
0. 60
0.60

Percent of

AAL
(%)

98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98

CompUes?

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

Duke's original toxics dispersion modeling analysis was approved by Alex Zamowski, AQAB,
(see memo to Ed Martin dated January 8, 2018). The revised dispersion modeling analysis,
received on October 26, 2018 with Duke's addendum, was approved by Alex Zamowski on
November 20, 2018.

Health Risk Assessment
As stated above. Duke perfonned a facility-wide air toxics analysis for all new and existing
sources being permitted, except the new MACT diesel engines I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B were not
included. Therefore, to demonstrate that the modification would not present an unacceptable risk
to human health, the following evaliiation is made to determine the effect by not including these
sources in the facility-wide modeling. Even though MACT sources are exempt from toxics
permitting, they must be evaluated in the health risk assessment.
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En ines I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B

Engine I-ES-39B is a 91 hp No. 2 fuel oil-fired screener engine that operates 2600 hours per
year and engine I-ES-40B is a 300 hp No. 2 fuel oil-fired crusher engine that operates one
hour per day. The potential toxics emitted by these engines are determmed using DAQ's
spreadsheet for Gas and Diesel Internal Combustion Engines with power rating less than or
equal to 600 hp for diesel fiieled engines, as shown in Table 8.

Table 8
Toxic Emission Increases from Engines I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B*

Compound

Sulfuric acid **
Benzene

Formaldeh de
Hexane***
Toluene

Arsenic

Be Ilium
Cadmium
Chromium VI
Manpanese
Mere

Nickel

Engine I-ES-39B

Ib/hr Ib/da

7. 52E-04

2. 61E-04 6.25E-03

4. 59E-05
9. 17E-05
4. 59E-05
4. 59E-05

Ib/ r

1. 55E+00

6.62E-03
4.97E-03
4.97E-03

Engine I-ES-40B

Ib/hr Ib/da

2.48E-03

8. 59E-04 2. 06E-02

1. 51E-04
3. 02E-04
1. 51E-04
1.51E-04

Ib/ r

7. 15E-01

3. 07E-03
2. 30E-03
2. 30E-03

Total Engines I-ES-39B and I-
ES-40B

Ib/hr Ib/da

3.23E-03

1. 12E-03 2.68E-02

1.97E-04
3.94E-04
1.97E-04
1.97E-04

Ib/ r

2.26E+0(

9.69E-03
7. 27E-03
7.27E-03

* From DAQ spreadsheet for Gas and Diesel Internal Combustion Engines with power rating less than or equal to 600 hp
for diesel fueled engines.

** Sulfaric acid not listed in AP-42 Section 3.3 or DAQ's spreadsheet.
*** Not emitted from diesel fuel.

The total TAP emissions for the engines from Table 8, are taken to Table 9 for comparison to the
total facility-wide optimized emissions as modeled without the emissions fi-om the two engines as
taken from Table 6 above.

Table 9
Toxic Emission Increases from Engines I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B

Compound

Benzene

Formaldeh
Toluene
Arsenic

Ber/llium
Cadmium

Chromium
Man anese

Mercu
Nickel

de

VI

*

**

Emission Rates from Engines
I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B*

Ib/hr

3.23E-03
1. 12E-03

From Table
From Table

Ib/da

2. 68E-02

1. 97E-04
3.94E-04
1. 97E-04
1. 97E-04

8

6

Ib/ r
2.26E+00

9. 69E-03
7.27E-03
7.27E-03

FacUity-wide Optimized Emission
Rates** without Engines I-ES-39B and

Ib/hr

1857. 57
19,453.61

I-ES-40B
Ib/da

568, 116. 07

646. 07
65, 129. 83

1237. 52
238. 59

Ib/
15, 104. 68

410. 97
278. 59

14,469.67

Percent Increase due to

Engines I-ES-39B and I-ES-40B

Ib/hr

1. 74E-06
5. 76E-08

%

Ib/da

4. 71E-08

3.05E-07
6.05E-09
1.59E-07
8.28E-07

Ib/ r
1. 50E-04

2. 36E-05
2. 61E-05
5.02E-07

It can be seen that the percent increase contaibution from the two engines is insignificant;
therefore, there is not an unacceptable risk to human health from the modification.
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No toxics monitoring is required since the potential emissions are significantly below the
optimized emissions as seen from the ratio of optimized to potential emissions (Optimization
Factor) in Table 6 which results in compliance with the AALs as shown in Table 7.

Detailed toxic emission calculations are presented in Duke's application Appendix B.

The permit toxic limits for all sources modeled, except for the MACT sources, which are exempt
from toxics permittmg, are shown below in Table 10 and in pemut condition 2.2.A. 1 .a. TEPR
limits for toluene (Ib/hr only, since this TPER was not exceeded) were added to permit TEPR
condition 2.2.A.2.e.

Emission Source

Lee 1C Units No. 10
and 11

(per turbine)

Lee 1C Units No. 12
and 13
(per turbine)

IDNo.4

Gasoline storage tank -
1,000 gallons

ES-30

Feed silo

Table 10
Permit Toxic Emission Limits

Toxic Air PoUutant

Sulfuric acid

Benzene

Formaldehyde
Toluene

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Sulfuric acid

Benzene

Fonnaldehyde

Toluene

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Benzene

Hexane

Toluene

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chroinium VI

Manganese

(Ib/yr)

4. 09E+02

1. 35E+01

6. 72E+00

4. 90E+02

3. 85E+02

1. 27E+01

6. 37E+00

4. 62E+02

3. 13E+02

2.09E-03

4.09E-03
8. 14E-04

Emission Limit

Pb/day)

3. 60E+02

9. 19E+04

2. 52E+01

7. 84E+03

1.49E+02

2. 77E+01

3. 59E+02

8. 69E+04

2. 38E+01

7.43E+03

1.40E+02

2. 62E+01

1. 90E+02

2. 78E+03

4. 78E-05

2. 73E-03

(Ib/hr)

3.04E+01

2. 19E+02

3. 15E+03

3. 03E+01

2.06E+02

2. 97E+03

9. 50E+01
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ES-31
STAR® feedstock
processmg reactor

ES-34
EHE- external heat
exchanger 1

ES-35
EHE- external heat

exchanger 2

ES-36

Transfer silo

ES-37
Storage dome

ES-38

Merciiry

Nickel

Sulfuric acid

Benzene

Formaldehyde

Hexane

Toluene

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromiiun VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Merciiry

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel
Arsenic

9. 14E+00

7.95E+00

1. 54E+01

6. 89E+01

3.22E+00

6.32E+00

1.26E+00

3.22E+00

6. 32E+00

1.26E+00

2.09E-03

4. 09E-03

8. 14E-04

2.09E-03
4. 09E-03
8. 14E-04

1.01E-04

7. 11E-04

4.44E+00 3. 75E-01

7.06E-01

5. 85E+03

2.57E+01 8.80E-01

8. 13E-02

4. 77E+00

1. 16E+00

1.60E+00

3. 36E-02

1. 92E+00

7. 09E-02

5.01E-01

3.36E-02

1. 92E+00

7.09E-02

5. 01E-01

4. 78E-05

2. 73E-03

1.01E-04

7. 11E-04

8. 34E-05

4.78E-03

1. 76E-04

1. 25E-03
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Loadout silo

ES-38A

Loadout silo chute 1A

ES-38B

Loadout silo chute 1B

I-ES-41
Grindmg Circuit
Discharge Stack
(Grinding Circuit
Discharge Stack)

I-ES-42

Mill Feed Hopper
(Mill Feed Hopper)

I-F-1

Wet ash receiving
transfer to shed

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromiiun VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Merciiry

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

2.05E-03

4.08E-04

5.23E-04

1.02E-03

2.04E-04

5.23E-04

1. 02E-03

2.04E-04

3.46E-04

2.34E-03
3.01E-03

3.46E-04

2. 34E-03

3. 01E-03

4.59E-04

8. 99E-04

1. 79E-04

7. 17E-05

4.09E-03

1. 51E-04

1.07E-03

2. 39E-05

1. 36E-03

5.02E-05

3.57E-04

2. 39E-05

1. 36E-03

5. 02E-05

3. 57E-04

3.84E-03
3. 11E-01

8. 07E-03

2.22E-01

7. 18E-06

5. 83E-04

1. 51E-05

4. 17E-04

7.32E-06

4.20E-04

1. 55E-05
1. 10E-04

I-F-2 Arsenic 9. 17E-04
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transfer to hopper

I-F-3
Wet ash receiving
unloading pile

I-F-4 Ash basin

I-F-5 Ash handlmg

I-ES-39A Screener

I-ES-40A Crusher

Berylliiun

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Merciuy

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

Arsenic

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Manganese

Mercury

Nickel

1.80E-03

3. 57E-04

1.47E-03

2.88E-03

5.73E-04

7.73E-01
1.52E+00

3. 02E-01

1.47E-05

8.41E-04

3. 09E-05

2. 19E-04

1. 54E-05

8. 77E-04

3.23E-05

2.29E-04

8.20E-03

4. 66E-01

1.72E-02
1.22E-01

2. Three natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired simple/combined cycle internal combustion turbines (ID Nos.
Lee 1C Unit No. 1A, Lee 1C Unit No. 1B and Lee 1C Unit No. 1C), each equipped with dry low-
NOx combustors and water injection control, a heat recovery steam generator with natural gas-fired
duct burner, and a common steam turbine; and associated selective catalytic reduction (DD Nos. Unit
1A SCR, Unit 1B SCR and Unit 1C SCR) and oxidation catalyst (ID Nos. Unit 1A OxdnCat, Unit
1B OxdnCat and Unit 1C OxdnCat)

One STAR® flyash feedstock processing reactor equipped with natural gas/propane startup burners
(ID No. ES-31) and associated dry scrubber (ID No. CD-31A) and baghouse (ID No. CD-31B)

EHE- external heat exchanger 1 (ID No. ES-34) and associated baghouse (ID No. CD-34), and EHE-
external heat exchanger 2 (ID No. ES-35) and associated baghouse (ID No. CD-35)

A licableRe ulations
15ANCAC 02^ . 0317: AVOIDANCE CONDITION for
15ANCAC 02D .0530: PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION

a. In order to avoid applicability of 15A NCAC 02D .0530(g), the combined emissions ofnita-ogen
oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, PM-10, PM-2.5, carbon monoxide, VOCs, sulfuric acid
and lead from these sources (ID Nos. Lee 1C Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit 1B, Lee 1C Unit 1C, ES-31,
EHE-34 and EHE-35) shall not exceed the followmg limits.

Regulated
PoUutant

nitrogen oxides

sulfur dioxide

particulate matter

Limits/Standards
(tons per year)

3414.6

14, 663.1

218.2

Applicable Regulation

15ANCAC02Q.0317(a)(l)
(PSD avoidance)
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PM-10

PM-2.5

carbon monoxide

VOCs

sulfuric acid

lead

218.2

218.2

829.3

65.1

64.3

0.77

Corn liance

b. The Pennittee shall keep records of the monthly emissions from each source (ID Nos. Lee 1C Unit
1A, Lee 1C Unit 1B, Lee 1C Unit 1C, ES-31, EHE-34 and EHE-35) in a logbook (written or in
electronic format). The Permittee shall be deemed in noncompliance with 15A NCAC 02D
. 0530(g) if these records are not kept or if any of the above lunits are exceeded. Emissions shall
be determined as follows:

Total emissions of nitrogen oxides =

Lee 1C Unit 1A CEMS + Lee 1C Unit 1B CEMS + Lee 1C Unit 1C CEMS + ( ̂ ^operated.ES-3^ ̂40mmBt^ ̂ ^^ ^
rolling 12 months / V hr

5. 36*_. _rtns.. _.. ^ 3414. 6 _,., _h>ns_
rolling 12 months - rolling 12 months

* This number represents the potential emissions from the STAR® ancillary sources (all sources except ES-31, ES-
34 and ES-35) in this and the following equations (see Table 3 above).
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Sulfur Dioxide
Emissions ofsulfur dioxide shall be determined in accordance with the following equation.

Total emissions of sulfur dioxide =

,'0.00152 lb'\ (mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
\ mmBtu / V rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months

/r0. 0006 lb\ fmmBtu SC-gas, Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit IS mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
V. mmBttt ) \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months

^0. 00152 ifc^ (mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton
\ mmfltu / V rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months

,0.0006 lb\ fmmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton?)C +

hours

roiii

0.35*

operated,ES-31

rolling 12 months

\flMmmBtu\flbcarbon\/' Ibftyash \ ^O.OOlSlb S\ f32lbS02\/. ton
^^J tS^J to.o6"^^oJ t'iiT^f^ (.^fj [-2^) (1 - 0-95 sc'ru66er eff~) +

tons < 14, 663. 1 tons
rolling 12 months .j""".-^ ̂ y^^g ̂  months

Particulate Matter

Emissions ofparticulate matter shall be determined in accordance with the following equation.

Total emissions of particulate matter =

,"0.0232 lb\ fmmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit lA mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit IS mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton \
V mmBtu / \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months

^0. 0074 i&^ fmmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton ^
V mmBtu / Y rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months Y V2000 ib/

^0. 0244 i&^ (mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-oU. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1C'
V mmBtu ) \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months 7 V2000 ihV

,'0. 0062 ib'\ (mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton
\mmBtu^\ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months

(numb"!l, o,vr!oplM ed:ES~31} (77. 500 acfm baghouse flow rate) (°-02\s:ams} (6-^) L^'L... ) +
rolling 12 months , -.---, -v---, - -, ^ ^ / \ hour / V7000 grains.

fnum6elh o""o.perated-'"-34) (32,000 acfm baghouse flow rate) (°-02s^n^ (^^ (_b___} +
\ rolling 12 months ^ ^-. -----, ---c, ----, --.. ---, y ^ / \ hour ^ \7000 grains,

^ernaursoperat^ES-35^ ^^ ^^ bagkouse flow rate) (o-025Brfns} (6^) ( _b_^ +
roiiing 12 months ^ v--, ----, ---o----^--.. --/^ ^^ y Y hour ^ V.7000 ̂ raini

+

V

13.14* tons < 218.2 tons
rolling 12 months ~ rolling 12 months

where:

mmBtuSC-oil = heat input for last 12 month period when burning fuel oil in simple-cycle mode
mmBtuSC-gas = heat input for last 12 month period when burning natural gas in simple-cycle mode
mmBtuCC-oil = heat input for last 12 month period when burning fuel oil in combined-cycle mode
mmBtuCC-gas = heat input for last 12 month period when burning natural gas in combined-cycle mode
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PM-10
Emissions of PM-10 shall be determined in accordance with the following equation.

Total emissions of PM - 10 =

(0.0232  \ fmmBtu SC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu SC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1C'\ f ton
+

V mmBtu ) \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months

^0. 0074  ^ fmmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton \
\mmBtu/\ rolling 12 months rollina 12 months rollina 12 months 7 V2000  7

,"0.0244 lb~\ fmmBtu CC-oU. Lee 1C Unit IA mmBtu. CC-oll. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
V mmBtu. ) \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months

/'0.0062 lb~\ fmmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
V mmBtu J \ rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months ) Y2000i/ Y2000 ;i>y

Ib

7000 grains.,).(num6eXS=.r-31) C0. 92)(77, 500 acfm ^konse flo. rate) (-) (6^) (__)

(nmt7=:rs -34) C0.92)(32.000 ac^ . a,. ou.. ^o. ^e) (0-025^-) (^) (,^_) +

') (0. 92)(32, 000 acfm baghouse flow rate) (°-025srains} (6^w}
acf / \ hour

Ib

7000 grains.,)+(number hours operated, ES-3y

V. rolling 12 months

8.024- ., ton' .. ^ 218.2 ... tons
rolling 12 months ~ - - ~ - rolling 12 months

PM-2.5
Emissions ofPM-2.5 shall be detennined in accordance with the following equation.

Total emissions of PM - 2.5 =

^0. 0232 lb^ fmmBtu SC-oU. Lee 1C Unit 1/1 mmBtu SC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu SC-oil. Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
V mmBtu / \ rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months

,'0.0074 lb\ (mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit IB mmBtu SC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
VmmBtu/\ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ' rolling 12 months

, 0.0244 lb\ (mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit Ifl mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit .IC\ ( ton \
V mmBtu ) \ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months ) \2000 Ib)

^0. 0062 (&^ fmmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C^ f ton
\mmBtu^\ rolling 12 months rolling 12 months rolling 12 months }\20QOlb}

f number hours operated. ES-31

\ rolling 12 months ) (0. 53)(77, 500 acfm ba^e f to. ra^ (°-025-) (^) (^_) +

..J+(numae;r;=:r-34) C°-53)(32, 000 ̂  ^/.ou.. /<ow rate) (o-02s^ams) (S) ("';_
f number hours operated,ES-35
Y rolling 12 months

') (0. 53)(32, 000 acfm baghouse flow rate) (o-02ssrams} (6J^} (_b_
acf ) \ hour ) V7000 gravnsi

+

3.083* tons ^ 218. 2 tons
rolling 12 months ~ - - - - rolling 12 months
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Carbon Monoxide

Emissions of carbon monoxide shall be determined m accordance with the followmg equation.

Total emissions of CO = Lee 1C Unit 1A CEMS + Lee 1C Unit 1B CEMS + Lee Unit 1C CEMS +

ftb CO,ES-31\ ( mmBtu, BS-31 '\ /. tons '\ , ^ < ^, /. tons ^
\ mmBtu

.)( mmBtu, BS-31

rotting 12 months.
+1-16'(-,,..

t.roiii;
tons ^ < 829.3 tons

.oiling 12 months./ ~ ----- rolling 12 months

where:
fib CO. ES-31

V mmBtu = CO Emission factor for reactor ES -31 to be determined by the
following stack test:

Testine [15ANCAC 02Q .0508(f)]
Under the provisions of NCGS 143-215. 108, the Pennittee shall demonstrate compliance with the CO
emission limit above by conducting an initial stack test for CO emissions, with the reactor operating within
10% of its maximum heat input rate, in accordance with a testing protocol approved by the DAQ. Details of
the emissions testing and reporting requirements can be found in Section 3 - General Condition JJ. Testing
shall be completed within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor (ID No. ES-31) and the results submitted
according to Section 3 - General Condition JJ. Test results shall be the average of 3 valid test runs.

Test results shall be submitted as required in Section VIII.E.2.C below and the following infonnation for each
test run shall be included:

i. CO emissions (Ib/mmBtu).
Reactor heat input (mmBtu/hr).
Reactor flyash raw feed rate (tons per hour).
Flyash loss on ignition (% carbon).

II.

111.

IV.

The CO test results (Ib/mmBtu) shall be used for ES-31 to calculate the total CO emissions each month in
the above equation as soon as the test results have been completed regardless of whether the results have
been approved by NCDAQ.

Carbon Monoxide Continuous Emissions Monitorin

The CO CEMS for Lee 1C Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit 1B, Lee 1C Unit 1C shall meet the requirements of 15A NCAC
02D. 0613 except that:

i. A Cylinder Gas Audit (CGA) shall be conducted at least once each QA operating quarter on each simple-
cycle stack CO CEMS and each combined-cycle stack CO CEMS in accordance with 40 CFR Part 75,
Appendix B, §2.2. 1 instead of once every calendar quarter. A QA operating quarter for each CO CEMS is
defined as a calendar quarter m which the unit operates at least 168 unit operating hours (in simple-cycle or
combined-cycle mode), and a unit operating hour is a clock hour during which a unit combusts any fuel,
either for part of the hour or for the entire hour. Regardless of the number of hours of operation, at a
minimum, a CGA shall be conducted at least once every four calendar quarters on each CO CEMS consistent
with the requirements in 40 CFR Part 75, Appendix B, §2. 2.3(f).
A Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA) shall be conducted once every four successive QA operating
quarters (as defmed above) in accordance with 40 CFR Part 75, Appendk B, §2. 3. 1.2 instead of once every
four calendar quarters. Regardless of the number of hoiirs of operation, at a minimum, a RATA shall be
conducted at least once every eight calendar quarters on each CO OEMS consistent with the requirements in
40 CFR Part 75, Appendix B, §2.3. 1. 1(a). The frequency timeline for the RATAs shall begin with the last
RATA conducted prior to July 16, 2014.

iii. All grace period provisions from Part 75, Appendk B, §2.2.4 and, §2.3.3 apply.

11.
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VOCs
Emissions ofVOCs shall be determined in accordance with the following equation.

Total emissions ofVOCs =

,'0.00085 t&^ (mmBtu SC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1A , mmBtuSC-oil.Lee 1C UnitlB , mmBtuSC-oil.Lee 1C UnitlC
V. mmBtu 12 months 12 months 12 months

1'0-00077 \ fmmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1A , mmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1B , mmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1C^ / ton
\ mmBtu ')( 12 months 12 months 12 months

+

^0.0004 ib ̂ ^mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1C^ ( ton ^
VmmBCu/ V 12 months ' 12 months ' 12 months / \. 2000 ib^

,'0.0004 ;b'\ (mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit ±A ̂ _ mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1B , mmBtu CC-gas. Lee 1C Unit 1C\ ( ton
V mmBtu ) \ 12 months 12 months 12 months

fib VOCs,ES-3-i
V minBtu

} ( ^ws-31 ̂  f_^_^Q43.|
^rolling 12 months^ \2000 Ib/ ' "'"'" \. ri

tons . 1 $ 65.1 tons
.oiling 12 months^ ~ ~~'~ rolling 12 months

where: [~ '^, '^. ~")= voc Emission factor for reactor ES -31tobe determined by the\ mmBtu

following stack test:

Testing [15ANCAC 02Q .0508(f)]
Under the provisions of NCOS 143-215.108, the Pemiittee shall demonstrate compliance with the VOC
emission limit above by conducting an initial stack test for VOC emissions, with the reactor operating
within 10% of its maximum heat input rate, in accordance with a testing protocol approved by the DAQ.
Details of the emissions testing and reporting requirements can be foimd in Section 3 - General Condition
JJ. Testing shall be completed within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor (ID No. ES-31) and the
results submitted according to Section 3 - General Condition JJ. Test results shaU be the average of 3 vaUd
test mns.

Test results shall be submitted as required in Section VIII.E.2.C below and the following mformation for each
test run shall be included:
i. VOC emissions (Ib/mmBtu).
ii. Reactor heat input (mmBtu/hr).
iii. Reactor flyash raw feed rate (tons per hour).
iv. Flyash loss on ignition (% carbon).

The VOC test results (Ib/mmBtu) shall be used for ES-3 1 to calculate the total VOC emissions each month
in the above equation as soon as the test results have been completed regardless of whether the results have
been approved by NCDAQ.

Sulfuric Acid

Emissions ofsulfuric acid shall be detennined in accordance with the following equation.

,'0.000232 ib^ /.mmBtuSC-oil.LeeICUnitlA , mmBtuSC-oil.Lee 1C UnitlB . mmBtuSC-oil.Lee 1C UnitlC\ f ton>)C + +V mmBtu ) \ 12 months 12 months 12 months

^0.0000857 lb~^ fmmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit IB mmBtu SC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1C'\ ( ton \
V mmBtu 12 months 12 months ) \2000lb)

^0.00107 ;b^ ̂ mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1A mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit 1B mmBtu CC-oil.Lee 1C Unit IC^ f ton ^
\ mmBtu ) \ 12 months 12 months 12 months } \. 2000 Ib)

^0.000402 i6^ (mmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1A , mmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1B , mmBtu CC-gas.Lee 1C Unit 1C'
V mmBtu 12 months

f hours operated,BS-31\ f0.10lb\ ( ton
-^-rJ l2^J ̂  64-3

\ rolling 12 months .2000 ;6.

12 months

tons

rolling 12 months

+
12 months

+
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c.

d.

Lead

No monitoring is required for lead.

Reportine [15ANCAC 02Q .0508(f)]
The Permittee shall submit to the DAQ Permitting Section a summary of the results of the initial stack testing
for the reactor ES-31 for CO and VOCs, that includes the mformation in Section 2.2-B. l.b above, and submit a
complete permit application to revise the pennit accordingly, no later than 30 days after completing the initial
stack tests in accordance with General Condition JJ.

The Permittee shall submit a semi-annual summary report, acceptable to the Regional Air Quality Supervisor, of
emissions of the above pollutants as appUcable from each source (Lee 1C Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit 1B, Lee 1C Unit
1C, ES-31, ES-34 and ES-35) and the total for all soiirces based on the calculations above (tons per rolling
consecutive 12-month period) including the potential emissions from the small-emitting STAR® ancillary sources,
postmarked on or before January 30 of each calendar year for the preceding suc-month period between July and
December, and July 30 of each calendar year for fhe preceding sk-month period between January and June.
The emissions must be calculated for each of the 12-month periods over the previous 17 months. The report
shall note any monthly emissions that do not include CO or VOC emissions from the reactor ES-31 or do not
include DAQ-approved CO or VOC emissions from the reactor ES-3 1.

K. 1-hour N02 and SOz NAAQS Modeling

In an email dated February 1, 2018, Duke was asked to complete 1-hour N02 and S02 NAAQS modeling,
as internal DAQ discussions indicated this modeling was needed to be consistent with the Buck STAR®
application.

The necessity of the 1-hour modeling is related to how the emissions from the project are handled with
respect to PSD. Previously, before asking Duke to model, a letter had been sent to Duke on December 18,
2017, informing them that the STAR® modification emissions cannot be included under the existing
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) avoidance limits since those limits were for an unrelated
project, and therefore those emissions must be analyzed sqiarately with respect to the applicability ofPSD.

In a meeting with Duke on January 5, 2018 (William Willets, Cyndi Winston, Erin Wallace and Ed
Martin), to discuss DAQ's request in the above December 18, 2017 letter (item 1) for more information
regarding PSD applicability, Duke presented their reasoning why they believed the project emissions
should be included under the existing PSD avoidance limits as originally requested m the application and
was asked to provide additional information for DAQ's review.

In a conference call on February 5, 2018 with Duke (William Willets, Mark Cuilla, Booker Pullen, Cyndi
Winston, Erin Wallace and Ed Martin), to discuss Duke's proposed reasoning to include the project
emissions under the existing PSD avoidance limits, Duke mentioned there may be differences between the
Buck and Lee projects regarding whether it was necessary to conduct 1-hour N02 and S02 NAAQS
modeling for Lee. DAQ asked Duke to provide their reasoning in a letter.

In an internal DAQ meeting (William Willets, Tom Anderson, Matt Porter and Ed Martin) on Febmary 13,
2018, the Buck 1-hour N02 and S02 NAAQS modeling, recently reviewed and approved by DAQ, was
discussed with respect to whether this modeling was needed for Lee. The decision depended on receipt of
Duke's letter (for which DAQ was awaiting) with their reasons and justification regarding whether the
project emissions can be included under the existing PSD avoidance limits.

In a letter received Febmary 19, 2018 (dated February 7, 2018), Duke submitted their rationale that the
STAR® project should be considered part of the same project that retired the coal-fired boilers and installed
the three new combined cycle turbines and to therefore include the STAR® project emissions under the
existing PSD avoidance limits.

On Febmary 20, 2018, afiter reviewing Duke's rationale in their February 7, 2018 letter that the STAR® ash
beneficiation project should be considered as part of the same project that retired the three coal-fired boilers
and installed the three new combined cycle turbines. Duke was informed that DAQ agreed and that the
STAR® project emissions can be included under the existing PSD avoidance limits (see Existin PSD
Avoidance Condition in Section VH.A).
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For the Lee STAR® project, there are no modeling requirements because emissions will be included under
the existing PSD avoidance limits and therefore die allowable emission limits are not being increased.

Note, for comparison, in the proposed Buck STAR® project. Duke was requested to model 1-hour N02 and
S02 NAAQS emissions to demonstrate that the contemporaneous emissions decreases used in the PSD
netting exercise are creditable. This modeling was required to demonstrate compliance with the
requirement under the PSD regulations in 51. 166(b)(3)(vi)(c), that for a contemporaneous decrease (used
for netting): "A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:... (c) It has approximately
the same qualitative significance for public health and welfare as that attributed to the increase from the
particular change."

The Lee STAR® project is not using contemporaneous emission decreases; therefore, the 1-hour S02 and
N02 NAAQS modeling is not needed.

X. Public Hearing on the Draft Permit

In accordance with SESSION LAW 2016-95, HOUSE BDLL 630 (Coal Ash Management Act of 2014)
§ 130A-309.203, the Department shall hold a public hearing and accept written comment on the draft permit
decision for a period of not less than 30 or more than 60 days after the Department issues a draft permit
decision.

A notice for the public hearing for the draft permit was published in the Goldsboro News-Argus newspaper
and placed on the DAQ website along with the draft permit and review on June 8, 2018, to provide for a
30-day comment period in accordance with the public participation procedures in 15A NCAC 2Q .0307.
The public comment period was June 8, 2018 through July 13, 2018. The public hearing was held at 7:00
pm on July 10, 2018 at the Wayne Community College in Goldsboro. The public comments are addressed
in the Hearing Officer's Report and Recommendations dated November 29, 2018 and discussed in Section
Xm below.

The public notice requirement is for a constmction and operating permit under the 15A NCAC 2Q .0300
procedures. EPA does not review the draft pennit for the first step of a two-step 15A NCAC 2Q
. 0501(c)(2) Title V process. The second step of the 15ANCAC 2Q ,0501(c)(2) Title V process will occur
on or before 12 months after commencing operation.

XI. Other Requirements

PE Seal
The conta-ol device fonn (Form D) for this modification was dated October 30, 2017 and stamped by Mr.
Thomas Pritcher (Environmental Consulting & Technology of North Carolina), providing the PE review
and seal. The PE number for Mr. Pritcher is 025453. The NCBELS website shows Mr. Pritcher's license
status as "current" through 12/3 1/2018.

Zonins

In accordance with SESSION LAW 2016-95, HOUSE BILL 630 (Coal Ash Management Act of 2014)
§ 130A-309.205, Local ordinances re ulatin mana ement of coal combustion residuals and coal
combustion roducts invalid- etition to reem t local ordinance, notwithstanding any authority granted to
counties, municipalities, or other local authorities to adopt local ordinances, all provisions of local
ordinances that regulate or have the effect of regulating the management of coal combustion residuals and
coal combustion products, including regulation of carbon burn-out plants, within the jurisdiction of a local
government are invalidated and unenforceable, to the extent necessary to effectuate the piirposes of the law.

Nevertheless, a Zoning Consistency Determination was received on November 13, 2017, for this
modification from Wayne County Plarming signed by Chip Grumpier, Planning Director, dated October 20,
2017, statmg the agency received a copy of the application and that the proposed project is consistent with
local zoning ordinances.

Fee Classification

The facility fee classification after this modification will remain as "Title V" as before.
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PSD Increment Trackin

The PSD Minor Baseline Dates for Wayne County are: October 2, 1979 for PM-10 and February 9, 1995 for
S02 and NOx. Therefore, the addition of the above sources emitting PM-10, S02 and/or NOx will consume
increment in Wayne County.

Hourly emission rates for PM-10, NOx and S02 are taken fi-om the application Table 2A for all new STAR®
project sources. The following statement is placed in the permit cover letter:

Wayne County has triggered increment tracking under PSD for PM-10, SOs andNOx. This
modification will result in an increase in 23. 50 pounds per hour ofPM-10, 24. 94 pounds
per hour ofSOi, and 59. 72 pounds per hour ofNOx.

XII. Comments on Pre-Draft Permit

Comments from Duke

The pre-draft permit and review were sent was sent to Erin Wallace at Duke on May 25, 2018 for review.
Duke responded on June 4, 2018 with the followiug comments:

1. Duke is requesting an amendment to the applicadon to put the following sources on the insignificant
activities list rather than in the pemiit itself:

Emission Source I.D.

I-ES-39A

I-ES-39B
NSPS Subpart HH
MACT Subpart ZZZZ
I-ES-40A

I-ES-40B

NSPS Subpart IIII
MACT Subpart ZZZZ
I-F-1

I-F-2

I-F-3

I-F-5

I-F-6

Emission Source Description

Screener

No. 2 fuel oil-fired screener engine (91 HP)
(2007 model year or later)

Crasher and No. 2 fuel oil-fired engine (300 hp)

No. 2 fuel oil-fired cmsher engine (300 HP)
(2007 model year or later)

Wet Ash Receiving Transfer to Shed

Wet Ash Receiving Transfer to Hopper

Wet Ash Receiving Unloading Pile

Ash Handling

Haul Roads

2.

These sources qualify as insignificant activities under 15A NCAC 02Q .0503(8) because of size or
production rate since emissions would not violate any applicable emissions standard and whose
potential emission ofparticulate, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic compounds, and
carbon monoxide before air pollution control devices, are each no more than five tons per year and
whose potential emissions of hazardous air pollutants before air pollution control devices, are each
below 1000 pounds per year.

DA Res onse
This change was made.

For the monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting for 02D .0515 for the reactor ES-31 in Section
2. 1.J. 1.C, d, e and f of the pennit. Duke commented that Buck's permit (similar ash beneficiation
permit) did not require monitoring, recordkeeping or reporting for this condition.

DA Res onse
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Monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting for 02D .0515 is always required if there is a particulate
control device (e. g., baghouse CD-3 1 in this case) on the source. Therefore, there is no change.

3. For the initial stack test for sulfur dioxide in Section 2. 1 J.2.b of the permit, testing was to be completed
and the results submitted within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor. Duke requested that testing be
completed within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor and the results of the testing be subinitted no
later than 30 days after completing the initial stack test in accordance with General Condition JJ.

DA Res onse

This change was made.

4. For the monitoring of emissions in Section 2.2.B. l.b of the permit, Duke requested that the PSD
avoidance limit equations be revised to simply subfa-act off the ancillary sources' emissions.

DA Res onse

To simplify the monitoring of emissions, the total potential emissions from the small-emitting STAR®
project ancillary sources (all except STAR® reactor ES-31, EHE ES-34 and EHE ES-35), as shown in
Section VHI.D.2 above has been added separately in the condition equations with the note that that
number represents the potential emissions from the small-emitting STAR® ancillary sources. Rather
than subtract the ancillary sources' emissions fi-om the old PSD avoidance limits to arrive at new limits
as Duke requested, DAQ wants to keep the old liinits in place and show the potential ancillary sources'
emissions as a separate contribution in the equations so that it is more straightforward to show that the
limits remain unchanged from the old limits. Therefore, no change was made.

5. For the initial stack testing for CO and VOCs in Section 2.2.B. 1 .b, Duke proposes to use the emission
factors used for permitting in lieu of testing. The factors were based on testing at a similar facility and
Duke feels they are appropriate for this facility. This would also be consistent with the Buck Facility
momtonng.

DA Res onse

The application references SEFA operation experience for the CO factor and a stack test for the VOCs
factor, but does not provide any other details. DAQ requested additional information on these factors
in the March 14, 2018 and April 17, 2018 emails to substantiate the accuracy of the factors to
determiae if they were appropriate to use in lieu of stacks tests. However, since no further information
was provided, stack testing is necessary to determine the factors. Duke was informed that ifDAQ can
get substantiated emission factors that are based on stack tests or something equivalent, stack testing
may not be required to verify the factors. Therefore, no change was made.

6. For the initial stack testing and reporting for CO and VOCs in Sections 2.2.B. l.b and c of the pemiit,
testing was to be completed and the results submitted within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor.
Diike requested this be changed to allow testing to be completed within 90 days of initial start-up of the
reactor and the results of the testing be submitted no later than 30 days after completing the initial stack
tests in accordance with General Condition JJ.

DA Res onse

This change was made.

Comments from WaRO and SSCB

The draft permit and review were sent to Samir Parekh with SSCB and Robert Bright at die Washington
Regional Ofifice on May 25, 2018 for review.

On May 29, 2018, in an email Robert Bright responded with the following comment:

1. For the initial stack test for sulfur dioxide in Section 2. 1 J.2 of the permit, testing was to be completed
and the results submitted within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor. Robert suggested giving
Duke 90 days to complete the testing, and to submit the results, in accordance with General Condition
JJ, no later than 30 days after the test.
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Permittinp Response

This change was made.

No comments were received from SSCB.

Xm. Changes to Draft Permit

The following changes were made to the draft permit that went to public notice on June 8, 2018, as
recommended m Brendan Davey's Hearing Officer's Report dated November 29, 2018:

1. Particulate stack testin

Re ort Recommendation

Add a stack testing requirement for particulate emissions for one of the two external heat exchangers;
and the reactor system. This will verify compliance not only with applicable particulate emission
standards but will verify emissions estimations used in the toxic air pollutant analysis. The toxic air
pollutant emissions are based on estimated particulate emission rates in conjunction with the coal ash
metals analysis.

Resolution

This was added in Sections 2. 1.J. l.b and 2. 1.K. l.b of the pennit as shown in Sections VIII.A. l and B.l
above.

2. H dro en chloride Cl and h dro enfluoride HF emissions

Re ort Recommendation

Coal combustion typically has hydrogen chloride (HC1) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) air emissions from
clllorme (Cl) and fluorine (F) in the coal. The coal ash being burned in the reactor does have remaining
chloride per the analysis received by Edward Martin and subsequently HC1 emissions could be
expected by the combustion process. HF emissions could be expected by the same reasoning. These
possible emissions should be considered in the permit review process. After discussion, Edward Martin
requested additional information from Duke Energy Progress regarding this topic. Infonnation was
received from Duke Energy Progress on August 27, 2018 addressing these issues and demonstrating
the estimated HC1 and HF emissions are well below the Toxic Pemutting Emission Rate (TPER) listed
ml5ANCAC02Q. 0711.

Resolution

Since combustion of coal results in emissions of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride, these may
or may not be included in toxics modeling for a facility on a case-by-case basis. A portion of the
cUorine and fluorine in the coal may be absorbed onto the Qyash. Duke's sampling included chlorides
but no fluorides. DAQ asked Duke ifHCl and HF would not both be expected to be emitted from
burning the flyash and therefore be included in a toxics demonstration.

Duke explained that much of the Cl and F in the original coal will have been emitted as HC1 and HF
from the original combustion process at the plant, such that the remaining Cl and F left with the ash is
likely significantly lower and would result in much lower levels ofHCl and HF in the ash beneficiation
facility flue gas. Total chloride concentrations were measured in the ash samples rather than fluorides,
as chloride concentrations are typically higher. In any case, the Circulating Dry Scrubbing (CDS)
technology is ideal for the removal of acid gases (S02, 803, HC1 and HF)-from the flue gasleavmg a
combustion process burning coal or residual flyash. The technology is based on the circulating
fluidized bed (CFB) principle and uses dry calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2, also known as hydrated
lime) as the reagent. Since Cl and F are typically more reactive than S02 and 803, the dry scrubber
will preferentially remove HC1 and HF in addition to the S02 and 803 it is designed to remove. The
dry scmbber operates with recirculating excess hydrated lime to ensure proper contact and residence
time for acid gas removal.

Regardless of the above arguments, DAQ requested numerical estimates ofHCl and HF emissions and
a comparison to the Toxic Air Pollutant Emission Rates (TPERs) listed in NCAC 02Q .0711.
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Duke provided the following calculations on August 27, 2018, to demonstrate that HC1 and HF
emissions were below the TPERs and therefore toxics modeling is not required:

HC1
Using: chlorides concentration in the ash 10.933 mg/kg

ash throughput 125 tons/hr *
control efficiency 95%

Conservatively greater than the designed flyash feedstock process rate of 75 tons per hour or
400, 000 tons per year.

Resulting in an HC1 emission rate of 0. 14 Ib/hr (see table below compared to the TPER)

OT
Using: A similar ratio between coaVash for fluorides and chlorides (since fluorides are not

directly measured):

chlorides concentration in the ash 10.933 mg/kg
fluoride coal concentration 1468 mg/kg (historical from 1999 Hg ICR efforts)

Then: 10.933 mg/kg - 1468 mg/kg = 0.74% percentage of chloride retained in the ash

Then using a fluoride concentration in coal of 77 ppm (from EPRI):

77 ppm x 0.74% = 0.57 ppm calculated fluoride concentration retained in ash

Resulting in an HF emission rate of 0.008 Ib/hr or 0. 18 Ib/day (see table below compared to the
TPERs).

Compoimd Emissions TPER Modeling
Ib/hr Ib/da Ib/hr Ib/da Required?

HC1 0. 14 - 0.74 - No
HF 0.008 0. 18 0.26 1. 3 No

TEPR limits for HC1 and HF were added to permit TEPR condition 2. 2.A.2. e.

3. Pressure dro monitorin

Re art Recommendation

The Duke Buck STAR® plant requires monthly pressure drop recording for fhe two bagfilters installed
on the external heat exchangers. For consistency and good inspection and maintenance practices I
recommend the same for the H. F. Lee location.

Resolution
This pressure drop monitoring was added as shown in Sections 2. 1. J. l. c. ii and 2. 1.K. l. c. ii of the
permit as shown in Sections VIII.A. l and B. l above.

4. T os and minor corrections in the draft air ermit
Re ort Recommendation

(a) On page 38 the reactor visible emissions monitoring indicates "monthly" in one spot and "weekly"
in another. This frequency should be consistent.

(b) On pages 48-53 the PSD calculations for NOx, S02, and sulfuric acid do not seem to include the
emission source ES-31 (the STAR® reactor). This should be corrected.
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Resolution

These changes were made. The PSD calculations for NOx, S02, and sulfuric acid were revised to
include source ES-31 in Section 2.2-B. l.b of the permit as shown in Section VIII.D.2.b above.

5 Coal ash metals anal sis
R crt Recommendation

The sampling methodology used for coal ash analysis in support of the air pennit application was
questioned. Review of the methodology uncovered some concerns which were presented to Duke
Energy. Ultimately the ash was re-analyzed using more appropriate methodology for the air permit
application. A revised pemiit application and toxics analysis was received October 26, 2018 and
indicated compliance with NC Air Toxics Regulations.

Resolution

The public comment questioning the ash sampling methodology stated that:

DEQ continues to support the use of the "Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure " (TCLP)
for the characterization of coal ash. The test was never intended for this use and may
underestimate the toxicity of the ash. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not
recommend that the test be used for the characterization of coal ash waste. In its final rule on the
disposal of coal combustion residuals EPA said that, "For landfills, EPA agrees that TCLP, SPLP
and other single pH test methods may not be the most appropriate leachate extraction methods for
all -waste streams and all disposal scenarios."

On August 1, 2018, DAQ requested additional infomiation on the ash pond test mefhods. On August
9, 2018, Duke responded that the test method used to determine the concentrations of metals in the ash
was SW-846 Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods. The methods are
approved by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency for obtaming data to satisfy the requirements
of 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 122 through 270 promulgated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended. These methods provide the concentration of
metals in the ash rather than the Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) which is a method
to simulate leaching through a landfill. On August 21, 2018, DAQ informed Duke that they (DAQ)
agreed fhat method Duke used for metals (SW846 3050B) is not the TCLP. DAQ further stated they
understood that Method SW846 3050B can be used for RCRA, where the purpose would be to
evaluate coal-ash contaminated soil or remediated soil to see if it releases elements of environmental
concern, but it is not a total digestion method. In the case of burning flyash, DAQ believes that
Method SW846 3052, resulting in absolute digestion of the sample, was required, since flyash can
contain large amounts of silicate structures.

Method SW846 3050B states:

This method is not a total digestion technique for most samples. It is a very strong acid digestion
that will dissolve almost all elements that could become "environmentally available. " By design,
elements bound in silicate structures are not normally dissolved by this procedure as they are not
usually mobile in the environment. If absolute total digestion is required use Method 3052.

DAQ asked Duke to provide their assessment of the appropriateness of using Method SW846 3050B
for the flyash samples in support of the application. Duke agreed Method SW846 3052 was required
to accurately detemiine the toxic characterisdcs of the coal ash and had the original 41 samples re-
analyzed using this method.

On October 26, 2018, Duke submitted an addendum to the application that included revised toxic
modeling for the new emission rates as a result of the revised ash metal concentrations from re-
analyzing the original ash samples as requested by DAQ. Also, in the addendum Duke requested the
addition of two new insigmficant activities (Ball Mill Classifier I-ES-41 and Ball Mill Feed Silo I-ES-
42). The revised toxics modeling included these two new sources and the gasoline tank previously
omitted. The potential emissions (PM, PM-10 and PM-2. 5) for the two new sources have been added in
Table 2 above and the potential emissions in Table 3 above have been revised to reflect the new total
STAR® project increases and the new total potential emissions from the STAR® ancillary sources. In
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addition, the new total potential emissions from the STAR® ancillary sources have been revised in the
monitoring equations in Section Vm.D.2.b above for PM, PM-10 and PM-2. 5.

The toxic emission rates used in the revised modeling analysis and the corresponding permit emission
limits were revised from those in Section VHI.D. l above in the draft review that went through public
notice.

The revised site-specific average ash analysis used in the revised toxic modeling for the new emission
rates as a result of the revised ash metal concentrations from re-analyzing the original are as follows:

Antimony
Arsenic

Beryllium
Cadmium

Chromium

Cobalt

Lead
Manganese

Nickel

Selenium

Method 3052

(ppm)

6.24
38. 76
14. 77
4.05

124. 71
44.20
58.20

77. 05
90. 59
8. 17

XIV. Recommendations

Issuance is recommended.
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North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources

Pat McCrory
Governor

Donald R. van der Vaart
Secretary

June 10, 2015

Mr. Jim Clayton
The SEFA Group
217 Cedar Road
Lexington, SC 29073

SUBJECT: Applicability Determination No. 2501
The SEFA Group
Lexington, SC

Dear Mr. Clayton:

... ... The North^cal"olina Division of Air Quality (DAQ) received your letter dated September 5, 2014,
requesting the DAQ's concurrence with its determination of regulatory status of certain coal" combustion
r.esidues:whe" usedin itsjta8ed Turbulent Air Reactor (STAR'Reactor), in accordance with 40CFR 24!
^.Solid Wastes ̂Used As Fuels or Ingredients in Combustion Units" ("SoUd Waste'Definition Rule'7 or
"Rule" hereinafter).

^ Specifically, SEFA Group (SEFA) requests the confirmation that coal ash obtained from the
;. specific sources. meets, the requirements in §241: flyash received directly from coal-fired'power

's paniculate collection infrastructure (i.e., electrostatic precipitator or baghouse), and"
flyash received from landfills and ash ponds.

Unless exempt, combustion of "non-hazardous secondary material (NHSM), as defined in
§241. 2 would subject the emissions unit (such as STAR reactor) to requirements in 40 C  60
Subpart CCCC "Standards of Perfonnance for Commerciai and industriai Solid Waste
facineration Units" or, Subpart DDDD "Emissions Guidelines and Compliance "Tunes 7or
,
CL°?unerc!al^ fadustrial Solid Waste Incineration Units". These regulations-are commonry
known as CISWI ("Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration").

IThe. DAQ. has. deternuned that the coal ash received directly from the coal-fired power plant's
particulate coUection infrastmcture (i.e., electrostatic precipitator OT baghouse) is~a'NHSM'amd"an
"ingredient", as defined in §241. 2. DAQ has further determined that thi^ flyash meets" the llegitir
CTiteria included m §2413(d)(2) and thus, concludes that it is not a soUd waste. Therefore, thI'STAR

is not subject to the requirements in CISWI.

Moreover, the processed flyash received from landfills or ash ponds is a NHSM and an
ulyedicnt;. alld DAQ has determined that this flyash also meets the legUimacy~cnteria~includ'ed m'

(2), and ttus,_concludes that it is not a solid waste. Therefore, the'STAR Reactor is not'subie
to the requirements in CISWI.

1641 Mail Seivice Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1641
Phone: 919-707-8400 / Internet: www. ncdenr. ov

An Equal Opportunity \Allirmalive Aclion Employer - Made in part vwth Recycled Paper



Mr. Jim Clayton
June 10, 2015
Page 2

.
: h^following includes discussion on STAR Reactor, and technical and regulatory analysis

supporting these conclusions for each of the above types of flyash:

STAR Reactor

The STAR Reactor is a patented technology developed by SEFA for thennal beneficiation
/^processing of either a low or high-Btu value fineparticulate matter, such as the above des'cnbed
flyash [herclnafter "feedstock". l- a]ong with other ingredient materials (gas, solids, and liquids)
mtoa variety of conunercial Products. These products are used not only for application as'a
partial^cement replacement_but for many other commercial and industrial applications. There are
several products which SEFA is currently capable of producing because of the flexibiht
^mbodied^ in this reactor. For example, STAR® RP; Ultrix®^ Spherix®, Fortimix®,"and
PermanixT.

f STAR Reactor Process is inherently flexible in that operating parameters can be
^ed-_an^ _c!.if?re^, ^g?ients. can be added-to Produce a desired product. "The'primary
component of the STAR Reactor is a cylindrical refractory-lined vessel in which the majorit'yof
the process reactions take place. These reactions can include a range of both chenucai'and
? .y af rcactionst Air is required for pneumatic uplift of the solids and for the process reactions

enters through the floor of the STAR Reactor as well as through the waUs at mumple~location7
The raw feedstock and any other ingredients are introduced through the walls of the STAR
Reactor. ^ All of the solids and gases exit together at the top of the reactor. The gas/solids'nuxturc
entCTi, a ho^cyclonewhere the majority of solids are separated from the gas and recycled back-to
?e ?T_ARRe^tor" The very hlgh rate of hot recycle solids increases the operating flexibility of
the process. The process reactions can occur through this reactor/hot cyclone loop. Due to the
hl8h.gasjelocity' the multiPle. inJection points, and the recycle solids, there'is" a Significant
amount oflurbulence crcated which. e"hances the mixing of the ingredients and'optiimzes'the
reactions. The gas and remaining solids not collected by the hot cyclone are passed over a heat
!^!l^^er-^hi?. can. be designed to preheat Ae process'air, used in heat recowry, -orto'slmpl~y
cool the gas/solids^ mixture. Once cooled, the solids are separated from the gas in a'fabric fitter

IS:?le^i?Tvice: , SOIidscan also exit the STAR Reactor at'the bottom or from the recycle loop.
These solids can be^combined with the solids/gas stream before Ae heat recovery "equipment S,"
!i.ncTAeyhave ?ifferent characteristics as compared to the solids exiting the hot cycTone, ~they
canbeprocessed seParately for a Particular application. By design the STAR Reactor'operates
luider a wide range of process parameters.

Technical and Regulatory Analysis

Pl ash Received^ Directl from Coal-fired Power Plant's Particulate Collection Infrastructure i.e.
reel itatororBa house

-A1SJ?esfribed ab?ve', the STAR Reactor is capable of utilizing flyash, received directly
from coal-fired power plant's particulate emissions controls, as its primaiyingrcdient along with
other select ingredients in order to produce a variety of products for markets.
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§241.2(b)(3) of the rule defines NHSM as "a secondary material that, when discarded,
would not be identified as a hazardous waste under Part 261 of this chapter". Furtfier the same
section defines secondary material as "any material that is not the* primary product of a
manufacturing or commercial process, and can include post-consumer material, off-specification
commercial chemical products or manufacturing chemical intermediates, post-industnal material,
and scrap."

It is indisputable that flyash generated from combustion of coal is not a "primary product
of a manufacturing" facility (such as electric generating facility) and this product can be deemed
as "post^ndustnaljiiatCTial". Moreover, coal flyash is not regulated as a hazardous waste as per
Part 261 of 40 CFR "Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste". In fact, EPA has
promulgated a rule on April 17, 2015 (80 FR 21302) to regulate disposal of coal combustion
residues (fly ash bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas desulfiirization materials generated from
burning coaKor^tiie puipose of generating electricity by electric utilities and md^mdeat power
producers) [CCR] as solid waste under Subtitle D "State or Regional Solid Waste Plans" of the
Resource Conservation Act (RCRA) [administrative regulations included in 40 CFR 257) and not
undCTthe Subtitle^C oftfie RCRA "Hazardous Waste'Management" [administrative regulations
included in 40 CFR 261]. hi addition, the beneficial uses (e. g., use of flyash in'cona-ete
manufacturing replacing traditional product cement) ofCCR is exempt from this'regulation.

Based, on the above discussion, it is concluded that the flyash generated from the coal
combustion and received directly from coal-fired power plant's particulate emissions control
devices, is a NHSM.

§241. 3(b)(3) of the Solid Waste Definition Rule provides that NHSMs are not solid waste
when "used as_anmgredient in a combustion unit that meet the legitimacy criteria specified in
paragraph (d)(2) of this section. " §241 2 of the Solid Waste Definitfon Rule defines "ingredient"
as "a^non-hazardous secondary material that is a component in a compound, process or product."
The feedstock is merely one component among a number of variables which are introduced to the
STAR Reactor to produce many different products. Therefore, feedstock processed in the STAR
Reactor is an ingredient under the Solid Waste Definition Rule.

Legitimacy Criteria

For a non-hazardous secondary material used as an ingredient to be excluded from the
definition of solid waste under §241.3 oftfae Solid Waste Definition Rule, the material must
satisfy the following legitimacy criteria under Subsection (d)(2):

(i) The non-hazardous secondary material must be managed as a valuable coinmodity;

(ii) The non-hazardous secondary material must provide a useful contribution to the
production or manufacturing process.

(iii) The non-hazardous secondary material must be used to produce a valuable product or
intermediate.
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(iv) The non-hazardous secondary material must result in products that contain contaminants
at levels that are comparable in concentration to or lower than those found in traditional
products that are manufactured without the non-hazardous secondary materiai.

Managed as a Valuable Commodity - §241. 3(d)(2)(i)

^*^storcs its feedstock i" silos and or covered shelters prior to using it as an ingredient
ln»?Ie-,?I^?ea?or^d, C^I?veys^e. material to the Process equipment pneumatically As per
§24L3(d)(2)(i), the Solid Waste Definition Rule identifies the following thrre factors" to rbe
considered in detemiining whether a material is managed as a valuable commodity:

(A) The storage of the non-hazardous secondary material prior to use must not exceed
reasonable time frames;

(B) Where there is an analogous ingredient, the non-hazardous secondary material must be
managed in a manner consistent with the analogous ingredient or otherwise be adequately
contained to prevent releases to the environment;

(C) If there is no analogous ingredient, the non-hazardous secondary material must be
adequately contained to prevent releases to the environment;

^ As per SEFA, in a previously permitted design, the storage capacity offhe silos and
partially aiclosed storage bins for incoming feedstock ranges from 800-2000 tons and could
??CT??^ate aPProximateIy.three to ten days of production when the STAR Reacto7is-operating
M->SEFA',S normal ProductioD schedule. As such, under normal operations, Ae-mcommg

; is typically stored no more fhan three days prior to introduction into the STAR ReactoT
process^ However, dwing shutdown of the STARReactor or when off-spedfication feedstock is
!ecei\Tifrom. a s,UPPlier? the feedstock may be stored for longer periods of time, but usually no
^rc. than. s>l.xty days\ In ̂T. ?ast? as per SEFA> shutdown of the STAR Reactor has'generally
not exceeded twenty days. With r^pect to the management ofofiF-spedfication feedstodt,~SEFA
has indicated that if this off-specification material can be blended with other feedstock at ratios
which ensure that processing in the STAR Reactor produces an end product which-meete SEFA;s
quality control standards, it will attempt to do so/ Depending on the nature and amount of "the
material's deviation from SEFA's feedstock specifications, 1f it cannot be blended, -the*of?
!^i_fi,c,atio.nJe?is^o,ck ̂ m have to be reJected and returned to the supplier. If it is capable of
being blended, the blending process may require storage of the off-sprcification feedstock for as
long as 60 days depending upon the quantity involved. Accordingly, even outside of Ae normal
diree-day processing scheduling for incoming feedstock, SEFA's^storage of incommg~feedstock
does not exceed a reasonable time fi-ame.

Additionally, SEFA manages the incoming feedstock as a valuable commodity and takes
measures to prevent loss of material during off-loading and storage. In the preamble to the rule,
EPA explains that "If on the other hand, a company does not manage Aenon-hazardous
secondary material as it would traditional ingredients, that behavior maylndicatetha^Aenon^
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hazardous secondary material is being discarded. " Refer to 76 FR 15543. The material must be
'stored in a manner that both adequately prevents releases or other hazards to human health and
Ae environment, considering fhe nature and toxicity of the non-hazardous secondary material"
Id. In most cases, this requirement is satisfied if the material is in some manner "contained. " 7rf.
^Lnote?\?EF^ stores its feedstock in enclosed silos or covered and partially enclosed storage
bins^and^ therefore meets this criterion. Additionally, at all times prior to processing, SEF^
handles the material in a manner consistent with this criterion. Feedstock is fa^nsfeir^ from its
SUPPHers(typical!y'coal'fired POWCT_Plants) to SEFA either (i) directly by pneumatic conveyor
into the silos or (ii) by fruck to the SEFA facility. All bin vents within fhe pneumatic conveyer
system are equipped with fabric filter recovery devices to minimize loss of this valuable matenal.
Thus, SEFA believes that it unquestionably manages its feedstock as a valuable commodity.

Useful Contribution to the Production or Manufacturing Process - §241. 3(d)(2)(ii)

SEFA believes that there is no question that the feedstock processed in the STAR Reactor
provides a useful contribution to its production of the various end products marketed by SEFA.
In ̂the preamble to the Solid Waste Definition Rule, at 76 FR 15543, EPA explains the rationale
behind this criterion for legitimacy:

A non-hazardous secondary material used as an ingredient in combustion
systems provides a useful contribution if it contributes valuable ingredients to the
production/manufacturing process or to the product or intermediate of the
production/manufacturing process. This criterion is an essential component in the
detennmation of legitimacy because legitimate use is not occurring if the non-
hazardous secondary material doesn't add anything to the process, such that the
non-hazardous secondary material is basically beuig disposed of or discarded
This critenon is intended to prevent the practice of "sham" recycling by adding
non-hazardous secondary materials to a manufacturing operation simpiy as a
means of disposing of them.

SEFA states that the feedstock processed in the STAR Reactor is clearly not added to
dispose of that material and the processing of the feedstock in the STAR Reactor can in no
manner be characterized as "sham" recycling. Additionally, the fact that some of the constituents
of the feedstock are not needed or desirable for the STAR Process does not affect the status of
the "useful contribution" of the feedstock:

For puiposes of satisfying this criterion, not every constituent or component of
the non-hazardous secondary material has to make a contribution to the
production/manufacturiag activity. For example, non-hazardous secondary
materials used as ingredients may contain some constituents that are needed
in the manufachiring process, such as, for example, zinc in non-hazardous
secondary materials that are used to produce zmc-contaming micronutrient
fertilizers, whMe odier constituents in the non-hazardous secondary
material, such as lead, do not provide a useful contribution. Provided the zinc
is at levels that provides a usefiil contribution, we believe the non-hazardous
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secondary material would satisfy this criterion, although we would note that the
constituents not directly contaibuting to the manufacturing process could still
result in the non-hazardous secondary material not meeting the contaminant part
of the legitimacy criteria. The Agency is not quantitatively defining how much of
the non-hazardous secondary material needs to provide a useful contribution for
this criterion to be met, since we believe that defining such a level would be
difi&cult and is likely to be different, depending on the non-hazardous secondary
material. The Agency recognizes that this could be an issue if persons argue that
a non-hazardous secondary material is being legitimately used as an in^edient,

. f!i?t> only a sma11 amount or percentage of the non-hazardous secondary
material is used.

76 FR 15543-44 (emphasis added).

The fact that reactions in the STAR Reactor eliminate certain undesirable constituents of
the feedstock material does not preclude a determination that Ihe feedstock meets tfie legitimacy
criteria as an ingredient. As described above, the STAR Reactor has the capability to control the
chemical and physical reactions in the process to produce marketable materials wifh a broad
range of characteristics. The constituents and characteristics of each STAR Reactor product are
tailored to the intended market and vary depending on the needs of that market. The elimination
of certain constituents does not affect the determination that the feedstock is an ingredient which
makes a useful contaibution to the products produced m the STAR Reactor.

Produces a Valuable Product or Intermediate - §241. 3(d)(2)(iii)

As per SEPA, it is undisputed that feedstock material is used in the STAR Reactor to
make valuable products. "The product or intermediate is valuable if it is (i) sold to a third party
or (ii) used as an effective substitute for a commercial product or as an ingredient or intermaliate
in an industrial process. " Refer to 76 FR 15544. Also, as discussed above, the STAR Reactor
has the capability to process its fly ash and other materials to produce a broad range of products.
A11 of the products currently produced in the STAR Reactor are sold to third parties
Additionally, the various products produced in the STAR Reactor have application as both
^S)?^t?^®for commercial Products and as ingredients in an industrial process. Ultrix® and
STAR KPW are sold for use as partial replacement for Portland cement. Fortimix® is sold for use

as an additive for rubber compounds. PennanixT is designed for use as a broad-spectrum UV
blacker. Accordingly, in all respects, SEFA's feedstock processed in the STAR Reactor satisfies
this criterion for legitimacy as an ingredient.

Comparable Contaminants Concentration of End Product - § 241. 3(d)(2)(iv)

Again, as discussed above, the STAR Reactor has the capability to process its feedstock
to reduce or eliminate some undesirable constituents and to alter the chemical and physical
characteristics of others in its various end products. The Solid Waste Definition Rules provides
as follows:
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The non-hazardous secondary material must result in products that contain
contaminants at levels that are comparable in concentration to or lower than those
found in traditional products that are manufactured without the non-hazardous
secondary material.

Refer to §241. 3(d)(2)(iv).

The preamble to the Rule includes the following:

The assessment of whether the products produced from the use of nonhazardous
secondary materials that have contaminants that are comparable to (or lower) in
concentration can be made by a comparison of contaminant levels in the
ingredients themselves to the traditional ingredients they are replacing, or by
comparing the contaminant levels in the product itself with and without the use of
the nonhazardous secondary material.

Refer to 76 PR 15544.

As applied to the use of the feedstock as an ingredient in the STAR Reactor, the relevant
comparison is a comparison of the various STAR Reactor end products to comparable products in
the industries in which each is used. For example, Ultrix®'and STAR RP& are both used as
supplanentary cementitious materials m concrete, but, due to the unique processmg regime of
the STAR Reactor, neither has varying quantities of adsorptive unbumed carbon, which
characterize by-product fly ashes topically used in the marketplace. In fact, the air-aitraimng
characteristics ofUltrix® and STAR RP® are tailored by STAR Reactor-to-exactiy match Ae air0
entraining characteristics of plain cement concrete.

The preamble to the proposed rule for the Solid Waste Definition Rule explains the
rationale for and purpose of the comparison of contaminants in the legitimacy criteria for use of a
non-hazardous secondary material as an ingredient:

The Agency recognizes that there may be instances where the contaminant levels
in the products manufactured from non-hazardous secondary material ingredients
may be somewhat higher Aan found in the traditional products "that are
manufactured without the non-hazardous secondary material, but the resulting
concentrations would not be an indication of discard and would not pose a risk to
human health and the environmait.

Refer to 75 FR 31844, 31885 (Jun. 4, 2010).

In addition, EPA has recognized that contaminant levels in the products made from
NHSM can have contaminant levels within a "small accq)table range" at 76 FR 15523
21, 2011).
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The above discussion clearly provides that it may be allowable under §241. 3(d)(2)(iv) for
certain contaminants in the end product made with non-hazardous secondary materials
ingredients to be "somewhat higher" or within a "small acceptable range" than those in
tradit ionaLproducts- Thus' SEFA's fly ash feedstock satisfies the legitimacy criterion in

§241. 3(d)(2)(iv) despite the sli^itly higher concenfrations of arsenic and beryllium in the STAR
Rp as compared to Portland Cement as included in Attachment A to the SEFA's September
2014 letter. Also, using additional analytical data received from SEFA\ it can be said'that the
contaminant levels in the SEPA product are within the range of contaminants levels or within a
"small acceptable range" for Portland Cement (traditional product).

Additionally as stated in the preamble to the proposed rule above, the purpose of the
contaminant comparison criterion is to demonstrate that the use of the non-hazardous secondary
material ingredient is not indicative of discard and does not pose a risk to human health and the
environment. Expanding of the "indication of discard" aspect of this component of the
legitimacy criteria, EPA further explains:

Based on our assessment of all of the comments, we believe it appropriate to
include contaminant levels as a legitimacy criterion. Thus, we do not agree with
those commenters that assert that contaminant comparisons are not appropriate to
require as part of the legitimacy criteria. The Agency believes the "criterion is
necessary because non-hazardous secondary materials that contain contaminants
that are not comparable in concentration to those contained in traditional fuel
products or ingredients would suggest that these contammants are being
combusted as a means of discarding them, and thus the non-hazardous
secondary material should be classified as a solid waste. In some cases, this can
also be an indicator of sham recycling.

Refer to 75 FR 31871-72 (emphasis added).

As such, the primary purpose of the comparison on contaminants in an end product using
the non-hazardous secondary material ingredient to that of traditional products made without the
non-hazardous secondary material ingredient is to demonstrate that such use is not a means of
discarding the non-hazardous secondary material or indicative of sham recycling.

With respect to the additional industrial uses for products produced by using fly ash
feedstock as an ingredient in the STAR Reactor, a direct comparison of SEFA's end product to a
traditional product which is manufactured without fly ash feedstock is not feasible for many of
the end products produced in the STAR Reactor, However, based on the detailed comparison of
the STARW RP to Portland Cement and the various markets for SEFA's other STAR Reactor

products as included in the above referenced submittal, it is clear that SEFA is not processing the
fly ash feedstock as a means of discarding the fly ash or any of its constituents.

.

^" _dated 5/12/2015 from Thomas Pritcher, Environmental Consulting &Technology, Inc., to Rahul Thaker,
NCDAQ.
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To the extent that the purpose of the contaminant comparison is to demonstrate that these
products do not pose a risk to human health and the enviromnent, SEFA has provided additional
information as well as copies of the material safety data sheets for these products to demonstrate
that no such risk is posed in the various industrial uses of STAR Reactor end products. For
example, fhe material safety data sheets for Spherix® and Fortimix® included in Attachment B to
the SEFA's September 2014 letter. As per SEFA, in many cases, the STAR® Reactor end
products provide a safe alternative to traditional products which may pose a potential risk to
human health and the environment.

Fl ash Received from Landfill or Ash Pond

§241. 3(b)(4) of the rule provides that NHSMs are not solid waste when "fuel or
ingredient products that are used in a combustion unit, and that are produced from the processing
of discarded non-hazardous secondary materials and that meet the legitimacy criteria specified in
paragraph (d)(I) of this section, with respect to fuels, and paragraph (d)(2)'ofthis section, with
respect to ingredients."

As discussed above, the coal flyash disposed off in a landfill or an ash pond can be
deemed as a NHSM. Prior to being used as an acceptable ingredient (feedstock) in the STAR
Reactor, any flyash received from landfills or ash ponds must be "processed, " as that term is
defined in the rule. As discussed below, any commercial agreement between a supplier and
SEFA will specify the acceptable criteria (i. e., specifications) for a feedstock that can be used in
the STAR Reactor as a condition for supplying processed flyash to SEFA.

Pursuant to §241.2, "processing" means any operations that transform discarded non-
hazardous secondary material into a non-waste fuel or non-waste ingredient product. Processing
includes, but is not limited to, operations necessary to: remove or destroy contaminants;
significantly improve fuel characteristics of the material, e.g. sizing or drying the material in
combination with other operations; or chemically improve the as-fired energy content. Minimal
operations that result only in modifying the size of the material by shreddmg do not constitute
processing for purposes of this definition. Under the same section of the'Rule, "Secondary
material" is defined as any material that is not the primary product of a manufacturing or
commercial process, and can include post-consumer material, off-specification commercial
chemical products or manufacturing chemical intennediates, post-industrial material, and scrap.

While it is recognized that coal flyash which was initially placed into a landfill may be
considered to have been "previously discarded" by custom and practice, coal-fired utilities also
collect this coal ash in permitted wastewater treatment ponds. This coal ash has not historically
been considered "discarded" as it was merely solids settling within a permitted wastewater unit.
SEPA believes that the processing of these materials as required to satisfy SEFA's specifications
for its feedstock would meet the requirements for processing of "previously discarded" materials
under the Solid Waste Definition Rule as applied to CISWI." As such, the requisite processing of
materials to be used as feedstock in the STAR Reactor would be sufficient to fa-ansform them to
an ingredient.
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The solid Waste Definition Rule provides that a previously discarded material may be
processed to transform the waste to a non-waste ingredient. Specifically, §2413(b)(4)ofthe
Solid Waste Definition Rule provides as follows:

Fuel or ingredient products that are used in a combustion unit, and are produced
from Ae processing of discarded non-hazardous secondary materials and Aat
meet the legitimacy criteria specified in paragraph (d)(l) of this section, with
respect to fuels, and paragraph (d)(2) of this section, with respect to ingredients.
The legitimacy criteria apply after the non-hazardous secondary iMterial is
processed to produce a fuel or ingredient product. Until die discarded
nonhazardous secondary material is processed to produce a non-waste fuel or
ingredient, the discarded non-hazardous secondary material is considered a solid
waste and would be subject to all appropriate federal, state, and local
requirements.

As per SEFA, any processing of materials from landfills or from ash ponds to meet
SEFA's feedstock specifications will be undertaken under the control of the supplia- prior to
being received by SEFA for use an ingredient in its STAR Reactor. Accordingly, tlus feedstock
when received by SEFA or used in the STAR Reactor would meet the legitimacy criteria for
direct use as an ingredient and therefore would not be a solid waste under the Solid Waste
Definition Rule. All feedstock shipped to SEFA for use as an ingredient in the STAR Reactor
will first be required to undergo processing by the supplier to be:

A.
B.
c.
D.

Free of all, but minimal contaminants (e. g., organic debris, slag);
Finely-divided and free-dowing,
Have consistent moisture content of < 25%; and
Have a consistent chemical composition, including orgamc content as
measured by loss on ignition.

The above are SEFA specifications for acceptance of any coal flyash (discarded in
landfills or ash ponds).

As per SEFA, the specific processing steps that may be needed to meet the SEFA
specifications (as described above) and produce a suitable feedstock for the STAR Reactor will
vary depend upon the specific characteristics of each source of coal flyash. Generally speaking,
one or more of the foHowing four processing steps will be necessary to produce a suitable
feedstock for the STAR Reactor:

1) Dewatering,
2) Screening/Separation,
3) Milling, and
4) Blending.

For use as a feedstock in the STAR Reactor, coal ash from an ash pond having higher
moisture content will likely need to be processed using most, if not all, of these steps. Coafash
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fronLa landfinmaynot requircevery step. For example, it may be unnecessary to dewater coal
landfills if the material has consistent and acceptable moisture content."

^Depending on the source of the ash, the general steps described above can require sub
processes For example, feedstock appropnate for the STAR Reactor, it may be necessary to
remow larger particles or other materials found with the ash. In addition, to meet SEFA's
speicifications' some, coal ash may require forther processing throu^i a separate loop that

equipmmt (e.g, roll cmsher) needed to produce a more finely-divided, free-flowing
c. For others, it may be necessary to utilize a magnetic separator to remove metaT

cons tuent^, Als0'materlals such as coal> Pyrites, or other more coarse materials may need to be
^rT^n?^ ?le screening/seParationsteP will occur routinely to produce a free-flowmg, finely-
dividedfeedstock suitablefor Ae STAR Reactor. Depending on±the source'of'coal'ashTmilTing
may not be necessary to achieve a finely-divided and free-flowing material.

.

^_AS. emPhasized by SEFA'. the specific processing steps and the specific processing
!?u?ment c!?e?. a^ov? arT t3?.ical examPles for how these materials might be processed "to
produce a suitable feedstock. Those performing the actual work (i. e., suppliffs) will elect to'use
different techniques and/or equipment. SEFA~ states that as long'astheprocessed"coaTash
confonns to SEFA's general specifications outlined above, the coal flyash receive from landfills
or ash ponds ̂will have been sufficiently "processed" and will be a suitable feedstock~as"aii
ingredient in the STAR Reactor.

It needs to be noted here that the EPA has recognized similar processing steps (similar to
F^ su§eestedProcessm8 steps as above to meet the S EFA specifications) arc "likely to meet

our definition of processing, as it appears that these processes in fact remove contaminants and
improve the_ ingredient characteristics of these recovered CCRs (Le., ash from pond7 and
landfiUs)". Refer to 76 PR 15518, March 21, 2011 (emphasis added).

- ^^p?^. t^. th? recluirement for meeting the legitimacy criteria in §241. 3(d)(2),
pwsuant to §241. 3^(b)(4), for flyash received from landfill or'ash pond, SEFA emphasizes Aat
after completion of "processing", it will become similar to the flyash received directly from coal-
fired plant's particulate collection infi-astructure (i. e., Electrostatic precipitatororBaghouse), and
thus, will meet all legitimacy criteria as discussed above for it.

Finally, with respect to the particular criterion for comparable contaminants concentration of
end product (traditional products) in §241. 3(d)(2)(iv), SEFA analyzed eachofthese'matenaisfor
semi-volatile organic compounds, organo-chlorine pesticides, PCBs, chlorides, metals~andsulfur
content, during engineering studies to assess the suitability of coal ash previously placed in water
treatment ponds (pond ash) or previously placed in landfills (landfill ash). A comparison of the
constituents m dry source feedstock^pond ash and landfill ash from SCE&G's2 Wateree facility is
provided in^Attachment C to the SEFA's September 2014 submittal. In comparison~to~the'dry
collection feedstock, the landfill ash is comparable with slightly higher rcsults for a few
constituents. The sampling results on pond ash indicate that all constituents detected were lower

www. sceg. com
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than those for the dry collection feedstock and the landfill ash. Despite certain variables in the
manner in which coal ash were previously placed in ponds or landfills, as per SEFA, these
?amp ^8 res^h, s aresufficient to demonstrate that contaminants in coal flyash previously placed
in ponds and landfills are comparable to or lower than those in dry collection coal flyash
processed as feedstock (that^s. flyash received directly from the coal-fired power plant's
particulate emissions control) for the STAR Reactor. Furthermore, the metals and sul'fiirlewFsof
the landfill ash are comparable to those of the dry collection feedstock, and Ae metals and sulfar
levels of the pond ash are si^iificandy lower than those of the dry coliection feedstock. Finally,
more recent sampling data (March-April 2015) for dry ash and pond ash, provided by SEFA,
indicates that the contmiinants in pond ash as are lower than the dry ash received directly from
electric utility plant. 3 Therefore, SEFA concludes that there will be no increase in-emissions"as"a
result of the use of pond ash and landfill ash as a feedstock for the STAR Reactor.

Conclusions

In summary, the DAQ has detennined that the fly ash received directly from the coal-
fired power plant's particulate collection infrastructure (i.e., electrostatic precipitator or
baghouse) is a NHSM and an "ingredient", as defined in §241. 2.' DAQ has further deteimined
that this flyash meets the legitimacy criteria included in §241. 3(d)(2). Thus, it concludes that it is
not a solid waste and therefore, STAR Reactor is not subject to the requirements in CISWI.

Moreover, the processed flyash received 6-om ash landfills or ash ponds meets the
definition of "processing" in §241.2, and is also a NHSM and an ingredient. DAQ-has'furfher
detemiined that this flyash also meets the legitimacy criteria included in §241. 3(d)(2). Thus, it
concludes that it^s^not a solid waste and therefore, STAR Reactor is notx subject to the
requirements in CISWI.

It needs to be emphasized here that this letter includes only the "non-waste"
determination, which is specific to the materials discussed herein. Further, the detCTmination
does not give any permission to SEFA to bum or process flyash in the STAR Reactor7"SEFA
will need to evaluate and submit a permit application for an air permit, as needed, for bummg /
processing flyash, as discussed herein, in the STAR Reactor at any location in NC.

If you have any questions regarding this detennination, please contact Rahul P. Thaker.
P. E., QEP, at (919) 707-8470. ^ " ~ -------, ^. -^ ̂ .^^ ^.^ ,. . ^^,

EmaiLdated 5/12/2015 &om Thomas Pritcher, Environmental Consulting &TechnoIogy, Inc., to Rahul Thaker,
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Sincerely,

it/^. l^
William D. Willets, P.E., Chief, Pemutting Section
Division of Air Quality, NCDENR

c: Central Files
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December 18, 2017

Mr. Jefifeiy D. Hines, General Manager II
Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H. F. Lee Steam Elecfric Plant
1199 Black Jack Church Road
Goldsboro. NC 27530

SUBJECT: Constniction Pennit Application No. 9600017. 17A for STAR® Facility
Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H.F. Lee Steam Electa-ic Plant
Goldsboro, North Carolina
Wayne County

Dear Mr. Hines:

2! ̂!)JT^?fJi<:ati0"' rcceiv!d by this ̂ e..on November 13> 2017, was deemed administratively complete on
Aat date for initial processmg; however, the following additional technical infomiation-isrequested''inOTder''to
determine that the application is complete for further processing:

1' S!^ *a^lica?on ?ates that I?uke Energy wil1 malntMI1 emissions from the new sources being proposed
te STAR® system) below the existing Prevention of

Significant Deterioration (PSD) avoidance'limits in Section 2. 1.D.5. a of Air Permit"^ oY812T427or each
PSD pollutant (PM^Mio/PM2. 5, SOa, NOx, CO, VOCs, sulfuric acid and lead). Those PSD avoidance'Umits
wercplacedultilepemlit years a6°Jvhenthe existing three natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired-simple/combmed"-
c^c!e.mtemalTOmbustion turbines (Lee Ic Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit IB'and Lee 1C Unit lC)~wereradded~Ttie~
ST^Ra> modtGcatlon emissions cannot be included under PSD avoidance limits Aat apply to MI unrelated
project, and therefore those emissions must be analyzed separately with respect to theapplicabUity-ofPSD.

2' Youhavcm,cludeda draft CAMPlan m the aPPlicati()n- since you are requesting a constaT iction permit be

l?fu!.^mit?ally> wi^the par^ z?jitie-y ?ennlit aPPlication to be filed within 12 months after commencmg'
operation in accordance with 02D .0501(c)(2), a CAM Plan is not required at this time. The final CAM Plan
wUl be required to be submitted along with the Part 70 application, for inclusion mto-theTitie~VDermit
time.

Tliis does not preclude this agency fi-om requesting any additional information which may be necessary to
complete a review of the application and issue the pennit.

If you have any questions concerning &is matter, please contact Edward L. Martin, P.E., at 919-707-8739 or
ed.martm@ncdenr,gov.

Sincerely,

^. ^^-
William D. Willets, P.E., Chief, Pennittmg Section
Division of Air Quality, NCDEQ

c: Washington Regional OfFice

State of North Carolina I Environinental QpalHy j AlTQualily
217 W. Jones Street ! i64I Mdl Service Center I Raleigh, North Carolina'27699-164]

9197078400



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Martin, Ed

Thursday, February 01, 2018 9:00 AM
Wallace, Erin Elizabeth (Erin.Wallace@duke-energy. com)
Winston, Cynthia; Willets, William (william. willets@ncdenr. gov); Anderson, Tom
Lee STAR Application 1-hour Modeling

Erin:

We noticed that the application did not include 1-hour N02 and S02 NAAQS modeling. Whether or not this was
discussed previously, it is something we will need (as was done for the Buck STAR project). Please proceed'toi
such modeling.

If there are any questions, please advise.

Thanks

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed.martin@ncdenr.gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^^iothing Compares--^-^

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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DUKE
ENERGY,

H. F. Lee Energy Complex
Duke Energy Progress

1199 Black Jack Church Road
Goldsboro, N. C. 27530

Febn,, ^7. 2018 (^^,
Mr. William Willets, Section Chief P(
Division of Air Quality
Northcaro_lina DePartment of Environmental Quality Air B^m, u,
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1641

Reference: Construction Permit AppUcation for STAR® Facility
Request for Additional Information
Duke Energy Progress, LLC
H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant
Goldsboro, North Carolina; Wayne County
Air Quality Permit No. 01812T; Facility ID: 9600017

Dear Mr. Willets:

O^NO.Vember6'2017'Duke Energy progress' LLC (Duke Energy) submitted air permit application
7. 17A to construct^an ash beneficiation facility at the H. ELee SteamElectricPlanrO n December 18.

2018, a letter was received by Duke Energy requesting additional technicalinformationtodetermineThaTthe"'
is complete. A copy of the letter can be found in Attachment A.

Question 1:

^teapplication 5tates thatDuke Ener8y wi}i maintain emissions from the new sources being proposed
unhand associated sources to support the STAR® system) below the existing'Prevent]on°of

: (PSD) avoidance limits in Section 2. 1. D. 5. a of Air Permit No.
PSD pollutant (PM/PM^PM^, SO,, NO.,, CO, VOCs. sulfuric add andlead). 'Those"PSDawidan'c'e limits
were placed m the permit years ago when the existing three natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired simple/combin
c^mternal_comb^tion turbines (Lee 1C Unit 1A^ Lee 1C Unit JB and Lee7cUmt'lC)wer7adde'rT h^
STAR® modification emissions cannot be included wider PSD avoidance limits 'th'at'appjyto'an unre lated'
project, and therefore those emissions must be analysed separately with respect totheapplicabilit y~ofPSD.
Response:

The permit application to repower the H.F. I^e Plant was originally submitted in December 2009 as i
of the preparation for retiring the three coal-fired units. Ultimately>SD avoidance Umkswere"mchidedTnlthet
permit for the three coal-fired units and three new natural gas and No. 2 fuel oil fired combustYon'turbTnes'that'
ma^operatem, elther combmed- or simple-cycle mode, along with ancillary operations to support the new'
turbmes'.. Fo!lowing the retircment of the coal-fired units on October 1, 2012^, a request to remove'the boilers
and associated equipment was made as part of the renewal application, submitted on November'2'7, 2012""The
management of coal combustion products (CCP) at the site is ultimately a part of the retirement of'thecoal-^

1 units and should be considered as part of the same project. Prior to the retirement o'fthe coal-firer
generation, Dyke Energy was actively tracking potentiaf regulations for long-term CCP managemenra t'both
the state and federal level.



William Willets
February 7, 2018
Page 2

As a result of the December 2008 ash release that occurred at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Kingston,
Tennessee facility, EPA began the process of assessing ash impoundments and determining where corrective
measuresmay be needed to Prevent failures at other facilities around the country. An information request was

submitted to coal-fired electric utilities in February 2009 inquiring about the safety of surface~impoundments"
!?"" aslns^orin? coal combusti(:)n residue- From that point, Duke Power and Progress Energy were actively
engaged with and^aware of impending measures that would be taken to manage exfsting ash storage locations
for units that would continue to operate and units that would be nearing retirement.

-?jl, Jul?e21' 2(^lo'. ^p^ published a proposed rule to regulate coal combustion residuals. The Disposal
of Coal Combustion Residuals from Electric Utilities final mle was signed on December 19, 2014 and
pubushedin the Federal Register on_ApriU7, 2015. In 2014, the North Carolina Coal Ash Management Act
(CAMA) became law and required Duke Energy to begin the closure of ash basins and to evaluate beneficial
reuse for a portion of the ash that was stored in the basins.

Although several years have passed since this PSD avoidance condition was placed in the H.F. Lee
permit, the active permit application for the ash beneficiation plant to be located at the H.F. Lee Steam'Electric
Plant is ultimately ajpart of the retirement of the coal units at H.F. Lee and the regulations that considered as
^ar, y-^s_2009 w^n BPA b^,gan collectmg information from coal-fired utilities across the country, includir
Duke Power and Progress Energy. Although the specific disposal method proposed at H. F. Lee^i. e,"
beneficiation process) is required under CAMA, some type of ash management technique (i.e., removal i
in place) would have been required for the site.

The purpose of the ash beneficiation facility is to facilitate the retirement of the coal-fired units. As
anticipated, retirement of the units requires closure of the associated waste management units. The ash
beneficiation facility is a necessary part of that process at HF Lee. It is a temporary facility, in the'sense that it
will^ not continue operating once the ash has been removed from the site. Accordingly, the ash beneficiation'
facility is not independent coal units. It is our assertion that the emissions resulting from the ash beneficiation
plant should be included in the PSD avoidance limits as both the combined cycle project and ash benefic'iation
project are ultimately as a result of the retirement of the coal-fired units at the plant.

Question 2:

You have included a draft CAM Plan in the application. Since you are requesting a construction permit
be issued initially, with the Part 70 Title V permit application to be filed within 72 months 'after commencing
operation in accordance with 02D. 0501(c)(2), a CAM Plan is not required at this time. The final CAM Plan
will be required to be submitted along with the Part 70 application, for inclusion into the Title V permit at'that
time.

Response:

We will submit a final CAM Plant with the Title V permit application to be submitted within 12 months
of the commencement of operation of the ash beneficiation emission sources.



William Wiliets
February 7, 2018
Page 2

?^u have any (luestions concerning the contents of this submittal, please contact Erin Wallace at (919) 546-

Certification statement:

Based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the undersigned certifies under penalty of
law that all information and statements provided in the enclosure are true, accurate, and complete.

Respectfully submitted,

"p'"~-^-
fery Hines

Station Manager

ec: Robert Fisher, Washington Regional Office
Erin Wallace, Duke Energy
Mike Graham, Duke Energy
Cynthia Winston, Duke Energy
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Request for Additional Information from NC DAQ



Air Quality
ENVISONMEMTAt. aUALn-Y

ROY COOPER
Cwenwr

MICHAEL S. REGAN
Seavtvsy

MICHAEL A. ABRACZINSKAS
Director

1.

December 18, 2017

Mr. JefFery D. Hines, General Manager II
Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant
1199 Black Jack Church Road
Goldsboro. NC 27530

SUBJECT: Construction Permit Application No. 9600017. 17A for STAR® Facility
Duke Energy Progress, LLC - H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant
Goldsboro, North Carolma
Wayne County

Dear Mr. Hines:

Ih! subiect aPPIication' received by this office on November 13, 2017, was deemed administratively complete on
Aat date for initial processing; however, the following additional technical infonnation is requested in order to
determine that the application is complete for further processing:

S^.a%lication ̂ tates Aat ?uke Energy wil1 maintam emissions from the new sources being proposed
(STAR® unkmd associated sources to support the STAR® system) below the eristing Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) avoidance "limits in Section 2. 1.D. 5. a ofAirPemut-No^ 018m42~for each
PSD pollutant CPIs Mio/PM2. 5, SOz, NOx, CO, VOCs, sulfuric acid and lead). Those PSD avoidance limits

were placed in the permit years ago when the existing three natural gas/No. 2 fuel oil-fired simple/combined"-
c}Lcle.mtemalcombustion turbines (Lee Ic Unit 1A, Lee 1C Unit IB'and Lee 1C Unit 1C) werei'added7fhe~
.

ST^R modification emissions cannot be included under PSD avoidance limits that apply to an unrelated
project, and therefore those emissions must be analyzed separately with respect to the applicability of PSD.

Youhave mcludeda draft CAMPIan m the application. Since you are requesting a constmction permit be
issued. mil.ially' with tlle part 70Title y Pemiit application to be filed within 12 months after commencing'
operation in accordance with 02D .0501(c)(2), a CAM Plan is not required at this time. The final CAM Plan
will be required to be submitted along with the Part 70 application, for inclusion into the Title Vnennit
time.

T-l__?o.esnot preclu^this a?.enc.y from requesting any additional information which may be necessary to
complete a review offhe application and issue the permit.

If you hav^ any questions concerning this matter, please contact Edward L. Martin, P.E., at 919-707-8739 or
ed.martin@ncdenr.gov,

Sincerely,

2.

M'^y
William D. WUlets, P.E., Chief, Permitting Section
Division of Air Qualify, NCDEQ

c: Washington Regional Office

State of North Carolina I Environmenta! (^. laltf^- j AirQjualfc>'
2t7W. Jones Street!  41 Mail Service Center | Raleigh, North Carolina 276W-1641

9197078400



Martin Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Friday, February 23, 2018 3:02 PM
Martin, Ed

Winston, Cynthia C; Markley, Dan
[External] RE: Lee STAR Application
J17030596F.PDF

External mail. Do not click links or pen attachmen nless rifipd end suspicious ail

2.

Ed,

Please see my responses to your inquiries regarding the HF Lee Ash Beneficiation project. Please let me know if you
have any additional questions.

Thank you
Erin

1. In Table 3A (p 8), why do NOx, CO and VOCs have different numbers in the right columns - one for "Controlled
Emissions" and one for "Permitted Emissions?" For example for NOx, why are the "Controlled Emissions" for ash
+ worst-casefuel (35. 82 Ib/hr) lower than from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?
The column with the lower emissions represents an hour with both gas firing and ash processing, while the
column with the higher emissions represents the maximum emissions between either 100% gas or 100% ash
processing.

On page 3-7, it says "The emissions from the existing turbines and auxiliary equipment were taken from the
Toxics Modeling Analysis Appendix A Table for Potential Emissions (April 2011). " In Appendix C there are Tables
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-13. In the April 2011 application, I don't see a Table 3-2, but it is included in
Appendix C of the STAR application. What is Table 3-2 used for?
Upon doing some further research, Table 3-2 was pulled from the November 2010 application. This table was
used be<::ause lt included one additional source not included in the April 2011 modeling exercise. The purpose of
this table is to show the emissions used for the existing site sources in the Toxics modeling demonstration.

Please provide information from the STAR vendor showing the maximum design capacity of the unit; whether
that is heat input, ash process rate, or some combination, etc. to explain what the limiting factor would be for
potential emissions from the STAR and associated sources so that we can understand what defines what
"potential" means. Also, see 4 below.

The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.

4. Why are annual emissions for NOx, CO and VOCs for the STAR based on a heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr and not
based on the maximum design capacity (heat input) of 140 mmBtu/hr? Also, annual emissions for some sources
are based on an annual ash throughput of 400,000 tpy, 430,000 tpy, etc. It doesn't appear these are potential
annual rates ifoperated at 8760 hr/yr. For monitoring purposes, if potentials are not used in the PSD analysis,
the permit will require monitoring (similar to that in the PSD avoidance condition for the turbines) of actual
emissions for those sources not using potentials. That monitoring could be by using emission factors with heat
inputs, operating or throughput limits, etc. Otherwise, for example, we don't know that the screener and
crusher will only operate 50 hr/wk or only process 430, 000 tpy. For some type of PSD avoidance condition, the
permit will need to include either the additional actual or additional potential emissions from the STAR project

3.



sources to demonstrate the existing caps are not exceeded. If potentials are recalculated based on 8760 hr/yr,
then those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions.
The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.

5. Where does the 17.79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?
This is an example calculation to demonstrate how the HAP/TAP emissions are calculated using the PM Ib/hr
emission rate. The 17. 79 is a typographical error. It should be 16. 61 Ib/hr as on page 8 ofApp'B which would
then yield the 6.41E-04 Ib/hr rate in the table above.

6. Please provide more details to verify the Lee site-specific flyash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (lab
analysis, inventory, etc) as used to calculate the TAP metal emissions in view of the significantly lower factors as
compared to the EPRI analysis.
Please see attached.

7 Please provide information from the vendor showing the control guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you using
different bagfilters^for the STAR on Lee than for Buck? The calculations show Lee has a"control of 0.025 gr/arf
and Buck shows 0.01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control efficiencies of 100% and >99.9% on the Cl
forms.

At the time of the application, a vendor has not been chosen for the bagfilters. The 0.025 gr/acffor HF Lee is a
conservative value for a high estimate. We would expect the control efficiency of the chosen bagfilter to be
99.9% or greater.

8. Pre-STAR silo and post-STAR silos and dome emissions - Please provide information from the Winyah
application as referenced for the PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 emission factors used for ES-30A, SOB, 36A, 36B, 38,
38A, 38B, 37A and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used.
As referenced in the Buck application, this data is provided by SEFA Group for both the Buck and HF Lee
applications.

9. Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?
Correct

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?

This is to be determined and will be submitted with the CAM plan in the Part II application.

11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meetir
on January 5, 2018.

Per correspondence since this email was sent, the emissions will be included in the existing PSD avoidance
condition.

Erin E, Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin@ncdenr. gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2018 12:33 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: Lee STAR Application



***

Exercise caution. This is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected
email. ***
Erin:

From our review of the application, please consider the following:

2.

3.

1. In Table 3A (p 8), why do NOx, CO and VOCs have different numbers in the right columns - one for "Controlled
Emissions" and one for "Permitted Emissions?" For example for NOx, why are the "Controlled Emissmns" "for"
ash + worst-case fuel (35. 82 Ib/hr) lower than from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?

On Page 3-7, it says "The emissions from the existing turbines and auxiliary equipment were taken from the
Toxics Modeling Analysis Appendix A Table for Potential Emissions (April 2011')."' In Appendix Cther'e'are Tables
3-2, 3-3, 3^4, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-13. In the April 2011 application, I don't see a Table 3-2, but it is included in
Appendix C of the STAR application. What is Table 3-2 used for?

Please provide information from the STAR vendor showing the maximum design capacity of the unit; whether
that is heat input, ash process rate, or some combination, etc. to explain what the limiting factor would be for
potential emissions from the STAR and associated sources so that we can understand what defines what"
"potential" means. Also, see 4 below.

4. Why are annual emissions for NOx, CO and VOCs for the STAR based on a heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr and not
based on the maximum design capacity (heat input) of 140 mmBtu/hr? Also, annual emissions for'some sources
are based onan annual ash throughput of 400, 000 tpy, 430, 000 tpy, etc. It doesn't appear these are potentiaF
annualrates !foperated at 876°hr/yr- . For monitorine Purposes, if potentials are not used in the PSDTnalysis^
the permit^will require monitoring (similar to that in the PSD avoidance condition for the'turbines) ofactuaT
emissions for those sources not using potentials. That monitoring could be by using emission factors w'ith'heat
inputs, operating or throughput limits, etc. Otherwise, for example, we don't know that the screener and
crusherw111 only OPerate50 hr/wk or onlV Process 430, 000 tpy. For some type of PSD avoidance condition, the
?f.rm-i!-v!i".need to. include either the additional actual or additional potential emissions from the STAR project
sources to demonstrate the existing caps are not exceeded. If potentials are recalculated based on 8760 I
then those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions. -"~ ~" ~' ~~ '"' '"

5. Where does the 17. 79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?

6' p!eas.e. providemore detalls to verify the Lee site-SPecific flYash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (lab
analysis, '"ventor/^etc) as used to calculate the TAP metal emissions in view of the significantly tewer factor's as
compared to the EPRI analysis.

7' p}ease Provide informatior\fr°m the vendor showing the control guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you usir
?!f!enren!. b!8filtT^01' ̂ e ?TAR on Lee.than for Buck? The calculations show Lee has a"control of 0.025 gr/'a^f
and Buck shows 0.01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control efficiencies of 100% and >99. 9%on-th^ci*
forms.

8' pre'STAR_siloand post;STAR s!'os and_clome emissions - Please provide information from the Winyah application
as referenced for the PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 emission factors used for ES-30A, 303, 36A, 36B, 38, 38A,~38B,''37A"
and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used. ' ''--'-'-."-"'

9. Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?
3



11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meetir
on January 5, 2018.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed. martin ncdenr. ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^>"Nothing Compares-

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Martin, Ed

Wednesday, March 14, 2018 12:36 PM
'Wallace, Erin Elizabeth'

Willets, William (william. willets@ncdenr. gov); Pullen, Booker; 'Jeffery. Hines@duke-
energy.com'; Dan.Markley@duke-energy.com; Winston, Cynthia
RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Application
emissions summary for psd avoidance.docx

Hi Erin:

Please see my response in red below and give me any questions, or comments through (or copy) the RO.

From: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth [mailto:Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com]
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 3:02 PM
To: Martin, Ed <ed. martin@ncdenr. gov>
Cc: Winston, Cynthia C <Cynthia. Winston@duke-energy. com>; Markley, Dan <Dan. Markley@duke-energy. com>
Subject: [External] RE: Lee STAR Application

External email. Do not click links or open attachments ss verified nd ati suspicious ail ch lent

Ed,

Please see my responses to your inquiries regarding the HF Lee Ash Beneficiation project. Please let me know if you
have any additional questions.

Thank you
Erin

1. In Table 3A (p 8), why do NOx, CO and VOCs have different numbers in the right columns - one for "Controlled
Emissions" and one for "Permitted Emissions?" For example for NOx, why are the "Controlled Emissions" for ash
+ worst-case fuel (35. 82 Ib/hr) lower than from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?
The column with the lower emissions represents an hour with both gas firing and ash processing, while the
column with the higher emissions represents the maximum emissions between either 100% gas or 100% ash
processing.

Wouldn't the lower column emissions with both gas firing and ash processing be the worst case or is the ash
processing not at 100%? And for the higher column, how could 100% gas be higher than 100% ash processing?

2. On page 3-7, it says "The emissions from the existing turbines and auxiliary equipment were taken from the
Toxics Modeling Analysis Appendix A Table for Potential Emissions (April 2011). " In Appendix C there are Tables
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-13, In the April 2011 application, I don't see a Table 3-2, but it is included in
Appendix C of the STAR application. What is Table 3-2 used for?
Upon doing some further research, Table 3-2 was pulled from the November 2010 application. This table was
used because it included one additional source not included in the April 2011 modeling exercise. The purpose of
this table is to show the emissions used for the existing site sources in the Toxics modeling demonstration.
ok



3' .please ,proyide information from the STAR vendor showing the maximum design capacity of the unit; whether

_atis. heat mput'ash processrate'or some combination, etc. to explain what the limiting factor would be for
potential emissions from the STAR and associated sources so that we can understand what defines what"
"potential" means. Also, see 4 below.

The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.
wew'IHOOk_atthe STAR react0!'design information from SEFA you sent me 3-7"18 to-see^that, ''a long with
good emission factors (see 8 below), can be used to establish potential emissions for the'avoidance~'coondition.

4" whyare annual emissions for Nox' co and VOCs for the STAR based on a heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr and not
I on^the maximum design capacity (heat input) of 140 mmBtu/hr? Also, annual emissions for'some sources

arc.base-don. anannualashlhroughputof400'oootPy'430'oootPy'etc- It doesn't appear these are po'tent'iar
annual rates if operated at 8760 hr/yr. For monitoring purposes, if potentials are not used in the PSD7nalvsi"s
thLe. permit. wi". require monitoring (similar to that in the PSD avoidance condition for'the'turbines) ofactuayr'
emissions for those sources not using potentials. That monitoring could be by using emission factors with'heat
inputs, operating or throughput limits, etc. Otherwise, for example, we don't know'that the scree ncr and'
crush=er.willonly OPerate,50 hr/wk or only Process 430, 000 tpy. For some type of PSD avoidan'cecondi'tion, the

pe.rm!tw!!l.neeclto. include_eitherthe additional actual or additional potential emissions from the STAR project'
sources to demonstrate the existing caps are not exceeded. If potentials are recalculated based on 8760 I

1 those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions. "~ ~~"~ ~" "' ~" '"''"'
Jhe emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.
ThesTAR reactor (ES-31) wi" req"ire monitoring of actual emissions when added to the'existing'PSD avoidance
cin>di.t^i.t^demonstrat,e compliance with the limits because potential emissions for the'STAR "project togeth7r
with_t.he_turb. 'nesexceecls the current limits for some P°""tants. The reactor requires monitorin'g"becausTit7

;n (heat input andflyash throughput limits) establishes the potential emissions forallSTAR"p°roject~
lo uT-s::A-srummary of how we propose. to modifythe existing avoidance limits and which pollutants'require
monitori ng from my draft review is attached. Monitoring will be required for PM, PM10, PM2. 5, 'COand'1
yo. cs:jheothe. r sources may not require monitorine as long as we have reliable emission factors-(see"8 I
to verify calculated potential emissions for those sources since potentials for those sources are~subtra'cte7fro"m
the current limits to get the new limits.

This.wouldbe similar to monitoring in the current condition fo'- the turbines for any source for which potential
emissions were not used. The Ib/mmBtu emission factors for the turbines were taken from the vendor data
sheets in that application and used with the measured heat inputs to calculate actual emissions and"thosewere
reported. a"hown inthe condition' To establish the condition when the turbines were added, -wesubt7a'cted
off-the8760potentials for a"the anci"ary turbine sources to get the avoidance limits, onl7leaving thetu"rb7nes
to monitor, so that monitoring was not needed for the small sources.

Please let us know if this makes sense or if you disagree.

5. Where does the 17. 79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?
Thls. 'san examp!e calculation to demonstrate how the HAP/TAP emissions are calculated using the PM Ib/hr
emission rate. The_17. 79 is a typographical error. It should be 16.61 Ib/hr as on page 8 ofApp"B which would
then yield the 6.41E-04 Ib/hr rate in the table above.
ok

6' p!easeprov. idlmore details to verify the Lee site-SPedfic flyash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (lab
anilysis' inven,toryLetc) as used to calculate the TAP metal emissions in view of the significantly lower'factors as
compared to the EPRI analysis.
Please see attached.

^ How do you get from the 198 pages of lab analysis to the site-specific ash analysis emission factors used in the



7. p!las!provl_de, mfor. mat. ion. from the vendor showingthe control guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you usir
dlffTnt bagfilters.for the STAR on Lee. than for Buck? The calculations show Leehasa°control of 0. 025 gi:/a6cf

and Buck shows 0.01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control efficiencies of 100%and>99. 9%on'th^cr
forms.

At_the time ofthe aj3 plication'a vendor has not been chosen for the bagfilters. The 0. 025 gr/acffor HF Lee is a

conservative value for a high estimate. We would expect the control efficiency of the chosen bafifilter to'be"
99. 9% or greater.
ok

8.

9.

Pre-STAR silo^and Post-STAR silos and dome emissions - Please provide information from the Winyah applicatio
as referenced for the.pM'PM10' and PM2-5 emission factors used for ES-30A, 30B, 36A, 36B, 38, '38A.~38B."37A"
and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used. - - v -, -., -, -, ̂ ^, ̂ ^,
As referenced in the Buck application, this data is provided by SEFA Group for both the Buck and HF Lee
applications.

lfw! c!ngetsubstant'ated emissionfactors that are based on stack tests or something equivalent, we may not
need to require stack testing to verify the factors to be used in the avoidance condition m'onitoring fromF

. the Winyah application for PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 for the above sources

. "SEFA operation experience" for NOx and CO for the reactor ES-31 as referenced in the application

. stack tests for VOCs and sulfuric acid for ES-31 as referenced in the application

. site specific info for Pb for ES-31 (included in 6 above) as referenced in the application

Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?
Correct

ok

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?
This is to be determined and will be submitted with the CAM plan in the Part II application.
A^yoLl. krlow'the STAR unit wi"be subject to 02D .0516 for s02- we need to know how you propose to monitor
S02«emiss'ons to show comPliance with the 2. 3 Ib/mmBtu 02D .0516 emission limit. Do you wantTo'usea"'
CEMs, initial performance testing, fuel (flyash) analysis for sulfur, or what?

11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meetin
on January 5, 2018.

Per correspondence since this email was sent, the emissions will be included in the existing PSD avoidance
condition.

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin ncdenr. ov]
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2018 12:33 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: Lee STAR Application

***

Exercise caution. This is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open



attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected
email. ***
Erin:

From our review of the application, please consider the following:

2.

3.

4.

1. In Table 3A (p 8), why do NOx, CO and VOCs have different numbers in the right columns - one for "Controlled
Emissions" and one for "Permitted Emissions?" For example for NOx, why are the "Controlled Emissions" for
ash + worst-case fuel (35.82 Ib/hr) lower than from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?

On page 3-7, it says "The emissions from the existing turbines and auxiliary equipment were taken from the
Toxics Modeling Analysis Appendix A Table for Potential Emissions (April 2011). " In Appendix C there are Tables
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-13. In the April 2011 application, I don't see a Table 3-2, but it is included in
Appendix C of the STAR application. What is Table 3-2 used for?

Please provide information from the STAR vendor showing the maximum design capacity of the unit; whether
that is heat input, ash process rate, or some combination, etc. to explain what the limiting factor would be for
potential emissions from the STAR and associated sources so that we can understand what defines what
"potential" means. Also, see 4 below.

Why are annual emissions for NOx, CO and VOCs for the STAR based on a heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr and not
based on the maximum design capacity (heat input) of 140 mmBtu/hr? Also, annual emissions for some sources
are based on an annual ash throughput of 400,000 tpy, 430, 000 tpy, etc. It doesn't appear these are potential
annual rates if operated at 8760 hr/yr. For monitoring purposes, if potentials are not used in the PSD analysis,
the permit will require monitoring (similar to that in the PSD avoidance condition for the turbines) of actual
emissions for those sources not using potentials. That monitoring could be by using emission factors with heat
inputs, operating or throughput limits, etc. Otherwise, for example, we don't know that the screener and
crusher will only operate 50 hr/wk or only process 430, 000 tpy. For some type of PSD avoidance condition, the
permit will need to include either the additional actual or additional potential emissions from the STAR project
sources to demonstrate the existing caps are not exceeded. If potentials are recalculated based on 8760 hr/yr,
then those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions.

5. Where does the 17. 79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?

6. Please provide more details to verify the Lee site-specific flyash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (lab
analysis, inventory, etc) as used to calculate the TAP metal emissions in view of the significantly lower factors as
compared to the EPRI analysis.

7. Please provide information from the vendor showing the control guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you using
different bagfilters for the STAR on Lee than for Buck? The calculations show Lee has a control of 0.025 gr/acf
and Buck shows 0.01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control efficiencies of 100% and >99.9% on the Cl
forms.

8. Pre-STAR silo and post-STAR silos and dome emissions - Please provide information from the Winyah application
as referenced for the PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 emission factors used for ES-30A, SOB, 36A, 36B, 38, 38A, 38B, 37A
and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used.

9. Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?



11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meeting
on January 5, 2018.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed.martin ncdenr. ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

^
<?>ANothing Compares.

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Wednesday, April 04, 2018 2:14 PM
Martin, Ed

WNletsiwH!;am; pullen> Booker; Hines' Jeffery D'- Markley' D^ Winston, Cynthia C;
i, Mike - Env ' ' ---'-/..-.--'

RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Application
Ash Analysis. xls; Facility-Wide Emissions_Duke Energy_Lee_4418 EW.XLSX; PSD Limits

Calcs 4-4-lS. xlsx

CAUTIOM;

Ed,

Gpo^nT, mo.oni.pleasesee.my.answers to Vourquesti°"s below. Your most recent inquiry is in red, and our
^oZr '^:eS''uea's°attacheds=fl^^^^^^^
Thank you
Erin

'''SSS=S=SF-?::-"£=^-'=.
from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?

^um^tnhw^\T. l^rtm^ionLrepreselt s an_hour with"bo?hga^ fri"g and ash processing, white the

Sns^th the higher emissions represents the maximum'em1ssi°^betwe6 eaneuitTel r'10uoTglas8owln^

=^^^^^^ss;s^^^^^
:=5S;!?:^^^^^^^^^^^
2S5^s!J5i==^=i=;S£-
^^^^^=S£SSSS^a-

2' ?onxpcas^o3d7eliiLsaAyns2h,e Zmrcm. the.ex;stmg.turbines and auxiliary e(^uiPment were taken from the

I°2xt3M^e'%T8T9TdT-^AnT.fo^^"TE, mStore, ^2'01^^^^
^e3nl3C'o^4^^^^^^^
^nhtlT. omef.ur!her-research'. Table 3-2 was Pu"ed from the November 2010 application. This table was
.U^Tt:'l^tdr^d:u^s table is to show the emissions used for the existing site sources hth7T oxicls'mt o'deBli'ngcdelmeonstIrtat^rnpo
Ok



3. tp^^h^tv^, intfor.rlo nlo.mIhe,STA^Ve^[^ design caPacity°fthe unit; whether

lhallhea^np^as^p^ess:aie'orsomecombinatb
p^t:a'Sm!ss!ons from the STAR and assodated sources so that w. can understand wh^tdefin^^ar

means. Also, see 4 below

The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.

.
WLW!Lloo.k,atthls.TARrea^or_design information from SEFA YOU sent me 3-7-18 to see if that, along with

good emission factors (see 8 below), can be used to e.^^^^^o^^^^^^.

4 Sr̂ u^ssio r;sfor_NOX'_co and vocs for the STAR based on a heat . "P"t °f "0 mmBtu/hr and not

ls e.dln. the nlax!mumdesigncapacity (heaunput) of 14° ^^Bt'u'/hr?' Also:ann'ual emissiolns"foLrusomae'suouuces
.
arenb!,seio n,r. in n.ua^irou^pu^of4^^^^^
^^^s^^60^^0r^^p^^^^^^^^^^.
^£e^t^y. monitoring(simi1^ ̂  that in the PSD avc«dance^ondition fo^^nes)^^"'
^^°;^h^^urcelnot us!^poten?. ls- That monitorine coukl'beby'usingemission'facto^ ^it^eat
l^op^s^golt hroue!'put[[mts' etc- otherwise'for sample, we dont'know that the'scr"eener "and"'
^h:r»w;,'L°^pe:a,te.5TW
^^;"^d^'u^e!thertheadditionalactual or addrtional Potential emissions'fron; the^^e^
tZZTo d^o2st.Tlt he.exilng"psareno\exceeded\lfp0^then those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions.

" "'" """""'""" ""cu u" o/ou "l/y1'

The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources wilFbe included in'the existing PSD avoidance condition.

Lhne^R ^Tl(ES:3^w^equlremlnitori^ ofactual emissions when added to the existing PSD avoidance

^^"^emonstra^ rompliance with the Hmits because Potential emissions for t^ST^^roJ^'1'og^^
^lt hlt ut<bmes<exceeds. the. current "mlts forsome P°"utants- The^ctor'requi^smo^itorh^^^
le s;.gl(hla l'wandflyashthroughput. limits). estabiishesthe"potent^
^unT.lA s.u^rLo^oww^p. r_Tse, tomodify. theexisti^
moTTgfrommydraft reviewis attached- Monitori"g will be required for PM;PM10;PM2ZcOand'1
^i^^t^^^^!^lui^^on!tor!ng^ng as ̂ha^'reliabte'emission fa^ors^Lelow)
t^^^^:'^f0^^^^
^sc^d. bls iml?rto. monitoring in^he current condition for the turbines f^ any source for which potentialS^:^re^us^^lb/^m^is^on^^^^^^^^^^^c^ial
^;^ ;hata ?i"tion ar^^ed ^h the measured heatinP^^a^^ actual emi^ic;^ a^^^ere
X%a6soTô llh^ro;d^^Mt;bt^em ^':'°"^he"t^
off^he8Z6 0poie nt!alsfora11 the anci"arv turbine sources to get the'avoidance limits: on7yTeuavivng ^"t'uTbTnes
to monitor, so that monitoring was not needed for the small sources. ~~'"'~ """^''

Please let us know if this makes sense or if you disagree.

^LSee. Lhelp;eadsheetwherewehave revised the e)<^ing limits to remove the smaller ancillary
sources. We propose monitoring emissions from the STAR Reactor and the EHE (Umtsl'and"2r

5. Where does the 17.79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?



^n^T.r^e^",".!^^^^^ are "'""^ "sing th. PM Ib/h,
.Te'?s^sre :^:i^^shou^
Ok

6' SLPrcld^oreStaNsto.verifythe Leesite:SPed^ flvash emission factors as shown in Appendix C ('^^^^to^'a^^^^^^^^^^
Please see attached.

^£^Tf mm the 198 paees °f lab a"a'ysls t°the site-sl>edfic ash anal»sis emi-°" "^ "sed i" the

'^^^^^} An"vsis'xls)-The second calcula<es ̂  -^ - f- ^
7' dp;Znprobva'^tetS"^tte::".d°: Lhowngtt«<>"trol.g"arantees for the bae"l«ers. Are you using!f".te^forthesTAR °nLeethan for Buck? The calculations show Lee has'aDcoMrol o'fO.0'2^;

^Buck shows 0.01 gr/acf, bu. bothalso'show t"h;same°con°^;°eff;c'fesn"c^oTl O"Oa%^odn>t9°9'9°^2t5hegraarf
ALthltimeofthlTP I?at!on' avendorhas not b^n chosen for the bagfilters. The 0. 025 gr/acf for HF Lee is a9°9"9s^a^ef°rahlehest'mate'wew°"MexpettTh'e'M"t;:^
Ok

8.

9.

S5SS5S?s===-T^'=-=tss-
^Seonncsed in the Buck application' this data ts provided by SEFA Group for both the Buck and HF Lee

^^S5S?S^S?==s^vnot
. theWinyah application for PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 fortheabove"sou7ces""'""" "lu'"lu""s ""'".
.' '^^^;^^^, ^N^^Ofw^"a ":ts-31'SK1e'e"ad ." ^ application
. stack tests forVOCs and sulfuric acid for ES-31 as referenced in the aDDlicatic
. site specific info for Pb for ES-31 (included in 6 above) as referenced~in7he application

^^l^Rh^pZT;, e:^SLU mteln dstoc;'IC^M-18'. xlsxlfo

^aRl^npt°hT^^d°s'Theemiss'°"fatt°rswerecalcu'atedbM7mthe'AP:2^^^^^^^
Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?
Correct

Ok



10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?
This is to be determined and will be submitted with the CAM plan in the Part II application.

A^yoLLknow\the STAR unit wi"be subject to 02D ..0516 for s02- we need to know how you propose to monitor
S02.em!ssions to show comP'iance with the 2. 3 Ib/mmBtu 02D .0516 emission limit. 'Do you wian7to'use7
CEMs, initial performance testing, fuel (flyash) analysis for sulfur/ or what?

We would like to propose Initial performance testing.

11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meetin
on Januarys, 2018.

p!^orrespondence since this email was sent'the emissio"s will be included in the existing PSD avoidance

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin@ncdenr. gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 12:36 PM'
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth

Sa.w'letsowilllam;pulleni Bool<er^ Mines, Jeffery D; Markley, Dan; Winston, Cynthia C
Subject: RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Application ' '. ---'--.. -- .'

Hi Erin:

Please see my response in red below and give me any questions, or comments through (or copy) the RO.

From: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth [mailto:Erin. Wallace duke-ener . corn]
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 3:02 PM
To: Martin, Ed <ed.martin ncdenr. ov>

ccwlnston:cynthia-c. <cnthia-winston duke-ener -com>; Markley, Dan <Dan. Markle duke-ener . com>
Subject: [External] RE: Lee STAR Application " ---- ---, ..

CAUTION. - -
I" P port' 3:;e;';'i

Ed,

plea.sesee myresponsesto your inquiries regarding the w Lee Ash Beneficiation project. Please let me know if
any additional questions.

Thank you
Erin



2.

3.

!nTab'i3 A(P8)'why doNoxt co. and. vocs have different numbers in the right columns - one for "Controlled

Emissions" and one for "Permitted Emissions?" For example for NOx, why are the "Controlled Emissions"}
+worst-casefuel (35. 82 Ib/hr) lower than from ash alone (47. 60 Ib/hr)?
Thecolumn. w?hthe loweremissions represents an hour with both gas firing and ash processing, while the

1 with the higher emissions represents the maximum emissions between either'100%gas"orl00%ash
processing.

Wouldn't the lower column emissions with both gas firing and ash processing be the worst case or is the ash
processing not at 100%? And for the higher column, how could 100% gas be higher than 100% ash processing?

On Page 3-7, it says "The emissions from the existing turbines and auxiliary equipment were taken from the
Toxics Modeling Analysis Appendix A Table for Potential Emissions (April 2011). "' In Appendix Cther'e are Tables
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-13. In the April 2011 application, I don't see a Table 3-2,'but'it'is'included'in"
Appendix C of the STAR application. What is Table 3-2 used for?
Upon doing some further research. Table 3-2 was pulled from the November 2010 application. This table was
lsedbe,caus.e it, included one add'tional source not included in the April 2011 modeling exercise. ' The"p'ui:po"se of

> is to show the emissions used for the existing site sources in the Toxics modeling demonstration?

Please provide information from the STAR vendor showing the maximum design capacity of the unit; whether
_atis. heat input' ash Processrate' or some combination, etc. to explain whatthe limiting factor would be for

potential emissions from the STAR and associated sources so that we can understand what defines what"
"potential" means. Also, see 4 below.

The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.
wewl.lNook-atJhesTAR reactor design information from SEFA you sent me 3-7"18 toseeifthat,"alongwith
good emission factors (see 8 below), can be used to establish potential emissions fo7the"avoidance'coonclition.

4' whyare annual emissions for Nox' co and VOCs for the STAR based on a heat input of 130 mmBtu/hr and not
I on the maximum design capacity (heat input) of 140 mmBtu/hr? Also, annual emissions for'somesour'ces

arc.base-don, anannual, as.hlhroughput of 400'000 tpY'430'000 tPV' etc- lt doesn't appear these are potent'iaF
a.nnual. rates. !f, operated at 8760 hr/yr- .For monitoring Purposes, if potentials are not used in the PSDTnalysisl

l:permit. wi", requ"'e monitoring (similarto that in the PSD avoidance condition for the turbines) of actual"
emissions for those sources not using potentials. That monitoring could be by using emission factors with"heat
inputs, operating or throughput limits, etc. Otherwise, for example, we don't know'that the screener and
crush.er. wi"only OPerate.50 hr/wk or only Process 430,000 tpy. For some type of PSDavoidan'ce condition, the
permlt w!!l.needtojndude either the additional actuai or additional potential emissions from the'STAR'project'
sources to demonstrate the existing caps are not exceeded. If potentials are recalculated based on 8760 I

those sources can be excluded from determining actual emissions. " ""' ~" " "''"' '''
The emissions from the ash beneficiation sources will be included in the existing PSD avoidance condition.
T e.sTAR reactor (ES-31) wi"require monitormg of actual emissions when added to the existing PSD avoidance

Lto.d_emonstrate compliance with the iimits because potential emissions for the STAR project together
w!th-t.heturbines. exceeds the CL"'rent limlts for some P°"utants. The reactor requires momtoring'be'caus°e'it7
de.sign.(heat mput andflyash throughput limits) establishes the potential emissions for all STAR p°roject~
!olr ces:=_As. ummaryofhow we proposeto modifvthe existj"g avoidance limits and which pollutantsVequire
monitonng from my draft review is attached. Monitoring will be required for PM, PM10, PM2. 5, -COand~I
YO.CS:Jheothel'.sources may not requtre monitoring as long as we have reliable emission factors~(see"8 below)
to verify calculated potential emissions for those sources since potentials for those sources are'subtracted'from
the current limits to get the new limits.

Thls-would. be. similar to monitoring in_the current condition for the turbines for any source for which potential
emissions were not used. The Ib/mmBtu emission factors for the turbines were taken from the vendor data
sheets in that application and used with the measured heat inputs to calculate actual em'issions andThosewere
reported as shown in the condition. To establish the condition when the turbines were added, 'we subtracted



off_the876°potentials for a"the ancillary turbine sources to get the avoidance limits, only leaving the turbines
to monitor, so that monitoring was not needed for the small sources.

Please let us know if this makes sense or if you disagree.

Where does the 17.79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?
Thisjs:an example calcu!ationto demonstrate how the HAP/TAP emissions are calculated using the PM Ib/hr
emi_ssionrate- /he.17-7? is a tYP°graPhi"l error. It should be 16.61 Ib/hr as on page 8 of App"B which would
then yield the 6.41E-04 Ib/hr rate in the table above.
ok

6' p!easeprovidlmore details to verifY the Lee site-SPecm<= flyash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (lab
analysisiinye ntory/jtc) as used to calculate the TAP metal emissions in view of the significantly tewer"factor"s as
compared to the EPRI analysis.
Please see attached.

^^How do you get from the 198 pages of lab analysis to the site-specific ash analysis emission factors used in the

7.

8.

9.

p!laseprov'd^mforma. t. ion.from the vendor showing the contr01 guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you usin
diffe;ent bagfilters.for the STAR on Lee. than for Buck? The "Illations show Leehasa°control of 0. 025 gi:/a6cf

I Buck shows 0. 01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control efficiencies of 100% and >99. 9%on~th^cr

Atthe-time. ofthe al3plication'a vendor has not been chosen for the bagfilters. The 0.025 gr/acffor HF Lee is a
conservative value for a high estimate. We would expect the control efficiency of the chosen bagfilter to'be"
99, 9% or greater
ok

Pre-STAR silo^and post-STAR silos and dome emissions - Please provide information from the Winvah aDDlicatic
asi^eferenced fo^the^PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 emission factors used for ES-30A, 30B, 36A, 36B, 38, '^8^3^"
and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used. ' '--'---'-""'..'-""'

As referenced in the Buck application, this data is provided by SEFA Group for both the Buck and HF Lee
applications.

!fwe canget. sub!tantiated emission factors that are based on stack tests or something equivalent, we may not
need to ̂req^re stack testing to verify the factors to be used in the avoidance condition monitoring from:"

. the Winyah application for PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 for the above sources
* "SEFAOPeration-experience"for Noxand co for the reactor Es-31 as referenced in the application
. stack tests for VOCs and sulfuric acid for ES-31 as referenced in the application
. site specific info for Pb for ES-31 (included in 6 above) as referenced in the application

Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?
Correct
ok

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?
This is to be determined and will be submitted with the CAM plan in the Part II application.
A^you know, the STAR unit will be subject to 02D .0516 for S02. We need to know how'you propose to monitor
SO^emissions to show compliance with the 2. 3 Ib/mmBtu 02D .0516 emission limit. Do you wa'n7touse7
CEMs, initial performance testing, fuel (flyash) analysis for sulfur, or what?

11. Additional information may be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the meetin
on January 5, 2018.



cpoe^;r°"dence sl"ce this ema"w" sent'the emissions wi" ̂ . "d"ded ,n th. ex.. in< PSD avoidance

Erin E. Wallace
DukeE.nergy I permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S, Wilmington Street | Raleigh, 'North'Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin ncdenr. ov]
sent:. Thursday' January 11, 2018 12:33 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: Lee STAR Application

'Elerase caut. '.on-. This ls an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT <
isments or °"ck "nks from unknown se"ders"or"unexpede'J'
Erin:

From our review of the application, please consider the following:

'

11

5. Where does the 17.79 Ib/hr come from for PM emissions on pages 7 and 11 in App B?



6" PI,easeprcvidlmoredetails to verify the Lee site-specific flyash emission factors as shown in Appendix C (
cao"^:?,^:^id tocalcu1 cth:TA^^^^^^^

7i ^!SslTitiJlfoSon. from-the vendor showine_the ""tr°i guarantees for the bagfilters. Are you usin

a'S'k Stenrsnfo^^R °^ee, thmh^^^^
^uck shows 0. 01 gr/acf, but both also show the same control'effidendes" ofl010a%aa^'>^'9'%uo^t3hesaac

8' ^~SJARS!}owdpost:s'TW s"os and dome emissions - please Provide information from the Winvah aDolicatin^^^^r:Edr'l=:sfa:::=^^;^^^"sc ^"

9. Are there no toxics emitted from ES-32 and ES-33?

10. How do you propose to monitor S02 from the STAR unit?

lr ̂ ^5nfo20^tion mav be needed pending the approach to PSD "netting" as we discussed in the m^tmg
Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
9197078739 office
ed. martin ncdenr. ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^>"Nothing Compares.

Emal! corresPondenceto and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be 'disctosedTo "third parties.



Martin Ed

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Martin, Ed

Tuesday, April 17, 2018 6:56 AM

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth (Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com)
Pullen, Booker; Willets, William (william. willets@ncdenr. gov); Jeffery. Hines@duke-
energy. com; Winston, Cynthia; Dan. Markley@duke-energy. com
Lee STAR Application

Hi Erin:

In your email of April 4, 2018, you responded (in green) to some of my questions. In question 8, 1 was looking for some
!??itl°^al info,mation. (in r.ed bel0^for the co and voc emission factors for the reactor ES-31', In Table 3A°(page7 of
40) of the application, it refers to SEFA operation experience for CO and references a stack test for VOCs^ Canyo°u
please give me the basis of those emission factors. If we can get substantiated emission factors that are" based'on stack
tests or something equivalent, we may not need to require stack testing to verify the factors to be used in the avoidance
condition for CO and VOCs for ES-31.

8. Pre-STAR silo and POSt-STAR silos and dome emissions - Please provide information from the Winyah application
as referenced for the PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 emission factors used for ES-30A, SOB, 36A, 36B, 38, 38A, 38B,~37A
and 37B since AP-42 factors are not used.

As referenced in the Buck application, this data is provided by SEFA Group for both the Buck and HF Lee
applications.

Ifwe can get substantiated emission factors that are based on stack tests or something equivalent, we may not

need to require stack testing to verify the factors to be used in the avoidance condition monitoring from:'
. the Winyah application for PM, PM10, and PM2. 5 for the above sources
. "SEFA o eration ex erience" for NOx and CO for the reactor ES-31 as referenced in the application
. stack tests for VOCs and sulfuric acid for ES-31 as referenced in the application
. site specific info for Pb for ES-31 (included in 6 above) as referenced in the application

P\ease see the attached spreadsheet (PSD Limits and Silo Calcs 4-4-lg. xlsx) for the revised calculations for pre-
STAR and post-STAR silos. The emission factors were calculated based on the AP42 drop equation, and we have
detailed in the attached.

The other items in your April 4, 2018 response are resolved.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed. martin@ncdenr. gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641



-^>nNothing Compares.

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin, Ed

Wednesday, April 25, 2018 10:07 AM
Wallace, Erin Elizabeth (Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com)
Lee STAR Application

Was the existing gasoline storage tank (ID No. 4) modeled?

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed.martin@ncdenr.gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

<::>~Nothing Compares-

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin.Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Wednesday, April 25, 2018 12:39 PM
Martin, Ed

Winston, Cynthia C
[External] RE: Lee STAR Application

xternal mail. Do not click lin s achm ts ss t us icious mail

Ed,

It would appear that for Benzene, Hexane, and Toluene, the gasoline storage was inadvertently left out of the air
dispersion analysis. I have looked at the potential emissions from the tank and compared to the total modeled
emissions for each compound, and also to the optimization factor applied to each potential emission rate for permitting
purposes.

Benzene

Ib/yr

1. 11E+01

1787. 54

0.62%
285.64

Hexane

Ib/day

2.40E-02
64. 18
0.04%

2, 160.29

Toluene

Ib/hr

4.77E-03

4. 42

0. 11%

217,541.70

Ib/day

1. 14E-01

106.11
0. 11%

109,260.60

Gasoline Tank

(potential emissions from previous modeling)
Facility

% of Modeled

Optimization Factor

Based on the small percentage of the total facility emissions, coupled with the large margin of compliance with each
AAL, the inclusion of the gasoline storage tank in the model would have minimal effect on the model output. We
propose to update the modeling prior to startup of the new sources, and include the gasoline tank in that round of
modeling, when we can be sure the layout of the new sources is finalized.

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Thank you
Erin

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed.martin@ncdenr.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: Lee STAR Application



***

Exercise caution This is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or
email. ***
Was the existing gasoline storage tank (ID No. 4) modeled?

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed. martin@ncdenr. gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

^>"Nothin9 Compares.

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Bright, Robert L
Tuesday, May 29, 2018 10:03 AM
Martin, Ed

RE: Duke Lee Draft Permit

My only comment is for the initial testing provision for 2D .0516...
ISA NCAC 02D .0516: SULFUR DIOXIDE EMISSIONS FROM COMBUSTION SOURCES

a. Emissions^of sulfur dioxide fi-om this source (H) No. ES-31) shall not exceed 2.3 pounds per million Btu heat
input. Sulfar dioxide formed by the combustion ofsulfur in fuels, wastes, ores, and other substances shall be mcluded
when detemuning compliance with this standard. [15A NCAC 02D .0516]

Testins [15ANCAC 02Q .0508(f)]
b. Under the^provisions of NCOS 143-215. 108, the Permittee shall demonstrate compliance with the emission limit in

?^?oll2 :1 .J-2-aaboveby conducting an mitial stack test for sulfur dioxide emissions, with the reactor operating within

10% of its maximum heat input rate in accordance with a testing protocol approved by the DAQ. Details of Ae
elnis_silo?ls, test, in,g and rePorting requirements can be found in Section 3 - General Condition JJ. "Testing shaU be

completed and the results submitted within 90 days of initial start-up of the reactor (ID No. ES-31). Test~results~shaU
be&e average of3^valid test runs each when the source is processmg flyash with: (1) a low sulfiu- content, (2) a medium
sulfur content, and (3) a high sulfur content; to establish a minimum lime-to-sulfur ratio for the dry scrubber (E) No.
?1?^3.1^ fo,r. f.aoh ?y tsh su.lfur content range that demonstrates compliance with the emissions limit in paragraph a
above. In addition, the Permittee shall measure the pressure drop across the baghouse (ID No. 31B) diumgeachtest.

Test results shall include the following infomiation for each test run:
i. Sulfur dioxide emission rate (Ib/mmBtu). ii. Dry scmbber lime-to-sulfiu-ratio.

heat input (mmBtu/hr).
iv. Reactor flyash raw feed rate (tons per hour), v. Flyash loss on ignition (% carbon).
content (%).
vii. Baghouse pressure drop (Ap).

m. Reactor

vi. Flyash sulfur

f. Reportinff [15A NCAC 02Q .0508(f)]
?o_later tha.n..90 day^aft^r.stayt ~yp.ofthe reactor'the Permittee shaU submit to the DAQ Permitting Section a
summary of the results of the initial stack testing that includes the information in Section 2. 1.J.2.b above'for each-of
the three sulfur content ranges of fly ash being processed; and submit a complete permit applicatk>n to revise the permit
accordingly.

Is 90 days enough time from startup to do the test and submit the results? Why not give 90 days to do the testing and
submit report in accordance with JJ? My 2 cents.

Robert Bright, Environmental Engineer II
NC Department of Environmental Quality
Division of Air Quality
Washington Regional Office
943 Washington Square Mall
Washington, NC 27889
Phone: 252-946-6481
Fax: 252-975-3716

www.ncair.org
robert. bright@ncdenr. gov



^*^**^*^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public
Record s Law and may be disclosed to third parties unless the content is-exemptb7statute
or other regulation.

*****^^**^*^^***^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

'Nothing Compares.

'/es.

^a. ', ' corresPonclericeto and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed'fo 'third parties.

From: Martin, Ed
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:37 PM

IOLBnghS. RObert L,<robert-bright@ncdenr. gov>; Parekh, Samir <samir.parekh@ncdenr. gov>Subject: Duke Lee Draft Permit ^--.. ^.. -.,,.e

Please review and submit any comments by June 4, 2018. This is to add ash beneficiation equipment.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed. martin ncdenr. ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^>nNothing Compares.

^m^/ corresPoncienceto and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to Third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Monday, June 04, 2018 5:15 PM
Martin, Ed

Mines, Jeffery D; Winston, Cynthia C
[External] RE: Lee Draft STAR Permit
Form D4 6-1. 18. pdf; lee permit T43 STAR - Duke Energy Comments. docx; lee review
T43 STAR - Duke Energy Comments.docx

[CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to

Ed,

Attached. please find the draft permit and review document for the HF Lee Ash Beneficiation Project containing
co mments from Duke Energy. I have also attached a D4 form for the requested revision to move some'so'urce^ to the

insignificant activities based on emissions.

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to let me know.
Thank you for all of your work on this perm it.
Erin

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin@ncdenr. gov]
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: Lee Draft STAR Permit

*** Exercise caution. This is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or
email. ***
Hi Erin:

Here s the draft permit and review for your comments.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section



North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed.martin@ncdenr.gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^"Nothing Compares -

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

Subject:

Martin, Ed

Wednesday, August 01, 2018 1:54 PM
Wallace, Erin Elizabeth (Erin.Wallace@duke-energy. com)
S^' cynthia; wi"ets' william (wi"iam-wi"ets@"cdenr.gov); Pullen, Booker; Davey,
Lee STAR Draft Permit

Erin:

In order to issue the permit, we are requesting the following additional information:
.

3' fl"uc^, "dl"^nwe,?i"kmrr, b"sto"..°Lma'resultsi"emlsslo"sofh»dr°^"*^
SaT^r?x"a2;HhCK^aHyF°^m:y^Jnd^i^

\3SS=S======. =.U:^
Pleas, respond through the RO, Indud.g you, previous response on PCBs and add,t,.e, to Brendan on July 31, 2018.
Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
9197078739 office
ed. martin@ncdenr. gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center



Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^>nNothfng Compares-

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin.Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Thursday, August 09, 2018 9:22 AM
Martin, Ed

Winstoa Cynthia C; Willets, William; Pullen, Booker; Davey, Brendan; Hines, Jefferv D
[External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit
HF Lee Ash Beneficiation BDavey Response. pdf

CAUTION; External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to

Ed,

hmels elseelhlDukeEnergYresponse to your ema"dated Au§ust1'regardingthe w Lee Ash Beneficiation air permit. I
^^oiT. ch^p!r/-ourrequestourresponsetoBrendanDavevregardingpcBsa^^^^^

additional questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to let me know.
Thank you
Erin

11 ':u. 'tiveemissians: The draftPermit i^ntifies the ash handling equipment and ash basin as sources offuaitive
em>!sion^Atthehear'ng'Duke stated that they already pian to deveiop ° dust prevention plan. ~ Please
O^T6m?_o/ug'!'wcfuff cont/'o/p/o"os describedin r^ 02D . 0540(f). A 'requ^menttoha'veandfo'llow't^1'
p/o"ismtended to be addedto the toxics se(:tion as the toxics emissions in the 'application assumed ie'rt'am 7ust
management measures will be implemented.

peLwi"?mw!"ets'ema"from 08/01/18'it has been requested that we explain what our plans are for the dust
.
c.ontrolptan" perthe. requirements ofthe coal combustion Residuals (CCR)'rule/40CFR'257~8o7we 'have'a '

. dust plan that covers normal operations that generate fugitive dust from CCR facilities'Thisi
^tams^ugit:iye :CIL'st.control measureslndudi"g but not limited to watering, reducing fall'distances ^"drop
points, establishing and enforcing speed limits, covering trucks, truck washes.

21 pond^stmethods-How were the test methods selected that were ^ed to determine the toxics concentrations

\ the. ashpond contents as shown in the ̂eadsheet you sent me, and how valid arethese methods
for this purpose? Did these come from the Solid Waste people?

TheJestmethods used to determine the concentrations of mercury, sulfur, and loss on ignition (LOI) in the ash
w!redeye !opedby. theAmericansocietyforTestin§andMaterials(ASTM)'andarethe^
^methods for detection of these constituents in coal combustion residuals. 'Thetes't method used to determfne
!he.c.onc-eTtions, of metals in the ash was sw-846 Test Methods for Evaluatm^SolidWa^P^ka^^
^^LThemethod"reapproved bY. the u-s- Environmental Protection Agency for obta7ning/da'ta'/tosat'isfyu'
thlTlm rem.ent.sof40_code of.Federal Regulations (CFR) parts 122 through 270 p'romulgated"uinder"RCRAU a7
a.mln d!d^Theseme^ods prov, id.e the concentration °f metals in the ash "rather than thrTo7icity7haracte'ristic

procedure (TCLP) which is a method to simulate leaching through a landfill. The testing methods for^
^sh. lonst'tuents utilized were not recommended by our solid"waste"professionals, 'rather theywereucho"sen

as appropriate by our engineering and certified laboratory personnel.

3' Hc'^nd H^wea"know combustion °fcoal result5 in emissions of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen
onde. Genera"y'these moyo/"maynat be included in toxics modelingfor a facility on a case-by-case

baM F^Tmp!e'. HaandHF were included in toxics modelin9for Betews Creek (January^OwFA portion
of the chlorine and fluorine in the coal may be absorbed onto the'flyash. You7sampHngmduded^orides'b'^no



^^^°;r^rw be e'petted to te -/-tur"""tAe^ -.' ̂ - ^

^euTr ilTeHCIPanLF mn^h^;lgina^coa. lw;Hhavebeenemitted-as Hcl and HF from the comb"^'°" Process in

^^is^^eic oal^^"ch^tthe. remainingcla^^^^hea^'^^^s
w<^esukm muchlower levels of Hcland HF in the ash benefidationfecil^yflue 835'^^^^
^"t^tonn»^e:ZM S;ld/lt^h^^^
ShoTHCI'nanad"VHCF"f^teh ^al"e,^.sc:ub^(CDyt Kh'"°'°ilfe^
soht^lnannlH/ifro^^flue. ga^!VJng^combustion process bum

^^^^r^lngfluidi;ed bed(CFB) Princ'Pleand -esdrycalcium'hydroxi^(Ca(SS)2^1^n^tSV
hevadcrttds"me) as the reagent The ca(OH)2 reacts with-th'e^d ga'ses"acucordhg' toA 'tuhe^;owni;ng achse°mKinc°awn as

S02+Ca(OH)2^CaS03+H20
503 + Ca(OH)2 -> CaS04 + H20
2HCI+Ca(OH)2^CaC12+2H20
2HF+Ca(OH)2^CaF2+2H20

SH'F"?ne acddl, t"l^aorehTsoa2''In7^re,TJlelhL"^a^so3':te^Kru er'""" Prefer<"<"">' -"'°'e HCI and

Z?ld iit^;o!he,Tln ^so3?. ls.designed. t.oremove-Thedrys^^^^^^^
I lime to ensure proper contact and residence time for acid gas removal'.'

4' ^^el^lc e^:^ec^T^"oto^ressor^^^^^^^ W ^edono^^
^^T^^^steproc^9\^o^^^^^^;;°^^^^^'^0
^^hl^o;da^ce^d!t!on cc"culati^^on factors to be oseFplea^ ̂ ^^pe^t

. to Duke.

3PS9 H2^?a?s^TsoCi^hl"qhui^D^^^^^^^l^^'th^N^h. proce"edto be removed from theimpoundment(s)bcaSd ̂ t^'^s^^is
Sa';i:^^;^prah'bitsl D"ke-E"er8vfr°mbri"em8m'aslh^mp"°"tlh:'^^^^^^

5. °^ n^Ttl, ;^ ?^-onc' PTU re.^ ^°"'^^o be added far the reactor and t^o EHEs

:S^jrrj^:t°rms utotm"su°teo^"ndertA;reoB ^^^^^^^

^b^n.nT^pe:. wi'li:mwiHets'email dated 08/01/18'the testin^ and m°"^^g f°r PM is bemg
^ta t^^LthLhelr mgoffic. er, Thestacks do not have a test Platform0 which\vouldn6 e'eud tovbe'aud:desd, or

^^perfor^rom. an.aerialwork platform or m^"ft. -Add, tionalty;the'^^;;^^^ ^^^' or
bnafSo"fr^^:ld t e. vrd^aslelara?e;. plea"

1 from the vendor regarding the performance of the bagfilters.

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From= Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin@ncdenr. gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2018 1:54 PM'
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth



Sclwi^tor1' cyr'thiaLC;-willets/ william; pu"en' Booker; Davey, Brendan
Subject: Lee STAR Draft Permit ' ' -" """' ~""'7'

***

Exercise caution This is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or
email. ***
Erin:

In order to issue the permit, we are requesting the following additional information:

L ^ih^m;ss^1'1!draftpeT'tidentifies theash handline equipm^t and ash basin as sources of fugitive
^^ T^hea.r!ng'Duke-stated that they alreadyplan to develop a dust p^evention'plan: "Please"d6e;elop
^dn^bn^nad^TH lcH°; LP^,asde2"bedm/. "'e°2D^^^^^
^;^;Sedlb ladd^to:the, tox!"section as the toxics emissions in Application as^^c^Zt
management measures will be implemented.

2" ^onlls Llet^±. HOWrrc^etestmethodsselected that were used to determ'^ the toxics concentrations

^S^^;^ ̂ p;ndc^^shown. in ̂  spreadsh^ouseMme^d^^^
; purpose? Did these come from the Solid Waste people?

3' fHaSd H^LWla". know combustion of coal .-esults in emissions of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen
lu.ondtcenerally' thesemay.or may not be included in toxics modeling'fo'ra'fac'ility'on1^ caysue-b5y=c'ase

s. l°Lexlm pL%Haand^ included in toxics modeline for Berews Creek"(Janua"ry72 009)"A portion

^t^T^^'^;'^ ^ ̂l^aybeabsorbed onto th; ̂ ^'Your'sampii n^duded'chio^1^1
n^o,sd es: wouldnot_both_HCI and HF be expected to be ^.«ed from burning t'he?yalsh4a'n:dthe^f^ "b^

in a toxics demonstration?

4 ^ite, nal.-lcessJn. :Ihe<LAMA doesnot add':ess or P--°hibit off-site ash processing. First, we do not know

^s !^n^^regalSngoff:s'eprocessing- aearly'°^ite ash could invalidate^ ponc; sa^e^'
^^^^i^^^;^^?E^^^O?^r;^^l^:dut:;te^^^^^^--'t

prohibiting off-site processing is acceptable to Duke.

5" °^ n^rm;t.addmons. pM testing and Pressuredro.P monitoring to be added for the reactor and two EHEs
aTso?^^e.E^SE^Itori"8 (ca'culat'°"s>'° be added u"derthepsDav°Ma^^^^^^^^

Please respond through the RO, including your previous response on PCBs and additives to Brendan on July 31, 2018.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office
ed. martin@ncdenr. gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raieigh, NC 27699-1641



"Nothing Compares.

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Martin, Ed

Tuesday, August 21, 2018 12:11 PM
Wallace Erin Elizabeth (Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com)
Davey, Brendan; Willets, William (william. willets@ncdenr. gov); Pullen, Booker; Pjetrai,
Michael; -leffery Hines@duke-energy. com; Winston, Cynthia
RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

Erin:

^e have the following comments and are asking for additional information regarding items 2 and 3 below (see red
Also, note, the CAMA specifies that:

Z^Dlpart.T!nt-shaN_iTea final Permit d^'sion on an application for a permit within 60 days after the
ac^Tmeento^^^tnn\ht^dn?lperKmld e.aslo.ndose:s(^^^^^ 13' 2018i )- 'fthe Department fa'ils to ac't within

^;t^,^d^t.o^n^subsection:. the aPfcantmay treat the failure to ac^ademai^thepenn;;1^
may challenge the denial as provided in Chapter 150B of the General Statutes."

lo;le r,^m^eLfmal. perm!tdec's!onbyse. p.temb.er n'2018 (within 60 days afterthe comment period closed),
^e^would appreciate a quick response so that the Director can make an appropriate final act;onv 'dec^uby7hactu/'

Please respond through the RO.

^
Rdwani I. Martin, PR

f:miFwtmt'nfa! ̂ uwer. Dtvisimt of Mr gaaliy
Nenh Carolina l>cp3 jrtiiwpt of Envjroninen(g) Quality
IM^MwlS^rvfec Center 9W.7WM739^mw'
Rakigh. NC 276^ IM I
aljiiartinyncdenr.gpv

From: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth [mailto:Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com]
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 9:22 AM
To: Martin, Ed <ed. martin@ncdenr. gov>

^nwjn^^h, lclcyn^w^^^^^^^^^ willets' william <william. willets@ncdenr. gov>; Pullen,BO^<ubo°S;UILeT^^^^^^^^^^ Davey' Brendan<br^dan. davey@ncdenr.gov;;HmeZ7effe^'D" '8UV"' rullt"''
<Jeffery. Hines@duke-energy. com> ----....o---,... -,
Subject: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to

Ed,



Thank you
Erin

'

SES:;E^=bu=^=^^^^^dust

"

SSS=ES£S2SSS^=^^

^^^^s^^^s^;;:5E?^::^^^^^d^e"
we be!;eve. thatthem_ethod. DUI<eusedfor metals (sw846 3050B), as you say, is not the TCLP.

^^^^. ^^s^^^^^iSSF3
Method SW846 3050B states:

£i:^S5S=!=^^^EE=£5;55SS?roB^:s^"nd'"
^^^ z^^^appropriateness ofus1"6 Method sw846 3°-B ̂ ^ ^* -P'es in

3' ^w.^^rom'usf/o"o/coo/resu/te /"em/ss/b/?s °fhydr0^ ̂ r'de and hydrogen
or!de^GeneLally:thesemayarmaynotbeinc'udedint^^^^

to.. ̂ ^pte. wa o^^f^',w^;»'^"^^;S;^^^^^^^^^^



^^.'Z^T^/^'^^r^ T^^^^^
S^^°;^lTt "^edtob"m'w^m^^

^u^l^HCIFanLdeJlt Le ^gi^^lw thavlblen^m^ Hcl and HF from the combustion Pr°-" ."le ^lH inF^roaLplantlsuc^thatth, e. remainingclan^^^^
^h,esukm mu?lowerlevels °fHcland HFin the ash benefidation^alityfluegar^l'cZe"
s"t^Tn"»sc;r.^sr^:he^h2^
^c^Z^o^^^^, D;y,!"u^^tec^^i;;e:?fo;z^^^^^^^1'
fsob3as^loTd^?i^T^%flIgas. le. avJng.ancombustion process burm

^sbHa^io Lthec;rlu latmgfluidSd bedJCF-B) PrinciP'^"d use7d7ycalcciu m"hydro,:ildeu;Ca(OaH')2, all'st;o^no^oagsv
rheyadcrt^ends:"me) as the reagent- The ca(OH)2-rea^wl. thuthueu:cid g'aysesa'acuc^dl.ynugToxltaheelfo1!oZg achseomkinc°awn as

S02+Ca(OH)2^CaS03+H20
S03+Ca(OH)2^CaS04+H20
2HCI+Ca(OH)2^CaC12+2H20
2HF+Ca(OH)2-^CaF2+2H20

^ acd^l\^£ps'oTLTsr»T, ttleltalT^T3 ^d_rvscrubber wi" preferentla"» rem°ve H° '^

~.^^ ̂  lh e,so2Jnd^o3!.t. ls-designed. t,0 remove-The dry scrubber "Perates w'ith'r'e'arculati'ng'^c^'s"
hydrated lime to ensure proper contact and residence time foracid'gasremovT

^eio n<OLd;slg rcewilh. theaboveargym ents; however'we wou'd iike s^ ""merical estimates of HCL and
HF emissions and a comparison to the Toxic Air Pollutant Emission~Rates"(TPERsi'.'

4' O^^^L^^Mls°mMt°MKS"pmhlt''t °fi-site ash "rocess1^ ̂  "-e do ̂ t to<,»
^^^^^^e^ss^9L^^ye ash^i^^
^lon^le^.°^lcecon^

off-site processing is acceptable to Duke.

3PS9 H201^a?slTCi h^hlrelu l;eLDU^ewtlc onstruct the ash benefi-t- ^c, l, ies, paragraph 130A-

^21^allT^'th. analh-processed to be removed from theimpoundment(s)ulol cated aTt^'s^e's^This
bHe°n^^, :pneSlysprohibitsDuke'Enereyfrombn"8hgr"'a^mp^

5' °utnhdeerr Oe2r^T^pnM. ̂ ^ pwsu^dmp monitonng to be addedfor the reactor ̂  two EHEs
inS^^r:j^°""9rM 'c°totto"s;tote0^

^b:"Hn,ot^pe:. wi'l^mwi!ie ts'email dated 08/01/18'the testing and monitoring for PM is being
te^luna. te. lb v.thLheamgofficer-, Thestacks do not have a test platform0 which^ou"ld"n&e'ed t7besaudZ, or

S.?se^»Tf^"J;;lw.OTk^atf°:m°. rma" -Add'^
b.a£'^slv ?lp/0^
information from the vendor regarding the performance ofthebagfJlteTs.'

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, 'North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634



Fl"om. Martin, Ed [mailto. -ed. martin ncdenr. ov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2018 1:54 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
£CLW'^. torl'. cynthlaLC'. willets' william; pu"en/ Booker; Davey, Brendan

t: Lee STAR Draft Permit ' , ---, -.-/,

Ewrc'se caut.'.on-, This ls an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or
email. ***
Erin:

In order to issue the permit, we are requesting the following additional information:
L pFum,^enemls.s?^Jhld/a.ftp!rmit1^ handline ec1u'Pm^t and ash basin as sources of fugitive^^Z. ^S!^^^^thatth^already^^elop;d^^v^^^1^^^

^adn^bn^nad^The.d.uic.°;^p^as^
^:^rnr.d;Ltee:d^, ;pe^:r"asthetMicsemKsronsmt^

2" ^drTn ile lhH°±^wr:e^etesTthods. selected that were used to determi^ the toxics concentrations

SrrtshcLe ru irTo tsherDshrip^nlc^n^?. own;^hlTead^^^^
Did these come from the Solid Waste people?

3' fH,a.ai^ w:.wlan. kn.owcombustion of coal results in emissions of hVdroeen Chloride and hydrogen
Lucond^.Genel:a"y' Lhese_maY.ormay. not be included in to^cs model,ng7oral faalit7oan1 ^ caysue-ub8yccase
^^^e^^^^d^we^^^dl inl^;m^l=^^^^^
^toc^m^uddfl:^. h"^»^'^^Ed OT°^^^^
"n°dSd nesa ,Se"lb:;Zrd HF be expected to be emitted^ ^ng^'^::d".^^ ;I

4' ̂ te,n^nuZZ;d^T/llT.(ld;e"J'r p'Sh'b"°ff-siteash proce"in'- Flrs«- we do "°< ̂°'"^ ̂n^^regalSngoff:!iteprocessing- clearly'°^ite ash could mvalidate't£ pond ̂ ^K
^^^^^av<^ncea>ndit!on calculation.^'"'°" factor to be'used:7lea^e ̂ e^h^e^^ permit

1 prohibiting off-site processing is acceptable to Duke.

5' °^rr ̂ rnm^dditS-. PM testmgand Pressure drop monitoring to be added for the reactor and two EHEs
^^°^^'^^"s (c"culat'°"s'to be adde°d "^^^, ;oU:nT. ;ua"tlown:fo7NSO«

Please respond through the RO, including your previous response on PCBs and additives to Brendan on July 31, 2018.

Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

9197078739 office



ed. martin ncdenr, ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

-^^Nothing Compares.

Emai' corresPondenceto and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be 'dischsedlto third parties.



Martin, Ed

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wallace, Erin Elizabeth <Erin. Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Monday, August 27, 2018 7:58 AM
Martin, Ed

Mines, Jeffery D; Winston, Cynthia C
RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit
HF and HCI Calculations and TPER Analysis - HF Lee. pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Send all suspiaous email as an attachment to

Good morning Ed.

The HCI and HF calculations have been completed and are attached.

Thank you
Erin

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From-Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin@ncdenr. gov]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 6:55 AM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
Subject: RA/: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

Erin, can you please give me an update on the status of your responses?

M\^"sf'

lidnwiII. Manin. PI-;

^"^'w'w/ito/ KngitiiW, IMrisiim qf'Mr Oiwliy
^Mhca l!na lxVarlffil«i« (»l'l;nMruflni?niii! Quality
t M I Mail tfen Eec CeiKer 91 ̂. 7()7. S 7M KXIira
Kaldgh. NC2769SL|M|
tfAman inff nedunr.^in

r'tf-

From: Martin, Ed
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 12:18 PM
To: 'Wallace, Erin Elizabeth' <Erin.Wallace@duke-energy. com>
Cc^ Wilier William (william. willets@ncdenr. gov) <william. willets@ncdenr.e
Subject: RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

Thanks Erin



ratvwdl. Mmin. PI;
AMIIfrTmtWff/ Qyinivr. Wviitiwi of Air Quality-

^ Nflnhcarolinil l^I'ar"wpt nfKmironmeniaiQualih
,
M^se" we Center 9t%. ?07. K7^ioffieef

Raleigh. R'276W. 164} - .
<.-<l,ihanin<»Elcdenr.i!OT

».('/

From: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth [mailto. -Erin. Wallace duke-ener
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Martin, Ed <ed. martin ncdenr. ov>
Subject: RE: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Send all suspiciicious email as an attachment to

Ed,

Thank you. We are working on our responses and will get them to you in a timely manner
Erin

Erin E. Wallace

DukeEnergy I permitti"g and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, 'North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From: Martin, Ed [mailto:ed. martin ncdenr. ovl
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 12:11~PM'
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth

^SEBrea"^^l^ps^r ^Mtehael; Hlnes'Jeffe^ D-'wlnsto". ^ c

Erin:

^j, a»e the following co.me. ts ,nd are asking for additional ,nformat, on regarding ,tems2 and 3 below (see red
Also, note, the CAMA specifies that:

==s=s-^=;-.=^s^==-;='.
Please respond through the RO.



Kdttard). Martin. PE

£Hwrawmfnffl/ Symwf. Wvtsiwi ff/Air thtaffff
Nnnhcaroli"a )^(1'w"t <lfKnvirnnm<?n(aToyaiin

Mail ifen lec (-enter 9t$.7o7.s?»foffiMt'''
Raleigh. Nt: 27fiWh|MI
cid.njarijnir ncdCTir.gtii,

Tt*l

duke-ener .corn]From: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth [mailto:Erin. Wallace
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 9:22 AM
To: Martin, Ed <ed. martin ncdenr. ov>

£;=£"S=~'"-M-:.=«="=.^=~.T--
Subject: [External] RE: Lee STAR Draft Permit

CAUTION: Exxrnal e.,, 1. Do not click links or open ... accent, un,,, .enfled. Send ,11 ,u,p,c, ous .nail a, an attac^e^to

Ed,

Erin

.

"



^^^:s^:^zr, :d^^^^^^
We believe that the method Duke used for metalc: ̂ WSAR w^a\ ^ "".. --.. ,-

s^^:^^^^s^^^sss^a
Method SW846 3050B states:

:epap:r^ ̂ ^pe, ^e appr°priateness °f usinE Method sw846 3050B ̂  ^ -?'-."
'

S£SSS=55SS^s==-

S02 + Ca(OH)2-> CaS03 + H20
503 + Ca(OH)2 -^ CaS04 + H20
2HCI+Ca(OH)2->CaC12+2H20
2HF+Ca(OH)2^CaF2+2H20

^,^se::::ta^^^^^^^^
'



3POe9H2^^Bl^:, ^hnrelu i:eLDU!<e^?y^constmct the ash benefi.^tion facilities, paragraph 130A-

^^l^^'th. aN^shlprocessedto be removed from ̂eimpoundment(s)^ated ̂ t^'^s^^is
bHe°n"es^^neS^';proh""ts Dute Energv from b""g"'g '" "hfromothersitesfor'P^^ng'^gh th':, sh

5' ^ o^iT'p0^^ S.0;? prefs u/:e.?opmo/7/to"ngto be addedfor the reactor and ̂  ^

:SZJ^S^'tor"'9 !calcula"oml to be a^"n--^^°^^;;:, ;o";:;:^

l^n. no^pe::wi!!irw iNets'email dated 08/01/18'the testing and ̂ ""'toring for PM is be. ng
^^^!^gofflcer, Thestacks do not havea test platfbrm', whichv wouk;'^ to^S, orS^^dfrom. ^eria;workp!atform orman "ft." Additionally: the'PM^;;^^^ ̂ o^^' or
S^^^^^^a!^^e;Hea^us'know^ul ;e^r::n^;;^^-'

1 from the vendor regarding the performance of the bagfilters.

Erin E. Wallace
Duke Energy | Permitting and Compliance, Carolinas
410 S. Wilmington Street | Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Direct: (919) 546-5797
Cell: (919)632-1634

From= Martin, Ed [mailto. -ed. martin ncdenr. ov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2018 1:54 PM
To: Wallace, Erin Elizabeth
SC LWinston'. cynthia-c;-willets' william; PUNen' Bool<er; Davey, Brendan
Subject: Lee STAR Draft Permit ' ' " '"' ---"

***

^t^is.e caut,'.on-, This Is an EXTERNAL email. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders on
email ***
Erin:

In order to issue the permit, we are requesting the following additional information:

2.

3.

^Li.teneml?O^S. Jhldranft;er-miLidentifies the ash handling e^uiPment and ash basin as sources of fugitive
^Z.^S;^^^^^attheyalready. planio ^loP^^Prc^i°^arp |e^^^
^n^S^S;^;^^ tKrfbed;".^e°2^^
^^r^Ys^:, ^:0.̂ ^^
^e?nSdasshHo^dwZttn;^lto*^^^^^^£r\shcLeru irnogn^rnTH P^d.c^T"s^wn/^ th!Teadshef yousent"

-? Did these come from the Solid Waste people?

fH,aa,^d H^LWeJ." k,nowcombustion of c^i ̂esults in emissions of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen
fluoride. Generally, these may or may not be included in toxics modeling7o'ra^dlit7oan^ caysue-ubsyccase



° SSS=-:;=s.=sss=^.a,n»
Please respond through the RO, induding your previous response on PCBs and additi.es .0 Brend.n on July 31, 2018.
Edward L Martin, PE
Environmental Engineer
Division of Air Quality, Permitting Section
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
919 707 8739 office
ed. martin ncdenr. ov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

<;>"Nothing Compares.

sc arespondenceto and from this addr^s is subject to the

North Carolina Public Records Lawand"maybe 'd,Fc^ed7o l^rd parties.


